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not uncommon in Myanmar, vividly told from the perspective of the 

child victim. ’Dawn: A Life is Born’ by Thinn Thiri Tun is a nature-focused 

narrative. The reader will hear a bird hatchling speak and tweet in her 

story.  

The English language group, led by Ko Ko Thett and Thett Su San, 

comprised six Myanmar-based translators, and four UK-based writers. 

Four out of the six translators were inspired by the UK-based writers to 

come up with their own stories in English. ’Farmer’ by Olivia Ma is based 

on a true story of a farmer from the Irrawaddy delta, who was fixated 
on owning a satellite dish, a status symbol in Myanmar, so much so that 

he fashioned one out of bamboo, and got himself into trouble with the 

authorities. In ’Blissful Thanksgiving’ the ethnic Kachin writer Nhkum 

Lu weaves her story around the Kachin thanksgiving culture, where the 

whole community gathers at church for a feast as well as poetry recitals 

and dance competitions. ’The Library’ by Nu Htet Htet Lwin perhaps is an 

allegory for the situation in Myanmar, where the country’s hard-earned 

democratic transition was ended by a putsch in 2021. ’Dreams’ by Hsu Lei 

Nwe features a Burmese Pollyanna, who finds solace in dreams amidst 
the unfavourable reality of her circumstances. 

Stories by the UK-based writers present no less a challenge to Burmese 

translators, but writer-translator collaboration between the Myanmar 

translators and the UK authors bore fruit.

The translated stories danced between cultures, tugging at the 

heartstrings of both languages and emotions.

’The Boy at the White Hotel’ by Mika Royd is a bold LGBTQ+ story, a genre 

that has yet to be developed in the Myanmar literary landscape. ’Writer’s 

Block’ by Mariyam Karolia is about an honour killing, with a subtle twist. 

’The Kitchen Table’ by Jessica Wright impressed our guest editor, Nathan 

Hamilton of Strangers Press, as a piece of flash fiction that can say so 
much in so few words. ’Bewilderment’ by Gus Mitchell is about a man 

who started talking to an unassuming birch tree in a park, and ended up 

becoming a reluctant celebrity. 

The course, the first of its kind for Myanmar, provided an exceptional 
platform for literary collaboration and cross-cultural understanding. As 

the workshops approached their final sessions, the Myanmar literati was 
hit with the news that Nyi Pu Lay suddenly passed away from a cardiac 

arrest after he got home from his usual walk on the morning of 21 June 

2023. Sayagyi Nyi Pu Lay, or Grand Master Nyi Pu Lay, as he was called 

in Myanmar, was a highly accomplished short story writer and a former 

prisoner of conscience who served nine years in jail in the 1990s. He 

was to deliver the closing remarks at the final session on 4 July. At the 
closing session, we, Myanmar workshop participants and tutors, fondly 

remembered him as a major force in contemporary Burmese literature. 

To his memory we would like to dedicate these short stories. 

Thett Su San & Ko Ko Thett 

The outcome of the course is an exciting array of flash fiction in three 
distinct linguistic groups; stories by Myanmar-based writers who wrote 

in Burmese, stories by Myanmar-based translators who wrote in English, 

and stories by the UK-based writers who wrote in English. 

The Burmese language workshop, led by senior writer San Tun Thaung, 

translator Dr. Zaw Tun and editor Myo Myint Nyein, yielded seven stories 

reflecting the violences and idiosyncrasies of Burmese life under tyranny. 
’The Country of Joy’ by Hsu alludes to ’The City of Joy’ by Dominique 

Lapierre, and is a sardonic take on daily life in Myanmar, often disrupted 

by power outages and always disturbed by the cost of living crisis. In 

’Childhood Sweetheart’, Po Po Phoenix makes a direct reference to a 

well-known Burmese pop song and its lyrics. While the story itself is 

a simple reminiscence about a childhood sweetheart by a grown-up 

person, understanding the decade, the 80s, when the song was popular, 

and perhaps being able to hear the song in one’s head, may be key to 

understanding the story. 

’If the World were Divided in Two’ by Thu Ta, a story sprinkled with 

Burmese slang, is a challenge to any translator. In ’Have a Wonderful Time 

at the Festival’, Aung Naing Htoo muses on the Burmese words pwe, for 

’festival’, and sitpwe for war, creating a ’festival of armed conflicts.’ In ’The 
Princess of the Town’, Thandar Tun shares a story of a neurodivergent 

woman who was routinely abused by men. ’Come and Rob Me of My Love’ 

by Shwe Eain San is about child abuse of an incestuous nature, a tragedy 
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Sometimes recalling beautiful memories from the 
past is like electricity is going on, when we know that 
it will be going off; especially now, when I am living  
as an insignificant and battered person not useful  
in the present.

’The summer temperature is extremely high. The power went off and 
hasn’t come back on for over 24 hours. As if people are in hell, I’ve no 
idea where to stay comfortable in summer. How about you, my daughter? 

Don’t worry if you can’t contact with us when you’re online. The power 

banks have run out of energy. My phone battery has 3% left and it’ll be 

off very soon. Take care of everything, my daughter. You’re not in your 
mother country. I’m worried about you. You know, I’m saying prayers 
every night for your safety.’

My mother is talking on the phone with her daughter who got a 

scholarship and is studying in America peacefully. Her voice is full with 

worries as well as dissatisfaction.

*

’Ma Thi, don’t use so much water when you take a shower. As electricity is 

cut, we can’t get enough water. I told you not to take a bath, but you did.’ 

Mee Nge is angry with me again, fanning her pet dog who is suffering 
from heatstroke. She is worried about running out of water in the kitchen 

if I have a bath.

’It’s terribly hot. From the opposite neighbourhood, the ceremony to 

propitiate the Gods still hasn’t finished. It’s really ear-splitting. Ma Thi, 
take a shower quickly. I can’t stay anymore. I’ll have a bath after you.’ 

’There! The elder one doesn’t listen to me. My little son, no bathing today! 

There’s only a little water left. There will be no water left for using in the 

kitchen and also in the toilet.’

’Oh, Mom! It’s very hot. I assume that it’s hotter than hell. I’ll surely take a 

bath. If there’s no water, you can call the Purified Water Seller.’

’It’s been two days since the electricity went off. His phone is also turned 
off. There is no way to call him.’

’You guys, I don’t wanna talk to you anymore. No one obeys me. What 
kind of people are you all?’

As electricity is cut off during the hot and stuffy season, mom nearly 
explodes as usual. She starts to explode at me and my younger brother 

for taking a shower. The meat in the refrigerator must be cooked, 

otherwise it will rot, so Mee Nge, cooking the meat over a charcoal fire, 
curses, saying, ’Me, who sweats the most, has no chance to take a bath. 

Alright! Alright! Only all of you have a body and a soul! xxxxxxxxx’

Translated  
by
Zar Myo 
Thandar

The Country

of Joy

By 
Hsu
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When I think of the prices I learnt in the market this morning, I find 
it harder and harder to breathe. Before, my salary was around two-

hundred-thousand kyats and I also had annual increments. And I got 

nearly promoted, so I was very satisfied with my life. Mee Nge and my 
brother only have one year left to finish their university education. When 
they got a job after university, we planned to buy Mom a nice, spacious 

flat. It was a wonderful time. Discussing with family members about 
buying a new flat, all of our siblings looked full of energy and enthusiasm. 
On weekends, we had a lot of fun, going out in our own car and eating 

home-made snacks together. Now, with the gradually rising price of 

goods, national companies have left in a hurry as they were not provided 

with a proper electricity supply. I almost took sleeping bills and selfishly 
attempted suicide on many occasions, working for a very low salary as my 

mother’s health slowly collapsed.  

Sighing and unable to sleep, I used the internet (Facebook) to find relief. 
The oppressed crowd in their small flats are blaming and criticising 
various things, sharing posts such as ’How to live peacefully’, ’Mindfulness 

and Minimalism’ and ’Contentment’ on Facebook.  They are always 

worried about their household expenses with slowly-rising price of goods 

month by month. As electricity is cut, the air-conditioner cannot be 

switched on when it is extremely hot. Besides, bitten by mosquitoes, they 

are afraid they would suffer from leprosy. 

In our country, everything is deteriorating. Looking at the latest posts 

on the newsfeed, our citizens – who can’t even charge their phones 

and computers – respect motivational speakers from America who take 

their money, preaching success stories that say, ’If you try, anything is 

possible.’ That’s so funny.

I burst out laughing when I saw a post shared by Ma Muyar who sent her 

son to an international school. Her post says: ’Because of people like the 

children who continue to attend public school, we still can’t beat those 

dog-beggars.’ Looking further down the newsfeed, an acquaintance 

working at a Children’s Rights Organization wrote about ’How smart 

Elonmart is’ and ’Why youths need to study IT from now on so that, when 

AI replaces people, they will not be left unemployed.’ 

I cannot turn on the air-conditioner because there is no electricity. And I 

cannot sleep because of being unbearably hot and bitten by mosquitoes. 

So, I am sitting in the dark and scrolling through Facebook, my thoughts 

rambling here and there. Do I need to continue taking medicine as my 

mother and my sisters say? Or does everyone need to take medicine 

except for me? After I stop thinking, I am reading the book ’The City of 

Joy’, which I have read ever since my childhood. Getting a bitter taste of 

the human hell that we can experience without actually going to hell, I 

upload a post on Facebook.   

’If you look to the east, it’s pitch dark. At present, I am suffocating like 
a bird trapped in a small glass bottle. Like a man doomed to death, in a 

helpless life, the saying ’If you try, nothing is impossible’ is like a hot iron 

put into that bottle, to make me feel strongly.

*

’Hello! I’m speaking.’

’Your phone is not registered with a real identity card. So, I am calling to 
ask you to register again. If you don’t re-register by April 18 th, your SIM 

card will be canceled.’

’Is that right? Just this morning, I re-registered with my real identity card 

as shown in the registration form. What else I need to do?’

’Listen carefully to what I’m saying, madam. Use the Atom application and 

.......’

’I told you that I did that step by step this morning. What should I do 

next? Let it be! I won’t use your operation anymore.’ The summer day was 

roasting hot, and I nearly exploded, this kind of inconvenient operator is 

such a problem.

Mee Nge sitting next to me, said ’Don’t be so rude, Ma Thi. Answer 

politely. You shouldn’t respond curtly to people.’ She is right. These days, 
I am satisfied with nothing, and I shout at everyone at home. And then, 
regretting it, I am angry with myself, and I cannot get out of my temper 

cycle. Scolding our siblings, feeling dissatisfied with everything, Mom 
said, ’When you stop taking the medicine prescribed by the Psychiatrist, 

you behave like this. You don’t listen to me. And you’re easily angry, 
aggressive and also cynical.’ Mom scolds me and my younger sisters in 

turn.   

At home, everyone is fuming like a bomb about to explode very soon and 

feeling dissatisfied with everything. All of us shout at each other. I have 
to be careful not to say the wrong thing. In fact, they think that I am very 

sensitive as I did not continue taking medicine.  These days, my younger 

brother and Mee Nge (my youngest sister), who dropped the plan of 

the university strike as part of CDM movement, are highly sensitive and 

cry easily. In my mind, I am thinking of how to convince them to see the 

doctor.

Actually, it is not their fault they get depressed. Due to the political 

problems, they have stopped going to university and have been 

looking for a job. But they have not got a job yet. They think of pursuing 

university education, like others, but my salary is just enough to pay for 

our household expenses at home. They can’t afford to attend educational 
courses if they are not free. When I think of their not-bright-but-dark 

future, I almost stop breathing.

*

’Ten eggs, madam. Pork costs twenty thousand kyats, so my mother 

asked to buy eggs.’

’Here you are. It’s two thousand and five hundred kyats, Aunty Mon.’

’You can’t get it for two thousand and five hundred kyats, Ma Thi. An egg 
costs three hundred and fifty kyats. It’s three thousand and five hundred 
kyats.’
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“ဟ6အeမကလ> ငရ>အiu1ကအeဖeခNရeလ6က%တ>4အထiပ@eနတ6။ ခ9iu1မE6ပ>။ eရမHiရင%  eရသန%Oသည%
eလ1ကiu ဖuန%1ဆက% eခNလiuက%eလ။” 

“မ81မလ6တ6 ၂ ရက%Hiပ8eလ။ သWဖuန%1လ> စက%ပiတ%ထ61တယ%တ>4။ ဘယ%လiuမEeခNမရဘ@1။” 

“နင%တiueတ0ဟ6eလ မe-ပ6ခ9င%eတ64ဘ@1။ တစ%eယ6က%မE e-ပ6ဆiuဆuG1မ မရန>O။ ဘယ%လiuဟ6eတ0မEန%1
ကiuမသiဘ@1။”  

ထuG1စGအတiuင%1 အeမကeတ64 ပ@ပ@eလ6င%eလ6င%ခ9iန%Yက81 မ81ဖ9က%ခGထ61ရeတ64 eပ'က%က0>လuန81ပ'1-ဖစ%
eနတuန%1 eရခ9iu1eနတ>4 က9မန>O eမ6င%eလ1အeပN eပ'က%က0>ဖiuတ6ဆ@eနပ8။ eရခ>eသတZ6ထ>က အသ61
eတ0ပuတ%ကuန%မE6 စiu1ရiမ%လiu မ81eသ01မ81ဖiuန>O ခ9က%-ပuတ%eနတ>4 မ81ငယ%ကလ> “eခ[1တလuG1လuG1န>O လ@က eရမ
ခ9iu1ရဘ@1။ eအ1ပ'။ နင%တiuပ> အသက%ပ'2ကတယ%။ xxxxxxxxx” က9မတiuကiu -မည%တ0န%eတ6က%တ81ရင%1
က လက%ကလ> ယပ%eတ6င% တစ%-ဖန%1-ဖန%1ဆက%ခတ%eနH6eလရ>\။ 

* 

“ဟယ%လiu … ဟuတ%က>4e-ပ6ပ'။” 

“အမဖuန%1က မEတ%ပuGတင%အမEန%န>O စ6ရင%1သ0င%1ထ61တ6 မဟuတ%တ>4အတ0က% မEတ%ပuGတင%အမEန%န>O စ6ရင%1
-ပန%သ0င%1ဖiu ဖuန%1ဆက%eပ1တ6ပ'။ ဧပရယ% ၁၈ ရက% eန6က%ဆuG1ထ61Jပ81 -ပန%မEတ%ပuGမတင%ရင% ဆင%1ကဒ%
ဖ9က%သiမ%1သ061မE6ပ'Hင%4။” 

“ဟuတ%လ61။ မနက%ကပ> အမ မEတ%ပuGတင%အမEန%န>O သWeဖ6င%မE6ပ'တ>4ပuGစGအတiuင%1 စ6ရင%1-ပန%သ0င%1လiuက%
တယ%eလ။ ဘ6ဆက%လuပ%စရ6လiueသ1တ6လ>။”  

“က9မe-ပ6တ6 eသခ96န61eထ6င%ပ'အမ။ ATOM application ထ>ဝင%လiuက%Jပ81 …” 

“အ>4အဆင%4အတiuင%1 မနက%က အမလuပ%2ကည%4ထ61Jပ81Jပ8လiu e-ပ6တယ%eလ။ ဘ6ဆက%လuပ%ရမE6လ>။ မ
ရရင%လ>eနeတ64။ ယ@တiu eအ6%ပရiတ%တ6ကiu ဆက%မသuG1ဘ@1။” ပ@ကပ@န>O လ@ကအလiuလiueပ'က%က0>
ခ9င%ခ9င%ပ'ဆiuမE အခ9iu1မe-ပတ>4 eအ6%ပရiတ%တ6က တစ%မ9iu1။  

eဘ1မE6ထiuင%eနတ>4 မ81ငယ%ကeတ64 အ'4eလ6က%မUiuင%1န>Oeလ မသ8။ ယa%ယa%eက91eက91 -ပန%e-ဖeလ။ 
မသ8 လ@eတ0ကiu မeခ9မငGဆက%ဆGလiu မရဘ@1eလတ>4။ သ@e-ပ6မယ%ဆiuလ> e-ပ6ခ9င%စရ6။ ဒ8ရက%ပiuင%1 
အရ6ရ6ကiu စiတ%တiuင%1က9တယ%လiuမHiန>O တစ%အiမ%လuG1ကiuလ> ပတ%eအ6%eနမiတ6။ Jပ81မEeန6င%တeတ0ရ
ရင%1 ကiuယ%4ဘ6သ6 ထပ%စiတ%တiuန>O သGသရ6လည%လiuမJပ81။ အလiuမက9မSeတ0န>O က9မတiueမ6င%IEမeတ0ကiu 
ဆ@ဆ@ပ@ပ@န>O အeမကလ> ညည%1 Psychiatrist eပ1တ>4eဆ1eတ0 ဆက%မeသ6က%ဘ>ရပ%ပလiuက%လiu ဒ8လiu
eတ0 -ဖစ%eနတ6။ ဘ6မEe-ပ6မရဆiuမရ ထစ%ခန>OHi eဒ'သထ0က%။ ရန%H6။ အလiuမက9န>OဆiuJပ81 က9မကiu ဆ@
လiuက% အငယ%မတiuကiu ဆ@လiuက%ပ'ပ>။  

ဆu  

သuခ$iuင'င( 

“တစ%ခ'တစ%eလ အတiတ%ကiu-ပန%eတ012ကည%4ရတ6 မ81ပ9က%မယ%လiu သiထ61တ>4အခ9iန% မ81လ6သလiuပ'ပ>။ 
အထ@1သ-ဖင%4 ပစCပDန%မE6 အeရ1မပ'၊ သuG1စ61မရeအ6င% စuတ%-ပတ%သတ%eနတ>4လ@တစ%eယ6က%အ-ဖစ% 
အသက%Hင%eနရခ9iန%မE6eပ'4။” 

* 

“eI0eနအပ@ခ9iန%က-မင%4ရတ>4အထ> မ81ပ9က%Jပ81-ပန%မလ6တ6 ၂၄ န6ရ8မကeတ64ဘ@1။ လ@eတ0လ> ငရ>အiu1
ထ> eရ6က%eနသလiuပ>။ ဘယ%လiueနရမEန%1ကiu မသieတ64ပ'ဘ@1eအ။ သမ81eက6 အ'4မE6အဆင%e-ပတယ%
မiuလ61။ သမ81 လiuင%1eပNတက%လiu အeမတiuကiu eခNမရရင% စiတ%ပ@မeနန>O။ ပ'ဝ'ဘဏ%eတ0လ> အကuန%
ကuန%ပ8။ ဖuန%1ဘက%ထရ8က ၃ ရ6ခiuင%ISန%1တ>4။ ခဏeန စက%ပiတ%သ061eတ64မE6။ အရ6ရ6 ဂUuစiuက%eန6%
သမ81။ သမ81က ကiuယ%4Iiuင%ငGမE6မဟuတ%ဘ@1။ အeမ4မE6 စiတ%ပ@လiuက%ရတ6။ ညတiuင%1 ဘuရ61မE6 သမ81eဘ1
ကင%1ဖiuဆueတ6င%1eပ1eနတယ%2က61လ61။” 

အeမရiကမE6စeက6%လ6ရJပ81 eအ1eအ1eဆ1eဆ1eက96င%1တက%eနတ>4 သWသမ81န>O e-ပ6eနတ>4 အeမ4
အသGကiu န61eထ6င%2ကည%4eတ64လ> စiu1ရiမ%eသ6ကန>Oအတ@ စiတ%အလiuမက9မSeတ0 အတiuင%1သ61။ 

“မသ8 … eရeတ0အကuန%မခ9iu1ပလiuက%န>Oeန6%။ မ81ပ9က%eနတ6 eရတင%မရလiu eရမခ9iu1ပ'န>Oဆiu။ ခ9iu1eန
-ပန%ပ8။” မ81ငယ%ကလ> အပ@လ0န%Jပ81 Heat stroke ရခ9င%eနတ>4 သWeခ01eလ1ကiu ယပ%ခပ%eပ1ရင%1 က9မ
eရခ9iu1လiuက%လiu သuG1eရeတ0 ကuန%သ061ရင% မ81ဖiuထ>eဆ1eက96မရမE6 eတ01e2က6က%Jပ81 က9မကiuစiတ%တiu
eန-ပန%။  

“ပ@ပ'တယ%ဆiu။ ဟiuဘက%ရပ%က0က%က နတ%ကန61ပ0>ကလ> မJပ81Iiuင%eတ64ဘ@1။ န61eတ0ပ'က0>eတ64မယ%။ 
မသ8 -မန%-မန%ခ9iu1။ င'လ> မeနIiuင%eတ64ဘ@1။ နင%Jပ81ရင% eရခ9iu1eတ64မယ%။” 

“ဟ>4…အYက81မကe-ပ6မရတ>4အထ>။ သ61ငယ%eရ eရမခ9iu1ပလiuက%န>Oeလ။ eရeလ1နည%1နည%1ပ>က9န%
တ6။ အiမ%သ6 သuG1မရ။ မ81ဖiuထ> eဆ1eက96မရ-ဖစ%မယ%။” 
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အiမ%မE6လ> အ61လuG1က eပ'က%က0>ခ'န81ပ'1ဗuG1တစ%လuG1လiu ထစ%ခန>OHi စiတ%တiu၊ အလiuမက9၊ ထeအ6%2ကန>Oမiu 
စက61မမE61eအ6င% ဂUuစiuက%eနရခ9iန%။ တကယ%ဆiu သ@တiuကသ6 က[န%မကiueဆ1ဆက%မeသ6က%လiu 
အရမ%1ကiu ဆန%1ဆန%1တင%4 -ဖစ%eနတယ%ထင%eနတ6။ က9မစiတ%ထ>လ> eက96င%1ဆက%မတက%eတ64ဘ> 
eနOHiသ၍ ထiလ0ယ%Hလ0ယ%န>O စiတ%ထiခiuက%လ0ယ%ငiuလ0ယ%-ဖစ%eနတ>4 eမ6င%eလ1န>O မ81ငယ%ကiu ဆရ6ဝန%
သ061-ပဖiu ဘယ%လiuစည%1UuG1ရရင%eက6င%1မလ> eတ01eနတ6eလ။  

သ@တiueတ0 စiတ%ဓ'တ%က9မယ%ဆiuလ> က9ခ9င%စရ6eလ။ Iiuင%ငGeရ1-ပဿန6eတ0e2က6င%4 eက96င%1ဆက%မ
တက%eတ64ဘ> အလuပ%H6eန2ကeပမယ%4 အခuထiအလuပ%က မရ2ကeသ1။ သ@မ961လiu eက96င%1တက%မယ%
YကG-ပန%eတ64လ> အiမ%မE6က က9မလစ6 တစ%မ9iu1ထ>န>O တစ%လ တစ%လ အiမ%အသuG1စ6ရiတ%eတ6င% 
အIiuင%Iiuင%မiu သင%တန%1eတ0eတ6င% အလက61မဟuတ%ရင% မတက%Iiuင%2ကတ6။ ဘ6အလင%1eရ6င%မE မ
-မင%ရတ>4 ပiန%1ပiတ%eအ6င%eမE6င%eနတ>4 သ@တiuအန6ဂတ%ကiueတ01မieတ64 က[န%မပ' အသက%f ရပ%ခ9င%
လ6သလiuလiu။  

* 

“2ကက%ဥ ၁၀ လuG1အမeရ ဝက%သ61eတ0က ၂ eသ6င%1eဈ1မiu အeမက 2ကက%ဥဝယ%ခiuင%1eတ64တယ%” 

“eရ6 ၂၅၀၀ အန%တ8မ0န%” 

“၂၅၀၀၀ န>O မရeတ64ဘ@1 မသ8eရ။ 2ကက%ဥ တစ%လuG1 ၃၅၀ -ဖစ%eနပ8။ ၃၅၀၀ က9တယ%။” 

မနက%eဈ1သ061တuန%1က ကuန%eဈ1ISန%1အe2က6င%1eတ0 အeတ01ထ>-ပန%eရ6က%လ6eတ64 အသက%fရ
တ6 ပiuပiuမ0န%12ကပ%လ6 သလiuလiu။ အရင%ကeတ64 ကiuယ%4လစ6ကလ> IEစ%ဆယ%ပတ%ခ96လည%န>O IEစ%တiu1
လစ6eလ1လ> Hiတ>4အ-ပင% ရ6ထ@တiu1eလ1လ>-မင%တ6မiu ဘဝကiu အeက9နပ%Yက81eက9နပ%eပ'4။ မ81ငယ%န>O 
eမ6င%eလ1လ> eက96င%1Jပ81ဖiu တစ%IEစ%ပ> က9န%eတ64တ6မiu eက96င%1Jပ81အလuပ%ဝင%ရင% အeမ4ကiueပက9ယ%
က9ယ%န>Oတiuက%ခန%1eက6င%1eက6င%1eလ1 e-ပ6င%1ဝယ%eပ1ဖiu တiuင%ပင%Jပ81eမ6င%IEမeတ0 အ61မန%eတ0
အ-ပည%4Hiခ>4ခ9iန%eလ။ စeန၊ တနဂkeI0eတ0ဆiuတ6လ> အiမ%ကက61eလ1န>O eလ96က%လည%2က အiမ%မE6မuန%O
လuပ%စ612ကန>O သiပ%ကiueပ96%စရ6eက6င%1ခ>4တ6။  အခueတ64 က[န%မအရပ%-မuပ%လuန81န81တရiပ%ရiပ%တက%
လ6တ>4 ကuန%eဈ1ISန%1န>Oအတ@ မ81eတ0မမEန%လiu ဆက%လည%ပတ%လiu မ-ဖစ%Iiuင%eတ64လiuဆiuJပ81 အလ9iuလ9iu
ထ0က%သ0612ကတ>4 Iiuင%ငGတစ%က6ကuမDဏ8Yက81eတ02က61 က[န%မလ> ရရ6လစ6eလ1န>O ဝင%လuပ%ရင%1 
တအiအiJပiuက9လ6တ>4 အeမ4က9န%1မ6eရ12က61 တစ%ခ'တစ%ခ' အ61လuG1ကiuထ61ခ>4Jပ81 ကiuယ%လ0တ%Uuန%
သ061ဖiu eဆ1eတ0eသ6က%မieတ64မလiu-ဖစ%တ6လ> အYကiမ%Yကiမ%။  

သက%-ပင%1အYကiမ%Yကiမ%ခ9ရင%1 အiပ%မရမယ%4အတ@ စiတ%e-ပလက%eပ96က%အ0န%လiuင%1 (eဖ4စဘuတ%) eပN
တက%2ကည%4-ပန%eတ64လ> လWအရပ%-မuပ%eလ6က%eတ64မယ%4အထi တရiပ%ရiပ%တက%လ6တ>4 ကuန%eဈ1ISန%1
န>O တစ%လတစ%လ ပ@ပန%eနရတ>4 အသuG1စရiတ%2က61 ပ@ကပ@၊ မ81ကပ9က%၊ အ>က0န%1ကဖ0င%4မရ၊ -ခင%eတ0က 

ကiuက%လiu တစ%ကiuယ%လuG1 I@န6ဝ>ဆ0>ခ9င%ခ9င%-ဖစ%eနတ>4 တiuက%ခန%1က9a%1က9a%12က61ကအဖiIiuပ%ခGလ@အuပ%
Yက81က အe2က6င%1ခ9င%1ရ6မ9iu1စuGကiu -ပစ%တင%eဝဖန%ဆ>ဆiueနရင%1 “eအ1ခ9မ%1စ06 eနထiuင%နည%1” 

“mindfulness and minimalism” န>O eရ6င%4ရ>တင%1တiပ%မSeတ0အe2က6င%1 စ6eတ0အJပiuင%အဆiuင%H>လiu
eပ'4။  

eန6က% စ6မ9က%IE6တစ%ခuက ပiueတ02ကည%4-ပန%eတ64 အရ6နiပ%4ပ'1eနတ>42က61က ဖuန%1န>O က0န%-ပlတ6
eတ6င% နပ%မE8eအ6င% အ61မသ0င%1Iiuင%တ>4က9မတiu Iiuင%ငGသ61eတ0 အ61က9eလ1စ61တ6က” Yကiu1စ61ရင% 
ဘ6မဆiu-ဖစ%Iiuင%တယ%” ဆiuတ>4 အeမရiကကeန eအ6င%-မင%eရ1eတ0eဟ6e-ပ6ရင%1 သ@တiuပiuက%ဆGeတ0
သယ%4ယ@eနတ>4 မiuတ8eဗ1Hင%1နယ% စပ8က6eတ0တ>4။ ရယ%စရ6eက6င%1လiuက%တ>4အ-ဖစ%။ 

မ9က%eစ6င%1ထiu1 အiမ%က သWသ61eလ1 Iiuင%ငGတက6eက96င%1ပiuထ61တ>4မမ@ယ6 H>ထ61တ>4 ပiuတစ%ခu-မင%
လiuက%eတ64 က[န%မမE6 eအ6%ရယ%မiတ>4အထi။ 2ကည%4eလ သ@H>ထ61တ>4ပiuက “အစiu1ရeက96င%1 ဆက%
တက%eနတ>4 ကeလ1eတ0လiu လ@eတ0e2က6င%4 အခuထi ဟiueခ01သeတ6င%1စ61eတ0ကiu မIiuင%eသ1တ6ပ>”။ 
သWeအ6က%ကiu ဆက%2ကည%4လiuက%eတ64 ကeလ1သ@ငယ%အခ0င%4အeရ1ရ6အဖ0>mအစည%1တစ%ခuမE6လuပ%eန
တ>4အသiတစ%eယ6က%eရ1တင%ထ61တ6က  “အ8လ0န%မတ% ဘယ%eလ6က%ထieတ6%တ>4အe2က6င%1eတ0န>O 
မ2က6ခင% AI က လ@eတ0eနရ6မE6အစ61ထiu1လiu အလuပ%လက%မ>4 -ဖစ%မက9န%ခ>4ဖiu လ@ငယ%eတ0 အခuကထ>
က အiuင%တ8ကiueလ4လ61ထ612ကဖiuလiuတ>4အe2က6င%1တ>4။” 

မ81မလ6လiu အ>က0န%1ဖ0င%4မရeတ64 ပ@ကပ@ -ခင%eတ0ကကiuက%န>O အiပ%မရလiu အeမE6င%ထ>ထiuင%ရင%1 ဟiueတ01ဒ8
eတ01န>O eဖ4ဘ0တ%ပ0တ%eနတ>4က9မ။ အeမန>O က9မည8မeတ0e-ပ6သလiu က9မပ> eဆ1ဆက%eသ6က%ဖiuလiu
eနတ6လ61။ ဒ'မEမဟuတ% က9မကလ0>Jပ81 အ61လuG1ပ> eဆ1eသ6က%ဖiuလiueန2ကတ6မ961လ61ဆက%မ
eတ01တတ%eတ64တ>4eန6က%။ ငယ%ငယ%က ဖတ%ခ>4ဖ@1တ>4 သuခJမiueတ6%န>O ငရ>-ပည%ထiသ061စရ6မလiuဘ> 
eတ0mYကGuခGစ61Iiuင%တ>4 လWငရ>အရသ6ကiu တဝYက81ခGစ61ရင%1 က[န%မလ> eဖ4ဘuတ%စ6မ9က%မE6 ပiuစ%တစ%ခu
eက6က%တင%လiuက%တယ%။ 

“အeoကiu eမp6%2ကည%4ရင% ပiန%1ပiတ%eအ6င%eမE6င%လiu။ ပစCuပန%ဟ6လ> ဖန%ပuလင%1ခပ%eသ1eသ1ထ> ထည%4
ပiတ%ခGထ61ရတ>4 ငEက%ကeလ1လiu မ0န%12ကပ%Jပ81 eသမiန%Oက9လ@တစ%eယ6က%လiu က@ကယ%ရ6မ>4ဘဝမE6 

Yကiu1စ61ရင%ဘ6မဆiu-ဖစ%တယ%ဆiuတ6 အ-ပင%1အထန%ခGစ61eစဖiu ထပ%eလ6င%1ထည%4လiuက%တ>4 သGရည%ပ@
eတ0လiuပ'ပ>။” 
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Someone told me once that everything in the world will be beautiful if 

you behold it with the eyes of love. 

Someone special, who was mine once...

Someone I love...

I think loving eyes means loving heart.

I like staying alone and calm. For me, addicted to writing and reading, 

my ten-foot-wide room is my own little world.

My little world I love...

I love the bookshelf in the corner. I love my study table with a table 

clock. I love the simple white tablecloth with a beautiful little blue vase 

placed on it. 

I love the only window in my room, which, though I can’t see the 

whole world through it, can hide me from the whole world.

I love the warm sun, rays slanting down on my face when I open the 

window in the morning. I love the cool moonlight putting its chin on 

the window ledge on a yellow-moon night. I also love the smell of coral 

jasmine wafting from the front of the house, coming to me through that 

window.

When I opened the window today, the warm sun I love seemed to 

run away as the rain drops fell. It was a holiday but there was no place 

I needed to go. So, outside on the balcony, I was trying to pass a rainy 

morning, sipping a cup of coffee big enough for two people, engrossed in 
reading a novel by Kyi Aye. A song from the tea shop on the road reached 

my ears. It was ’Nge Chi Oo’ (Childhood Sweetheart) by Sai Htee Hsai.

’It’s been a long time, 

I thought I had forgotten everything about the past …’

Alas! It had been very long time! The music came through my 

eardrums into my heart. Because of the rain, the bleeding started 

again from the deep-rooted wound in my left breast. From ’Childhood 

Sweetheart’, the song by Sai Htee Hsai, all of my thoughts began to fly 
back to my own childhood sweetheart. 

The Raindrops of May 2000

His purple Pheasant bicycle was the main protagonist in our love 

story. I sat on the rear seat of his bicycle and hugged his waist tightly. It 

was the most wonderful time, as if the whole world belonged to me. 

’Pedaling, I feel tired physically, but not mentally …’ Oh, those days!

In his bicycle basket, the lunch box I prepared for two; and on my 

head, a string of starflowers he had picked very early in the morning; 
laughing and giggling enchantedly, we pointed at each other and said, 

’You are my whole life.’  We even mocked Adam and Eve, holding hands 
and entwining our necks. The goddess of love came and spread felicity 

between us.

I was so happy.

Now, I am still missing him.

At that time, I never thought that the day would come to me when 

I would be drinking this coffee made for two, feeling so lonely; the 
day when I would be picking up seashells all alone whenever I went to 

the beach; the day when my only companion would be a lonely poem 

whenever I turned my feet towards the green fields. 
Between the two of us, seven wide rivers had never flowed between 

us, and seven mountains had not blocked our way. It was simply a thin 

layer called ’misunderstanding’ that had separated me from him.

But that thin layer made us run away from each other far, far away.

He was a guy who was always trying to keep abreast with the times, 

while I would stand and stare at the passing hands of the Clocks of Time 

and draw paintings on contemporary scenes. Although I was content with 

Childhood

Sweetheart

By  
Po Po Phoenix

Translated  
by
Zar Myo 
Thandar
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ပiuပiuဖ81နစ% 

ငယ'ခ*စ'ဦ- 

ခ9စ%eသ6မ9က%စi-ဖင%42ကည%4လpင% eလ6ကမE6Hiသည%4 အရ6မEန%သမpသည% သ6ယ6လEပeနလiမ%4မည%ဟu 
တစ%စuGတစ%eယ6က%က က9မကiu e-ပ6ခ>4ဖ@1သည%။ 

တစ%ခ9iန%က က9မရ>\တစ%စuGတစ%eယ6က% … ။ 

က9မခ9စ%eသ6 တစ%စuGတစ%eယ6က% … ။ 

ခ9စ%eသ6မ9က%စiဆiuသည%မE6 ခ9စ%eသ6စiတ%ကiu ဆiuလiuသည%ဟu က9မထင%ပ'သည%။ 

တစ%eယ6က%တည%1 eအ1eအ1eဆ1eဆ1eနရသည%ကiu သeဘ6က9eသ6၊ စ6eရ1စ6ဖတ%-ခင%1မE6 စ0>
စ0>Jမ>Jမ> ဝ'သန6ထuGeသ6 က9မအဖiu ဆယ%eပပတ%လည% အခန%1ကeလ1သည% က9မ၏ကiuယ%ပiuင%ကမ r6
ငယ%ကeလ1 -ဖစ%သည%။  

က9မခ9စ%eသ6 ကမ r6ငယ%eလ1။ 

အခန%1eထ6င%4မE စ6အuပ%စင%ကeလ1ကiu က9မခ9စ%သည%။ စ61ပ0>တင%န6ရ8eလ1တစ%လuG1IEင%4 စ62ကည%4စ61ပ0> 
မနiမ%4မ-မင%4eလ1ကiu က9မခ9စ%သည%။ စ61ပ0>ခင%1-ဖlလ0လ0eလ1IEင%4 2ကည%-ပ6eရ6င% အလEပန%1အiu1ကeလ1
ကiu က9မခ9စ%သည%။  

တစ%eလ6ကလuG1ကiu မ-မင%ရeပမ>4 တစ%eလ6ကလuG1ကeန က9မကiu က0ယ%ဝEက%eပ1ထ61Iiuင%သည%4 တစ%ခu
တည%1eသ6 -ပတင%1eပ'က%ကeလ1ကiu က9မသiပ%ခ9စ%သည%။  

မနက%ခင%1-ပတင%1တGခ'1အဖ0င%4 က9မမ9က%IE6eပN တစ%စ0န%1တစ%စ -ဖ6က9လ6eသ6 eန-ခည%eI01eI01
eလ1ကiu က9မခ9စ%သည%။ ညအခ'လဝ'ဝ'မE6 က9မ-ပတင%1တGခ'1eလ1eပN eမ1လ6တင%eနတတ%eသ6 

လeရ6င%eအ1eအ1eလ1ကiu က9မခ9စ%သည%။ ထiu-ပတင%1 တGခ'1eလ1မEတစ%ဆင%4 က9မဆ8ဝင%eရ6က%လ6
eသ6 အiမ%eoမE ဆiပ%ဖလ@1ပန%1ရနGeလ1 ကiuလည%1 က9မခ9စ%ပ'သည%။ 

a firefly’s light, he wanted to spread brilliant rays around the world like 
the sun.

We were not black and white, but I could not get on with him 

anymore.

’Alright, let’s not see each other.’

He held onto what he thought was the truth, and so did I. What was 

wrong was only destiny that made us meet and love each other.

The sound of the rain from the roof became louder and louder. It 

was raining heavily outside. The music from the tea shop had already 

stopped. 

In my heart, the sound of music still remained and questions, like the 

lyrics of the song, rose in me once again:

’Now, if we meet again,

 Like before, 

Will our hearts beat again?

Like in the past, will our smiles still be warm?’
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ယeနO -ပတင%1အဖ0င%4မE6eတ64 က9မခ9စ%eသ6 eန-ခည%eI01eI01eလ1မE6 မiu1eရစက%မ961 e2က6င%4 e-ပ1Jပ8
ထင%။ အ61လပ%ရက%လည%1 -ဖစ%eသ6e2က6င%4 မ-ဖစ%မeန သ061စရ6ဟ@၍လည%1မHi။ ထiue2က6င%4 ဝရGတ6
ဘက%ထ0က% IEစ%eယ6က%စ6eဖ96%ထ61eသ6 eက6%ဖ8တစ%ခ0က%ရယ%၊ ဆရ6မ2ကည%eအ1၏ ဝတt uတစ%အuပ%
ရယ%-ဖင%4 မiu1နGနက%ခင%1ကiu ကuန%ဆuG1ဖiu -ပင%ဆင%eနခiuက% အiမ%eoလမ%1မဘက%က လက%ဖက%ရည%ဆiuင%ဆ8မE 
သ8ခ9င%1သGသ>4သ>4က က9မန61ထ> ဝင%လ6သည%။ စiuင%1ထ81ဆiuင%ရ>\ ငယ%ခ9စ%ဦ1 … …။  

** 2က6Jပ8ဆiueတ64 eမ4eလ6က%ပ'Jပ8 
   စiတ%မE6ယuGခ>4တယ% … ** 

ဪ… 2က6ခ>4Jပ8ပ> … …။ 

သ8ခ9င%1သGက က9မန61စည%မEတစ%ဆင%4 က9မIEလuG1အiမ%ဆ8သiu ဝင%eရ6က%လ6သည%။ ဝ>ဘက%ရင%အuGက 

အန6eဟ6င%1မE6 မiu1eရစက%မ961e2က6င%4 eသ01-ပန%ထ0က%eလJပ8။ စiuင%1ထ81ဆiuင%ရ>\ငယ%ခ9စ%ဦ1မEသည% က9မ
ရ>\ငယ%ခ9စ%ဦ1ဆ8သiu စiတ%အစa%တစ%ခuလuG1 ရစ%ဝ>သ061ခ>4Jပ8။ 

2000 ခuနစ%၊ eမလရ>\မiu1eရစက%မ961။ 

သWဖ81ဆင%4စက%ဘ81ခရမ%1eရ6င%eလ1သည% က9မတiuIEစ%eယ6က%ဇ6တ%လမ%1တ0င% အဓiက ဇ6တ%eဆ6င%
တစ%ဦ1-ဖစ%ပ'သည%။ သWခ'1ကiuတင%1တင%1ဖက%၍ သWစက%ဘ81eန6က%ခuGမE6 ထiuင%လiuက%ရeသ6အခ9iန%မ961
တ0င% တစ%ကမ r6လuG1ကiu က9မအပiuင%စ61ရထ61သလiu ထင%မEတ%ခ>4ရသည%။ 

“eမ6eတ64eမ6တ6eပ'4 ဒ'eပမယ%4 မeမ6ဘ@1” ဆiueသ6 က6လမ961။ 

သWစက%ဘ81eo-ခင%1ထ>မE6 က9မ-ပင%ဆင%လ6eသ6 IEစ%eယ6က%စ6 ထမင%1ဘ@1IEင%4။ က9မeခ'င%1eပNမE6 

သ@ကiuယ%တiuင% မနက%eစ6eစ6ထJပ81 eက6က%ယ@သ8ကuG1လ6eသ6 ခeရပန%1ကuG1IEင%4။ ရယ%လ9က%eမ6
လ9က% … ရယ%လ9က%eမ6လ9က% တစ%eယ6က%ကiuတစ% eယ6က% ဘဝYက81ဟu လက%ညxiu1yzန%-ပခ>42က
သည%။ လက%ခ9င%1တ0>၍ လည%ခ9င%1ယEက%က6 အ6ဒGIEင%4ဧဝကiu eလE6င%e-ပ6င%ခ>42ကသည%။ အခ9စ%နတ%
ဘuရ61မသည% က9မတiu2က61 ဝင%eရ6က%၍ eပ96%ရzင%-ခင%1မ961 က9>-ဖန%Oeပ1ခ>4ပ'သည%။ 

eပ96%ခ>4ရပ'သည%။ 
အခueတ64လည%1 လ0မ%1ရပ'သည%။  

ထiuအခ9iန%ကeတ64 ယခuလiu IEစ%eယ6က%စ6eက6%ဖ8ကiu က9မတစ%eယ6က%တည%1 eသ6က%eနရလiမ%4မည%
ဟu မeတ01ခ>4မiပ'။ ကမ%1e-ခဘက%eတ0ဆ8 ခရ81ထ0က%တiuင%1 ခUuခ0Geလ1မ961ကiu က9မတစ%eယ6က%တည%1 
eက6က%eနရလiမ%4မည%ဟu မထင%ခ>4မiပ'။ လယ%eတ6 စiမ%1စiမ%1eတ0ဘက% e-ခဦ1လEည%4တiuင%1 အထ81က9န%
ကဗ96တစ%ပuဒ%IEင%4 အeဖ6%လuပ%eနရလiမ%4မည%ဟu မစa%1စ61ခ>4မiပ'။ 

က9မIEင%4သW2က61တ0င% နဒ8ခuနစ%သ0ယ%လည%1 -ဖတ%သန%1စ81ဆင%1မeနခ>4ပ'။ eတ6င%တန%1 ခuနစ%ထပ%-ဖင%4
လည%1 ပiတ%ဆiuက6ဆ81မထ61ခ>4ပ'။ န61လည%မS အလz6ပ'1ပ'1eလ1သ6 -ခ61ထ61ခ>4ပ'သည%။ 

သiueသ6% ထiuအလz6ပ'1ပ'1eလ1ကပ> က9မတiuကiu တစ%eယ6က%IEင%4 တစ%eယ6က% eက96ခiuင%1Jပ81 e-ပ1eစခ>4
ပ'သည%။ eဝ1eစခ>4ပ'သည%။ 

သ@က eခတ%IEင%4အည8 Jပiuင%e-ပ1ဖiuYကiu1စ61eနခ9iန%တ0င% က9မက တစ%eနရ6ရ6ကeန eခတ%ကiuရပ%eင1Jပ81 
ပန%1ခ98eတ0ဆ0>ခ9င%ခ>4သည%။ က9မက ပiu1စuန%12ကl1လiu တစ%ကiuယ%စ6 အလင%1eလ6က%IEင%4 eရ6င%4ရ>ခ9င%
eသ6%လည%1 သ@က eနမင%1တစ%စင%1လiu ကမ r6တစ%ခuလuG1 ပတ%Jပ81 အလင%1eတ0 -ဖန%Oက9က%eပ1ခ9င%ခ>4
သည%။ 

အ-ဖlIEင%4အမည%1 မဟuတ%eပမ>4 သ@IEင%4က9မ eပ'င%1စပ%၍လည%1 မရခ>4ပ' ။ 

“eက6င%1Jပ8eလ … ကiuယ%တiuမeတ0m2ကစiuန>O” 

သWမE6လည%1 သWအမEန%တရ61 က9မမE6လည%1 က9မအမEန%တရ61။ လ0>မE61ခ>4သည%က က9မတiuကiu ဆuGeတ0m
eစခ>4eသ6 ကGတရ61သ6 -ဖစ%ပ'သည%။  

eခ'င%မiu1ဆ8မE မiu1သGက ပiuက9ယ%လ6သည%။ အ-ပင%မE6 မiu1eတ0ပiuသည%1eနJပ8။ လက%ဖက%ရည% ဆiuင%မE 
သ8ခ9င%1သGလည%1 တiတ%သ061ခ>4Jပ8။ 

က9မရင%ထ>မE6eတ64 သ8ခ9င%1သGက က9န%eနဆ>။ eမ1ခ0န%1eတ0လည%1 ညGeနဆ>။ 

** အခueနခ9iန%မ961 -ပန%eတ0m2ကရင% 
အရင%တuန%1ကလiuပ> … ရင%ခuန%ဦ1မလ61 **    

အရင%လiuပ> အJပGu1eတ0က eI01eထ01ပ'ဦ1မလ61။ 
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If the World were 
Divided into Two,  
I’d Rather Live in the 
Hemisphere of the  
World Where Yati  
Was Not
By Thu Ta 

1. One July morning in 2018—the most hectic morning ever—took my 

father away, farther away. Then I had a crush on Julia. I happened 

to make a call to her, telling her my old man had passed away. But 

I found no sign of her among the mourners at the funeral. I didn’t 

realise, then, that a girl named Yati, would come to replace her at the 
end of my father’s funeral service. If I had been informed about her 

visit, I would have sent a notification to the Immigration Supervisor’s 
Office of Attachment, requesting that they not issue a visa for that 
girl. 

2. When there was no more chance to fall in love with Julia, the one I 

had a crush on, the Hall of Entertainment of the Parliament sent me 

a beautiful girl as a gift. Let’s call her Rose. I was performing a play, 

a love story, with her, I thought Yati would have given up hope of 
making an approach to me. I was wrong! That bimbo’s always finding 
a chance, like a prowling tigress. On the days and nights when my 

relationship with Rose had turned sour, there she would pop up from 

nowhere! Cajoling, caressing me. She even mocked me, saying, ’Can 

you resist my seducing you?’ And she giggled to herself.     
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သuတ  

ကမ 012က3-$4စ'5ခမ'-က67ရင' ရတ3မ:iတ7; အ5ခမ'-eနပ@ရeစ 

(၁) 

၂၀၁၈ ရ>\ မလiမ%မiu1၊ မလiမ{6 ဇ@လiuင% နGနက%ခင%1တစ%ခuသည% ဖခင%ကiu eခNeဆ6င%သ061eလသည%။ ထiuစဥ%
က က[န%eတ6%4မE6 Yကiတ%သeဘ6က9eနeသ6 ဂ9uလ8ယ6Hiပ'သည%။ အeဖ တiမ%1ပ'1သ061Jပ8-ဖစ%e2က6င%1 
သWကiu ဖuန%1ဆက%လEမ%1e-ပ6မiပ'သည%။ အeဖ4 န6eရ1လ@အuပ%ထ> ဂ9lလ8ယ6 eရ6က%မလ6ခ>4ပ'။ သWအစ61 
ရတ8ဆiuတ>4 မiန%1မဆiu1eလ1 အeဖ4ရက%လည%အဆuG1မE6 eနရ6စယ@လ6မယ%မEန%1 မသiခ>4Uiu1အမEန%ပ'။ သ@ 
လ6မယ%ဆiuတ6 Yကiuသiရင% ရတ8အတ0က% ဗ8ဇ6 ထuတ%မeပ1ရဆiuJပ81 သမuဒယ Yက812ကပ%eရ1UuG1ကiu အမiန%O
စ6ပiuထ61ပ'တယ%။  

(၂)  

Yကiတ%ပiu1eနeသ6 ဂ9lလ8ယ6န>O အလ0>မE6 လzတ%eတ6%သဘင%eဆ6င%က မiန%1မeခ96eလ1တစ%eယ6က% 
လက%eဆ6င%eပ1ပ'တယ%။ Uiuစ%လiuပ> အမည%eပ12ကပ'စiu။ သ@န>O အခ9စ%ဇ6တ%ကiu ကeနခ9iန%တ0င% ရတ8တ
eယ6က% က[န%eတ6%4ကiu လက%eလ964လiuက%Jပ8လiu ထင%မiခ>4eသ1သည%။ တကယ%eတ64 ရတ8သည% က[န%
eတ6%4ကiu က961eခ96င%1,eခ96င%1eန-ခင%1သ6-ဖစ%သည%။ Uiuစ%န>O အဆင%မe-ပတ>4 eနOeတ0၊ ညeတ0ဆiu သ@ 
eရ6က%,eရ6က%လ6တတ%သည%။ ကလ@၏သiu၊ -မxl၏သiu လuပ%တတ%သည%။ ရတ8န>O eတ0mရင% ခGIiuင%Uiu1လ61
လiuလ> တခစ%ခစ% eလE6င%ရယ%တတ%eသ1သည%။  

(၃)  

eလလ0င%4ရ6 -မl1eပ96%တတ%တ>4 ဆယ%eက96%သက%ISတ%ခမ%1န8မeလ1မ961လiu စiတ%ကစ61ခ9င%သ6 -ဖစ%ပ'
eစeတ64လiu က[န%eတ6%အYကiမ%Yကiမ%ဆueတ6င%1မiသည%။ တကယ%eတ64 မiရတ8မE6 ထiuသiuမဟuတ%။ ဇ0>နပ>
Yက81လEသည%။ အခ9စ%Yက81လEသည%။ အမ9က%Yက81လEသည%။ က[န%eတ6%4ရင%ထ> မeရ6က%မခ9င%1 သ@လ6
သည%။ သ@လ6မယ%မEန%1သiတ>4 အခ9iန%တ0င% “ဒ8 e2က6င%မeလ1eတ64 အeတ6%ဆiu1eနJပ8။ ဘယ%လiueH6င%ရ
မလ> သ61Yက81” လiu လ@ရင%1eတ0ကiu တiuင%ပင%မiသည%။ သ@တiu ရည%1စ61မ961IEင%4သ6ယ6eနeသ6 မiတ%eဆ0
မ961က Uiuစ%Hiရက%န>O ရတ8န>O eဖ6က%-ပန%လiuသ@လiu eတ01ထင%၍လ61မသi အe-ဖeရရ6eသခ96မလ6။ သ@
တiuရ>\ ဆiတ%Jငiမ%တ>4 အe-ဖစက61အဆuG1မE6eတ64 eမ6င%သ6ရရ>\ “e2က6င%ကiu ဘယ%သ@-ခlဆ0>eပ1မလ>” 

စ6အuပ%-ပန%H6မiသည%။ -ခlပ'H6မeတ0meတ64eခ9။  

3. Often I make silent prayers, saying to myself, ’O God! Please stop this 

girl’s mind flitting about like a red-lipped teenager rambling free like 
a rustling fallen leaf.’ But Mi Yati is not that light-hearted type. She’s 
very serious. She must get what she wants. Her fury is as strong as 

torrential rain, as is her love.  She always finds a way to raid my heart. 
When I know she’s coming, I seek advice from my pals, ’That cat’s 

going wild. How can I free myself from her claws?’ They know I have 

my girlfriend Rose, and maybe they accuse me of having an affair 
with another girl. No wonder their advice sounds vague. Their silent 

reactions led me to find a book by Maung Thar Ya, the title being, 
’Who is Going to Bell the Cat?’. No way. I’ve lost the bell, too.   

4. The Year 2021—the most wretched year should be wiped out from 
the calendar—was rung out.  And Rose found her rest in another 

guy’s lap. No words to express how heart-rending it was! ’When 

Rose is gone, Yati finds a better opportunity!’ is the catchword in our 
friends’ circle.  Nothing blocked her from coming closer to me. She 

came in the morning, she came in the afternoon, she came at night. 

Her love had no time limit. No shame to pop up before me over and 

over again. Oh, how I hated her! The way she stared at me with her 

screwed up eyes.  I didn’t know if I should feel scared or disgusted. 

One thing for sure is she stirred in me no doting feelings at all.     

5. July, my foe and friend —I am July born—was the woebegone month 

of the year! Now my father was gone! And our beloved General 

(General Aung San, the assassinated leader)!  Now Nitric Acid was 

snatched away from my Lab of Love. No shield could stop it in time. I 

know when you are playing the role of a gladiator, you must fight the 
wild beasts to death!  But you can’t stop the dagger’s unexpected 

stabs in the back. I was assassinated in my small room by that girl 

named Yati.  She has blotched my bachelor’s virginity.  I faltered, I 
floundered under her wiles. I wished I had a mental cushion for some 
kind of buffering effect. But I was so helpless, not even time to put 
on a condom for resistance to the vicissitudes of Life under her wild, 

lustful kisses. 

6. To my shock, Mi Yati has been sleeping with my friends one after 
another these days. Please keep that nymphomaniac beast under 

control! Now!
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(၄)  

-ပက}ဒiန%ထ> ထ61ဖiuပင% မeက6င%1သည%4 ၂၀၂၁ အဆuG1တ0င% Uiuစ%တစ%eယ6က% တပ'1သ@၏ ပiuင%စiu1မSဧကရ8
-ဖစ%သ061ပ'သည%။ ရင%န6ရသည%မE6 e-ပ6ဖ0ယ%ရ6မHi။ Uiuစ%အထ0က% ရတ8အခ9က% ဆiueသ6 ဆiuUiu1စက61
တစ%ခu က[န%eတ6%4အသiuင%1အဝiuင%1တ0င% eခတ%စ61လ6သည%။ ရတ8 တစ%eယ6က% eခ96င%1eပ'က%မတတ% 
လ6ပ'eတ64သည%။ မနက%လည%1 လ6၊ eနOလယ%လည%1 လ6၊ ညလည%1 လ6။ သWအခ9စ%မE6 န6ရ8Hiဟန%မ
တ@။ eခ96င%1eပ'က%မတတ% လ6ရလiuလ> Hက%ဟန%မ-ပ။က[န%eတ6%4မE6သ6 သ@ကiu မuန%1လEသည%။ သ@က 

မ9က%eထ6င%4န8Yက81eတ0န>O ရGဖန%ခ' စ@1စiuက%2ကည%4တတ%eသ1သည%။ e2က6က%ရမE6လ61၊ ရ0G\ရမE6လ61မသi 
-မတ%Iiu1စiတ%မeပNလ6သည%eတ64 အမEန%ပင%။ 

(၅)  

က[န%eတ6%န>O ဖ061ဖက%eတ6%ရန%သ@ ဇ@လiuင%သည% အeဖန>O ဗiuလ%ခ9uပ%ကiu eခNJပ81သည%ကiuပင% eက9နပ%ဟန%မ
တ@။ IiSက%ထရစ%အက%ဆစ%ကiu က[န%eတ6%4အခ9စ%ဓ6တ%ခ0>ခန%1ထ>မE ထပ%မG လuသ061-ပန%သည%။ ဒ8တစ%ခ'
eတ64 ဘယ% ဒiuင%1မE က6လiuမမE8လiuက%။ ဂလက%ဒ8eရတ6 ( Gladiator) -ဖစ%eနeသ6 က6လမ961တ0င% 
တiရစ ~6န%မ961ကiu တiuက%ရမည%ကiu န61လည%ပ'သည%။ ဒ8လiu eန6က%e2က6ကထiu1တ>4 ဓ61ခ9က%မ961eတ64 
အလစ%ငiuက%ခGရခက%လEသည%။ ဒ8လiuန>O အခန%1က9ဥ%1eလ1ထ> ရတ8ရ>\ လuပ%YကG-ခင%1ကiu ခGလiuက%ရပ'
eတ64သည%။ လ@ပ9iuဘဝမE လ@Jပiu ဘဝသiu eရ6က%eအ6င% မiရတ8လuပ%လiuက%သည%။ မiရတ8ရ>\ စဥ%1လ>မS
2က61မE6 အလ>လ>အJပiuJပiu။ ထiuက6လမ961တ0င% စiတ%ဆiuဖ6eလ1တစ%ခuHiရင% ပiuJပ81 အက9eတ6%ခ>4မည%ထင%
ပ'သည%။ ခueတ64 ရတ8 အနမ%12ကမ%1eတ02က61 eလ6ကဓGခG က0န%ဒuG1eလ1ပင%စ0ပ%ခ9iန%မရခ>4။ 

(၆)  

ဒ8ရက%ပiuင%1eတ64 မiရတ8တစ%eယ6က% အသieဘ6%ဒ'eတ0န>Oလည%1 ပတ%အiပ%eနသည%ကiu အလန%Oတ
2က61သiလiuက%ရပ'သည%။ မiရတ8ကiu ထiန%12ကပ'ဦ1 က0ယ%တiu။ 

၁၀:၃၅ ည  

မတ%လ ၁၆၊ ၂၀၂၃။ 
2က6သပeတ1eနO 
@EMU University of Oregon  
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As the war festival will be held near our village, our children will 

have a wonderful time, playing music through Bluetooth speakers and 

dancing merrily. They gather friends from far and near and make plans 

for fun. Not only our children are happy, but also the elderly people are 

delighted. They are too busy to welcome the visitors coming to watch the 

war festival near the village.

The village chief, Maung Toke, recites the lists of caterers and cooks 

with intonation and stress. He explains where arriving visitors should 

take a rest and in which place we should treat them to meals. It is very 

good to obey actively. Before he finishes announcing the duty lists, 
some people have already taken the embalmed corpses of soldiers and 

military equipment to be displayed at the war festival out from the village 

monastery. The pagoda trustee, Kyaw Thein, and his team, began to 

renovate the neglected pavilion after the last war festival. 

The active and disciplined youth leaders have learned lessons from 

previous events. When visitors come, toilets are very important for 

getting rid of waste liquid or waste matter. During the previous war, as 

there was no comfortable toilet, one of the visitors prayed that the war 

would cease. He was consoled with five or six bullet shells. Another visitor 
was totally satisfied, as long as he was served a piece of meat from a 
soldier’s dead embalmed body. So, it is necessary to build about ten or 

fifteen toilets urgently. Some dig the ground, others carry bricks and 
sand. To build the toilets, materials such as tinplate and thumbtacks are 

collected in five minutes flat.
Not only the village administrator but also all the villagers make a 

decision to be hospitable to visitors and to participate in the war festival. 

During the festival, we do not want our villagers to be absent and 

irresponsible. In the festival season, war festivals are not held at just one 

place since they have been very popular. Here and there, war festivals are 

held in parallel. Now, war festivals have been springing up everywhere, 

so we need to make the audiences aware of the festival in our village. We 

search for the most attractions that we can: visitors coming to the festival 

will hear the original song of war clearly with a very good sound system; 

they can watch scenes of people swallowing bombs to get bigger bodies; 

they can buy everything at a suitable price. This war festival is not only 

a happy festival but also an amazing carnival. The characteristics of our 

festival are typed up and the pamphlets are distributed in the town. The 

updated post about our unique festival by the administrator’s wife has 

been shared by 3.4k Facebook users. 
As it is a very profitable business that will increase the village’s income, 
the villagers carry out their tasks thoroughly. They actively work together 

because it is the festival they have always desired the most.   

 ’Listen to the Head of village, move in harmony

 Try your best happily

 For the next generation, for the next generation only!’

 Although they sing their own tuneful songs cheerfully, there is 

still one thing to worry about. As war festivals are held seasonally, they 

have to wait one whole year to enjoy the next one. 

Translated by 
Zar Myo 
ThandarHave a 

Wonderful 
Time 
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eအ6င%Iiuင%ထ@1  

ပ67eတ1'မ41 Aပ(u-eပ*1'ရCင' 

င'တiuU06န61 စစ%ပ0>-ဖစ%မE6ဆiueတ64 ရ06က ကeလ1eတ0က ဘလ@1တuစ%eဆ6င%1eဘ6က%eတ0ဖ0င%4Jပ81 
ကခuန%2ကတယ%။ န81ရ6သ@ငယ%ခ9င%1eတ0စuJပ81 eပ96%မယ%4အစ8အစa%eတ0 ဆ0>2ကတယ%။ ကeလ1eတ0ပ> 
eပ96%လ61ဆiueတ64 မဟuတ%ဘ@1။ လ@Yက81eတ0ကပ' ဝမ%1သ6ပ8တi-ဖစ%Jပ81 ရ06န61မE6 စစ%ပ0>-ဖစ%ရင% စစ%ပ0> 
လ62ကည%42ကမယ%4 ဧည%4သည%eတ0အတ0က% အလuပ%fပ%eန2ကတယ%။  

ဒ8eနရ6က ဧည%4သည%eတ0လ6ရင% န61န61eနeနအပန%1e-ဖဖiu၊ ဒ8eနရ6က ဧည%4သည%eတ0ကiu ဧည%4ခG
eက[1eမ01ဖiu Jပ81ရင% ဧည%4သည%eတ0ကiu ဧည%4ခGရမယ%4သ@စ6ရင%1န>O ခ9က%-ပuတ%eက[1eမ01ရ6မE6ပ'တ>4 လ@
စ6ရင%1eတ0ကiu ရ06eဆ6% eမ6င%တuတ%ရ>\ သGနiမ%4သG-မင%4အတက%အက9န>O ဖတ%-ပeနသGဟ6 တကယ%4
လiuက%န6ဖ0ယ%ပ>။ တကယ%4တက%တက%ÄကÄကပ>။ တခ9iuဆiu တ6ဝန%ခ0>eဝမSမJပ81ဆuG1မ8ကတည%1က ပ0>ခင%1
ထ> ခင%1က9င%1 -ပသမ>4 မပuပ%သiu1 eအ6င% eဆ1စiမ%ထ61တ>4 စစ%သ61Uuပ%အeလ6င%1eတ0 ၊ စစ%
အသuG1အeဆ6င%ပစCည%1eတ0ကiu ရ06ဦ1ဘuန%1 eတ6%Yက81eက96င%1က ထuတ%ယ@လ62ကတယ%။ eဂ'ပက 

eက96%သiန%1တiuအဖ0>mကလ> eန6က%ဆuG1စစ%ပ0> -ဖစ%Jပ81ကတည%1က ဂUuမစiuက%ဘ>ထ61ခ>4တ>4 မÅပ%ကiu 
-ပန%လည%-ပu-ပင%eန2ကတယ%။  

တက%ÄကJပ81 စနစ%က9တ>4 က6လသ61eခ'င%1eဆ6င%eတ0ဟ6လည%1 အတiတ%-ဖစ%ရပ%eတ0ကeန 

သင%ခန%1စ6ယ@တတ%2ကတယ%။ ဧည%4သည%eတ0eရ6က%လ6ရင% အeလ1အeပ'4စ0န%Oဖiu သန%Oစင%ခန%1  eတ0
ဟ6 အeရ1တYက81လiuအပ%လEပ'တယ%။ Jပ81ခ>4တ>4စစ%ပ0>တuန%1က အiမ%သ6အဆင%မe-ပလiuဆiuJပ81 စစ%ပ0>ရပ%ဖiu 
ဆueတ6င%1eနတ>4ဧည%4သည%ကiu က9ည%ဆန%ခ0G eလ1င'1e-ခ6က%ခ0Geပ1Jပ81 eခ964eမ64ခ>4 2ကရတယ%။ 
eန6က%ထပ%တစ%eယ6က%ဆiu eဆ1စiမ%ထ61တ>4 စစ%သ61ရ>\အသ61စတစ%ဖ>4 eက[1 eမ01လiuက%မE eက9နပ%
သ061eတ64တယ%။ အeရ1Yက81တ>4အiမ%သ6 ဆယ%လuG1 ဆယ%4င'1လuG1 eဆ6က%ရမယ%ဆiueတ64 အiမ%သ6
တ0င%1တ@1သ@ကတ@1၊ အuတ% သ> သယ%သ@ကသယ%န>O သG-ဖl သGမiSက အစ လiuအပ%တ>4ပစCည%1eတ0ဟ6 င'1
မiနစ%အတ0င%1 စuGစuGလင%လင% eရ6က%Hiလ62ကပ'eတ64တယ%။ 

အခueတ64 eက91ရ06အuပ%ခ9uပ%eရ1မEl1ကအစ ရ06သ@U06သ61eတ0အ61လuG1ရ>\စiတ%ထ>မE6 ပ0>eတ6%အတ0င%1 
eရ6က%လ6တ>4ဧည%4သည%eတ0ကiu ဧည%4ဝတ%eက9ဖiuရယ%၊ ပ0>eတ6%ကiu eပ96%ရzင%စ06 ဆင%Iz>ဖiuရယ%ပ> eတ01
ထ612ကတယ%။ ပ0>eတ6%အတ0င%1 မiမiတiuU06သ61eတ0ရ>\ လစ%ဟ6မS၊ တ6ဝန%မeက9ပ0န%မSeတ0ကiu မလiuခ9င%
ဘ@1။ ဘ6e2က6င%4ဆiu စစ%ပ0>eတ0eခတ%စ61လ6တ6န>Oအမp ပ0>eတ6%ရ6သ8eရ6က%ရင% စစ%ပ0>eတ0ကiu တစ%
eနရ6ထ>ပ> မက9င%1ပ2ကeတ64ဘ@1။ ဟiueနရ6 သည%eနရ6 အJပiuင%အဆiuင% က9င%1ပလ6ခ>42ကတ6ကeန 

အခuဆiuရင% စစ%ပ0>eတ6%eတ0ဟ6 eနရ6အIEGm Jမiuင%Jမiuင%ဆiuင%ဆiuင%ပ> မiSလiueပ'က%လ6ပ'eတ64တယ%။ အ>ဒ'
e2က6င%4ပ> ကiuယ%တiuU06မE6 က9င%1ပမ>4ပ0>ကiu ပရiတ%သတ%eတ0 က9ယ%က9ယ%-ပန%O-ပန%O သiIiuင%eအ6င% ဆ0>eဆ6င%
Iiuင%မယ%4 နည%1လမ%1eတ0H62ကတယ%။ အသGစနစ%eက6င%1eက6င%1န>O စစ%-ဖစ%သGကiu စစ%-ဖစ%သGအတiuင%1 
2ကည%လင%-ပတ%သ61စ06 2က61Iiuင%တယ%ဆiuတ6ရယ%၊ Jပ81ရင% ခIÇ6ကiuယ%Yက81သ061eအ6င% ဗuG1သ81မ9iuခ9-ပတ>4 
-ပက0က%လiuမ9iu1 -ပက0က%သစ%eတ0ပ'တယ%ဆiuတ6ရယ%၊ Jပ81ရင% ပ0>eတ6%လ62ကည%42ကသ@eတ0အတ0က% 
အစစအရ6ရ6 eဈ1ISန%1ခ9iuသ6စ06 စ8မGထ61တယ%ဆiuတ6ရယ%၊ Jပ81ရင% အခuစစ%ပ0>eတ6%ဟ6 eပ96%ရzင%
ဖ0ယ%ရ6ပ0>eတ6%တစ%ခuသ6 မဟuတ%ဘ> eပ96%ရzင% “အG4ဩ” ဖ0ယ%ရ6 ပ0>eတ6%Yက81 -ဖစ%တယ%ဆiuတ>4အခ9က%ပ' 
စ6စ8စ6Uiuက%Jပ81 JမiueပNမE6 သ061-ဖန%O2ကတယ%။ ပ0>eတ6%အe2က6င%1 အuပ%ခ9uပ%eရ1မEl1မiန%1မ တင%ထ61တ>4ပiu
စ%ကiueတ64 သရ81ပ0iuင%4ဖiu1eက H>ရ%(3.4k share ) ထ612ကတယ%။  

ရ06သ@U06သ61eတ0ဟ6 ရ06ရ>\ဝင%eင0တiu1eစမယ%4 လuပ%ငန%1Yက81မiu ပiပiရiရiလuပ%eဆ6င%2ကတယ%။ eတ6င%1
တခ>4ရတ>4 eပ96%ပ0>Uzင%ပ0>မiu တက%တက%ÄကÄကလuပ%eဆ6င%2ကတယ%။ 
“သ@Yက81စက61 လiuက%န6 ည8ည8ည6ည6eရ0\လ961 
eပ96%eပ96%ပ'1ပ'1 Yကiu1စ61 
eန6က%မ9iu1ဆက%ဖiu eန6က%မ9iu1ဆက%ဖiu” 

သ8ခ9င%1eတ0လuပ%ဆiu eပ96%ပ'1လSပ%H61eန2ကeပမယ%4 စiu1ရiမ%1တ6တစ%ခueတ64 Hi2ကတယ%။ အ>ဒ'ကeတ64 
စစ%ပ0>eတ6%eတ0ဟ6 ရ6သ8လiuက%က9င%1ပရတ>4ပ0>eတ6%-ဖစ%တ6န>Oအည8 ဒ8တစ%ခ'eပ96%Jပ81ရင% eန6က%တစ%ခ'
eပ96%ဖiu eန6က%ထပ%တစ%IEစ% ထပ%eစ6င%4ရမယ%ဆiuတ6ပ> ။            ။ 

eမ ၁၃ ၊ ၂၀၂၃ 
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Our small town produced a considerable number of famous people 

some time ago. Then the Storm came, destroying most things on earth. 

Still alive but in a life full of ruins was like being dead. Aunt Ma Aye Nu’s 

life was also torn apart by the storm, but nobody knew when. Nor did we 

know how strongly the typhoon had blown into her life.

Aunt Ma Aye Nu was Princess of the Town. She was the very first 
who wore her hair in the style of Pop Singer Phyu Phyu Kyaw Thein, who 

was not then a celebrity in Myanmar.  She had a round face, a bald head 

with a few strands of stubble, and a plump body. She was always found 

dangling her bags and packs. Not only the old but also the young, all of 

the townsfolk, knew her well – she was the celebrity of our town, but not 

for people from other towns. Some loved Aunt Ma Aye Nu, others hated 

her and loathed her. The saying generally associated with Top Guns 

goes, ’The higher the Tree, the stronger the wind that blows it’, but this 

is not true in her case. There were plenty of people who loved, hated, 

sympathized with her and loathed her.

A woman with too many packs straddling her shoulders and around 

her neck. These were her worldly belongings, of course.  She carried 

them all wherever she went. Sometimes, she might pack her things using 

a patched piece of Paso (male longyi) or a worn-out Htamein (female 

longyi), sometimes with a crumpled plastic bag or a gunny. Sometimes 

she wore a bamboo hat on her head. Maybe someone had kindly given it 

to her to cover her head as she often wandered around the town without 

any cover in both heavy rain and blazing sun. The bamboo hat was just 

enough to cover her head. It was full of holes, all in tatters, the bamboo 

strips getting loose. But there she went, looking so confident, in her torn 
and rimless bamboo hat. She seemed to trust the townspeople as much 

as her torn bamboo hat. She was free as the wind to wander around 

town.

Walking like a fashion model, from one street to another in the whole 

town, was her daily routine. The children ran away if she came into their 

street. Some watched her in groups, others teased her by calling out to 

her, ’Lunatic Ma Aye Nu!’  

Whenever the children teased her like that, Aunt Ma Aye Nu chased 

them and hit them with her bamboo hat. If her bamboo hat was not 

with her, she hit them with her umbrella or her pack. Then, the children 

got out of her way. Aunt Ma Aye Nu cursed them with the worst vulgar 

words. She did not stop cursing them until she reached another street 

and another district. If she came across her acquaintances once, she 

would ask for rice, curry or money - anything she could get from them. 

Her acquaintances were men and youths. She also begged for something 

– anything – from strangers. Some were very charitable indeed. Some 

drove her out with anger and disgust. If she saw the door of a house was 

open, she would stride straight into the house and take a seat there as 

though the house was her own. When the house-owners drove her out, 

she would come out of the house with a long face. But she cursed them, 

standing in front of their house. Some compassionate elders taught her 

not to say rude words and she obeyed them. But as soon as she was a 

short distance away from them, she fell back to her bad habits again. And 

she might give a whacking to anyone who came her way.

Some gave food to Aunt Ma Aye Nu and some money if they met her. 

She never said thank you to anyone who gave her charity. Under the 

shadow of the tree, she ate rice and curry given by others and sometimes 

took a nap there. When she woke up, she wandered off from place to 
place. At nighttime, she slept under the rain tree in the field called Kyohn 
Pyaw Khun. In the rainy season, she had a sleep on the walkaway in front 

Translated by 
Zar Myo 
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of the market. It had no wall, but it did have a roof, so it was convenient 

for her to stay. Maybe, she totally ignored all the sufferings she was faced 
with. Who did she share her feelings with? She could endure staying on 

the streets in terrible weather; very hot or very cold. But what was the 

pain she suffered so much? 
Aunt Ma Aye Nu never took a shower. Did she have the habit of 

brushing her teeth? Her body smelled awful as she was wandering the 

streets all day. Some sympathetic people gave her a bath, cut her very 

long hair and also gave her their hands-me-down to wear. 

Sometimes she mumbled to herself, wandering along the roads. She 

imputed guilt to others and asked lots of questions. Mostly she put those 

questions only to men.

’Hey, dude! You owe me money. I must get money from you. You f**’d 
me last night, ya know.’

’Bullshit!’ the guys would say. ’This slut’s talking shit. If you say that 

again, you’ll get a whacking. Mind that!’

Humiliated, most of the men felt bitterly furious. They could not 

bear that kind of humiliation. Many people blamed Aunt Ma Aye Nu, 

complaining that such an idiot should be a troublemaker to everyone. 

Who else would be on her side? Aunt Ma Aye Nu never searched for 

anyone who would support her. Did she believe that the judge of time 

would tell the truth to those people?

Aunt Ma Aye Nu had no family, no home and no food. She did not 

know that she had lost her mind. Looking so weather-beaten, she had 

no more beauty. Who dared sexually abuse poor Aunt Ma Aye Nu? 

She should be offered sympathy and treated as a sister or a mother. 
Unfortunately, she got pregnant several times, going through hell over 

and over again. She gave birth time after time, but the babies were not 

born alive. Many a time she had gone through an abortion. A pitiful sight, 

the people in the neighbourhood took care of her. 

Aunt Ma Aye Nu never revealed who had abused her. As a result, 

there were no broken families in the town. 

Now Aunt Ma Aye Nu did not fully recover from her latest illness. The 

end fell upon this celebrity of the town. To their shock, the whole town 

learned that she was suffering from AIDS! The townspeople saw her off 
at her funeral service as it was her very last journey. Aunt Ma Aye Nu’s life 

had completely ended. But the lives of the townspeople and their families 

were undamaged, and continued functioning as usual.       

သI Z6ထ0န%1  

မင'-သမ3-  

IEစ%က6လတစ%ခuအ-ဖစ%တည%Hiခ>4သည%4 Jမiueလ1မE6 eက96%2က61သ@မ961 Hiတတ%ပ'သည%။ မuန%တiuင%1
တiuက%ခတ%Jပ81 အe-ခအeနတစ%ခueန6က% e2ကမ0ပ9က%စ81သ061eသ6 အရ6မ961Hiတတ%သည%။ Hင%
က9န%ရစ%ခ>4Jပ81 အသက%မဆuG1fG1ရeသ6%လည%1 အပ9က%အစ81မ961လEeသ6 ဘဝသည% eသက9န%ခ>4သက>4သiu 
-ဖစ%သည%။ ဘယ%အခ9iန%ကစ၍ အရ81မeအ1Iuဘဝကiu မuန%တiuင%1 ဝင%eရ6က%ခ>4eလသလ> မသiပ'။ တစ%
န6ရ8 မiuင%ISန%1 ဘယ%eလ6က%မ961 တiuက%ခတ%ခ>4eလသလ> မသiရ။ 

အရ81 မeအ1Iu သည% Jမiueလ1၏ မင%1သမ81-ဖစ%သည%။ -ဖl-ဖleက96%သiန%1အဆiueတ6%eပ'က%စ အရ0ယ%က 

ဆGပင%ပuGစGမ9iu1သည% -ဖl-ဖleက96%သiန%1 မeက96%2က61ခင%ကတည%1က အရ81မeအ1IuမE6 Hiခ>4သည%။ အရ81မ
eအ1IuမE6 ကတuG1ဆGပင%eပ'က% ပuGစGIEင%4 မ9က%IE6ဝiuင%1ဝiuင%1 -ဖစ%သည%။ ခIÇ6မE6 ပuပuလuG1လuG1 IEင%4 
အထuပ%အပiu1မ961ကiu အJမ>တမ%1ထမ%1ပiu1 ထ61သ@တစ%eယ6က% -ဖစ%သည%။ သWကiu လ@Yက81လ@ငယ%မeရ01 
လ@တက6က သi2ကသည%။ eက96%2က61သ@ဟu ဆiuရမည%။ သiueသ6% Jမiueလ1ရ>\ မင%1သမ81သ6-ဖစ%
eသ6e2က6င%4 သည%JမiuမE သ@eတ0သ6 သWကiu သi2က-ခင%1-ဖစ% သည%။ က9န%JမiuမE သ@မ961က အရ81မeအ1Iu
ကiu မသi2က။ အရ81မeအ1Iuကiu ခ9စ%ခင%သ@ Hiသလiu မuန%1တ81သ@၊ ရ0GH6စက%ဆuပ%သ@လည%1 Hiသည%။ 
န6မည%Yက81သ@တiu ပ8ပ8 အပင%-မင%4၍ eလတiuက%သည%eတ64မဟuတ%ဘ> ခ9စ%သ@၊ ခင%သ@၊ သန61သ@၊ မuန%1သ@၊ 
ရ0GH6သ@ eပ'မ961 -ခင%1-ဖစ%သည%။  

သWမE6 အထuပ%အပiu1 မ961လEသည%။ ပiuင%ဆiuင%တ6ဟ@ သမp သ@IEင%4တပ'တည%1 သယ%သ061 တတ%သည%။ 
အထuပ%အပiu1 ထuပ%ပiu1မSပuGစGမE6 တစ%eနO တစ%မ9iu1 မUiu1ရeပ။ တစ%ခ'တစ%ရG ပuဆiu1စ-ဖင%4၊ တစ%ခ' တစ%ရG 
ထဘ8-ဖင%4၊ တစ%ခ'တစ%ရG ၁က9န%eက96င%1အiတ%-ဖင%4၊ တစ%ခ'တစ%ရG ဂuန%န8အiတ%-ဖင%4 ထuပ%ပiu1တတ%သည%။ 
တစ%ခ'တစ%ရG eခ'င%1eပNတ0င% ခeမ6က%တစ%ခ9ပ% eဆ6င%1ထ61တတ%သည%။ မiu1ရ06ရ06 eနပ@ပ@ အeဆ6င%1
မပ'ဘ> သ061eနသည%4 အရ81 မeအ1Iuကiu တစ%eယ6က%eယ6က%က မ-မင%Iiuင%၍ အလက61eပ1လiuက%
-ခင%1 -ဖစ%eပလiမ%4 မည%။ ခeမ6က%မE6 eခ'င%1လuGUuGမpသ6 Hiသည%။ eပ'က%သည%4eနရ6eပ'က%၊ Jပ>သည%4 
eနရ6 Jပ>၊ ဝ'1IE81မ961 အစ0န%1ထ0က%သည%ထ0က%IEင%4 အန61မည8 ခeမ6က%တစ%ခ9ပ%ကiu ယuG2ကည%မS HiHiIEင%4 
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eဈ1eoHi ၂ပ'က6တန%1တ0င% အiပ%eလသည%။ အက6မHieသ6%လည%1 အမiu1လuGeသ6 eနရ6-ဖစ%
eသ6e2က6င%4 အရ81 မeအ1Iuအဖiu အဆင%e-ပသည%။ သည%ထင%-မင%ခ9က%သည% အရ81မeအ1Iuအဖiu မEန%
ခ9င%မEသ6 မEန%eပလiမ%4မည%။ ဒuက}အမ9iu1မ9iu1ကiu အရ81မeအ1Iuတစ%eယ6က% မ9က%က0ယ%-ပueလသလ61။ 
ဘယ%သWကiuမ961 e-ပ6-ပတတ%eလသလ>။ eအ1လiuက%၊ ပ@လiuက%၊ ခ9မ%1လiuက%၊ တuန%လiuက%န>O ဆiu1ဝ'1လEတ>4 
ရ6သ8ဥတuဒဏ%ကiu အရ81မeအ1Iuတစ%eယ6က% ခGIiuင%သည%။ ဘယ%ဒဏ%ကiuမ961 မခGIiuင%ခ>4 eလသလ> 
မသi။  

အရ81မeအ1Iuတစ%eယ6က% eရခ9iu1သည%ဟ@၍လည%1 မHi၊ မ9က%IE6သစ% သ061တiuက%တ6eရ6 လuပ%တတ%
eလသလ61။ တစ%eနကuန%eလp6က%သ061eန-ခင%1e2က6င%4 နGeစ6%eနIiuင%သည%။ ဒ'ကiu မ-မင%Iiuင%သည%4 
သ@မ961က တစ%ခ'တစ%ရG eရလ6ခ9iu1eပ12ကသည%။ ဆGပင%မ961 Hည%လ6လpင% ညxပ%eပ1တတ%2ကသည%။ 
အက9Öအeဟ6င%1မ961 eပ1ဝတ%2ကသည%။  

တစ%ခ'တစ%ရG လမ%1သ061ရင%1ထ@1ဆန%1eသ6 စက61မ961e-ပ6တတ%သည%။ တစ%-ခ61သ@မ961ကiu အတင%1 
ယiu1မယ%ဖ0>mသည%။ eမ1ခ0န%1မ961 လiuက%eမ1သည%။ ထiuသiu အe-ပ6ခG၊ အeမ1ခGရeသ6 သ@မ961မE6 အမ961စu
က eယ6က%961မ961 -ဖစ%eနတတ%သည%။  

“eဟ1 နင%င'4ကiu ပiuက%ဆGeပ1ရအuG1မယ%eလ။ နင%4ဆ8က ပiuက%ဆGရအuG1မယ%eလ။ နင%မeနOက င'4ကiu လuပ%
သ061တ6eလ။”  

“သiပ%ညစ%ပတ%တယ%။ ဒ8အU@1မတစ%eယ6က% မဟuတ%မဟပ%eတ0e-ပ6တ6 လ0န%လ6Jပ8။ eန6က%တစ%ခ' 
ထပ%e-ပ6ရင% င'Uiuက%မယ%eန6%။”  

အe-ပ6ခG အeမ1ခGရeသ6 eယ6က9%61အမ961စuက eဒ'သထ0က%2ကသည%။ Hက%2ကသည%။ အရ81မeအ1Iu
ကiu အခ>မeက92က။ လ@အမ961ကလည%1 အရ81မeအ1Iuကiu အ-ပစ%တင%2ကသည%။ U@1တ6eတ6င% သ@မ961
ကiu ဒuက}eပ1eနeသ1သည%ဟu  စiတ%ပ9က%လက%ပ9က% e-ပ6ဆiu2ကသည%။  

eဆ6င%1ထ61တတ%သည%။ သWခeမ6က%ကiu သ@ယuG2ကည%သလiu သည%Jမiuက လ@eတ0ကiuလည%1 သ@ယuGခ>4
eလသလ61မသi။ သWမE6 လ0တ%လပ%eပ'4ပ'1စ06 သ061လ6eနထiuင%ခ0င%4Hiသည%။  

သWရ>\ eနOစa%အလuပ%က တစ%JမiuလuG1Hi လမ%1မ961ကiu တစ%လမ%1ဝင% တစ%လမ%1ထ0က% ဖက%Hင%fi1eလp6က%
-ခင%1-ဖစ%သည%။ သ@လ6လpင% ကeလ1မ961 e-ပ12ကသည%။ တစ%ခ9iuက ဝiuင%12ကည%42ကသည%။ တစ%ခ9iu
ကeလ1မ961က အU@1မ မeအ1Iuဟu eခNက6 ဝiuင%1စ2ကည%4 သည%။  

ထiuသiu ဝiuင%1စ2ကသည%4အခ' အရ81မeအ1Iu သWeခ'င%1eပNက ခeမ6က%-ဖင%4 လiuက%Uiuက%သည%။ ခeမ6က%မ
ပ'လpင% သWမE6 ပ'လ6သည%4 ထ81၊ ဒ'မEမဟuတ% အထuပ%-ဖင%4 လiuက%Uiuက%တတ%သည%။ ကeလ1မ961 
ထ0က%e-ပ12ကသည%။ အရ81မeအ1Iu ပ'1စပ%က ဆiu1Iiuင%သမp ဆiu1သည%4 စက61လuG1မ961-ဖင%4 က9iန%ဆ>သည%။ 
အရ81မeအ1Iu ကeလ1မ961ကiu က9iန%ဆ>eနသည%မE6 eန6က%တစ%လမ%1၊ eန6က%တစ%ရပ%က0က%ကiu eရ6က%
eသ6%လည%1 ဆ>eရ1တiuင%1ထ06-ခင%1မE6 မJပ81eသ1ပ'။ လမ%1မE6 တစ%ခ9iန%က သWအသiမ961eတ0mလpင% 
ထမင%1၊ ဟင%1၊ ပiuက%ဆG ရတ6 တစ%ခuခu eတ6င%1မည%။ သWအသiမ961မE6 လ@Yက81၊ လ@U0ယ%မ961-ဖစ%2က
သည%။ သ@IEင%4မသieသ6 သ@မ961ဆ8မEလည%1 တစ%ခuမဟuတ%တစ%ခu လiuက%eတ6င%1ခ9င% eတ6င%1eန
တတ%သည%။ တစ%ခ9iu က သန61၍ eပ1ကမ%12ကသည%။ တစ%ခ9iuက စiတ%တiuသ-ဖင%4၊ ရ0GH6သ-ဖင%4 eမ6င%1
ထuတ%တတ%2ကသည%။ အiမ%တGခ'1ပ0င%4eနeသ6 အiမ%မ961ကiu eတ0mလpင% ကiuယ%4အiမ% ကiuယ%4ယ6သဖ0ယ% 
ဝင%၍ ထiuင%eနတတ%eသ1သည%။ အiမ%Hင%က eမ6င%1ထuတ%သည%4အခ' မ9က%IE6 ငယ%ငယ%IEင%4 ထ0က%လ6
Jပ81 အiမ%eoမEeန၍ ဆ>ခ9င% ဆ>eနတတ%eသ1သည%။ တစ%ခ9iu လ@Yက81သ@မမ961က အရ81မeအ1Iuကiu 
eမတZ6ထ61Jပ81 2ကမ%1တမ%1eသ6 စက61မ961ကiu မe-ပ6ရန% သင%eပ12ကသည%။ ထiuသiu သင%2က61eပ1
သည%4အခ'လည%1 န6ခGသည%။ သiueသ6% ထiuလ@Yက81သ@မIEင%4 မလEမ%1မကမ%1သiueရ6က%လpင% ဆက%၍ ဆ>
သည%။ eတ0mကရ6လ@ကiu Uiuက% ခ9င%စiတ%eပNလpင% လiuက%Uiuက%သည%။  

တစ%ခ9iuက အရ81မeအ1Iuကiu eတ0mလpင% စ61စရ6မ961 eပ1ကမ%1တတ%2ကသည%။ တစ%ခ9iuက ပiuက%ဆGeပ1
2ကသည%။ အရ81မeအ1Iuသည% သWကiu eပ1ကမ%1တတ%သည%4 သ@မ961ကiu eက91ဇ@1 တင%ပ'သည%ဟ@၍ မည%
သWကiuမp မe-ပ6။ eပ1လiuက%သည%4 ထမင%1ထuပ%၊ ဟင%1ထuပ%မ961ကiu အပင%ရiပ%တစ%eနရ6ရ6eအ6က% ဝင%
ထiuင%က6ဝင%စ61မည%။ တစ%eရ1တစ%eမ6 အiပ%ခ9င%လည%1 အiပ%တတ%သည%။ အiပ%ရ6က Iiu1လpင% သ@သ061
ခ9င%သည%4 eနရ6သiu ဆက%သ061-ပန%သည%။ ညအiပ%တ>4 အခ'eတ64 က9uG1eပ96%က0င%1ဟueခNeသ6 က0င%1-ပင%
တစ%ခu၏ ကuကÑ iuလ%ပင%eအ6က%တ0င% အiပ%တတ%သည%။ မiu1ရ6သ8မE6eတ64 အရ81မeအ1Iuတစ%eယ6က% 
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သWဘက%မE6 မည%သ@Hiသနည%1 အရ81မeအ1Iu လiuက%မH6ပ'။ IEစ%က6လတစ%ခuသည% အမEန%တရ61ကiu 
e-ပ6-ပလiမ%4မည%ဟu သ@ယuG2ကည%သလ61မသi။  

အရ81မeအ1IuမE6 မiသ61စuမHi၊ eနစရ6အiမ%မHi၊ စ61စရ6မHi၊ သWကiuယ%သ@ U@1eနသည%ဟu သ@မသi။ အရ81
မeအ1IuမE6 အလEအပကiu ခGစ61လiuရသည%4 အက0က% တစ%က0က%မE မHieတ64eအ6င% -ဖစ%eနသည%။ အစ%မ
လiu၊ ည8မလiu၊ အမiလiu သန61 ကUuဏ6သက%-ခင%1သ6 -ဖစ%သင%4eသ6 အရ81မeအ1Iuကiu မည%သ@ eစ6%က61
ဝG4ခ>4ပ'သလ>။ ငရ>ကiu အYကiမ%Yကiမ% ခuန%ဆင%1 eနရသက>4သiu အရ81မeအ1IuမE6 အYကiမ%Yကiမ% 
ဗiuက%Yက81သည%။ အYကiမ%Yကiမ% ကeလ1eမ01 သည%။ eမ01သည%4ကeလ1မ961သည% အeသကeလ1မ961
သ6။ အYကiမ%Yကiမ% ကeလ1ပ9က%က9သည%။ ပတ%ဝန%1က9င%မE သ@eတ0က မ-မင%Iiuင%၍ အရ81မeအ1Iuကiu 
-ပuစu2ကသည%။  

အရ81မeအ1Iuဟ6 သWကiu က9l1လ0န%တ>4သ@eတ0၊ အIiuင%က9င%4သ@eတ0ကiu ဘယ%သ@ဘယ%ဝ'ပ' ဆiuJပ81 ဘယ%
သWကiuမE မe-ပ6ခ>4H6ပ'။ Jမiueလ1၏မiသ61စuဘဝ eတ0 မJပiuမပ9က%ခ>4ရ။  

အရ81မeအ1Iuကeတ64 -ပန%မက9န%1မ6လ6eတ64ပ'။ eက96%2က61သ@အဖiu eန6က%ဆuG1အခ9iန%ကiu eရ6က%ခ'
န81ခ>4ပ'Jပ8။ အရ81မeအ1Iuဟ6 eအအiuင%ဒ8အက%စ% eရ6ဂ'-ဖစ%eနသည% ဟu Jမiueလ1ကiu သတင%1ပ'1လiuက%
သည%။ အရ81မeအ1Iueန6က%ဆuG1ခရ81ကiu Jမiuသ@Jမiuသ61မ961 လiuက%ပiu2က သည%။ အရ81မeအ1Iu ဘဝဆuG1ရ
သည%။ Jမiuသ@Jမiuသ61၊ မiသ61စueတ0 ဘဝမပ9က%ခ>4ရပ'။  

 ၁ က9န%eက96င%1အiတ% = က9န%eက96င%1မင%1သ61ပuGပ'သည%4 ပလက%စတစ%အiတ%Yက81 

၂ ပ'က6တန%1 = eစ91 အ-ပင%ဖက% ပတ%လမ%1တ0င% အမiu1 ပ'သည%4 လ@သ061လမ%1 
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Her little body was thrown onto the soft, springy mattress. She hurt a 

little, but she was giggling with joy. Father lifted her in his arms, and 

again, threw her down. She hurt a little this time too, but she held out her 

hands to him.

The fun the father and the daughter were having brought the mother 

into the bedroom; she was watching TV in the room for visitors.

’No! You two! Stop! You’re spoiling the mattress!’
’Well, then, I’ll get a new one. I bought this for my little daughter’s 

sake so she can jump to her heart’s joy.’

’Mom, come and join us.’

Jumping on the mattress, her daughter called her mother to join her, 

but she shook her head, quite pleased with how her child was having 

fun. When her father saw his little daughter raise her hand and call her 

mother, he said, as though in an angry voice:

’See how you’ve changed the moment you see your mom. No more 

playing with your dad? Come on.’  

He tickled her little body, and she giggled, trying to seek a hiding place in 

her mother’s lap, but her father pulled her back.

’Where could you find a place to hide yourself, sweet babe? Now, 
seriously, who do you love better, mom or dad?’

’Mom, for sure. Hee … hee …’

’Why mom? Why not me? Give me your love you’ve given to your mom.’

Mom took her baby in her arms, but her dad pulled her back in his arms 

and tickled her. The kid giggled, even though she had tears in her eyes.

Strange!

The father’s tickling hands now turned rather rough, hurting her more 

painfully than ever. Normally, if she giggled in tears, he would stop 

tickling her, but now he kept on. Normally, if she was crying, lying on her 

bed, she would feel stuffy or suffocated, so he would warn her not to 
cry like that, and pull her upright into a sitting position. When she was 

suffering like that, he would open his mouth, showing her how to take in 
breaths. 

But now her father was blocking her mouth.   

Wait! Her father’s tickling hand was hurting her. ’I am hurt!’ she cried out 

in her heart, but her mouth was shut tight. She was lying there, crying, 

feeling so suffocated. She tried to take in deep breaths in but no way! 
What’s her mom doing? Normally, she would take her in her lap, but not 

today. Why? 

Her lids were as heavy as lead. She opened her eyes. So painful! So dark! 

She tasted saltiness in her mouth. What’s that? So painful! What’s that 

dark shadow? Who is it? So painful! Mom! Dad! Come and rob me of my 

love! 

By  
Shwe Eain San 

Come and 
Rob Me of
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y
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 … ထ@1ဆန%1တယ%။  

မ81ကiu ကလiဆက%တiuက%ထiu1eနတ>4 eဖ4လက%eတ0က ဒ8တစ%ခ'eတ64 2ကမ%1လiuက%တ6။ အရင%က 

ကလiထiu1ခ>4တuန%1ကလiu မဟuတ%ဘ> ဒ8တစ%ခ'က န6လiuက%တ6။ eဖ4လက%eတ02ကမ%1သ061လiuထင%ပ'ရ>\။ အ
ရင%ကဆiu မ81မ9က%ရည%ထ0က%တ>4ထi ရယ%ရင% ကလiထiu1တ6ရပ%eနက9ပ'။ အခueတ64 eဖက မရပ%ဘ@1။ အ
ရင%က ပက%လက%အiပ%လ9က%န>O ငiuမiရင% IE6eခ'င%1ပiတ%Jပ81 အသက%Hlက9ပ%တတ%တ6မiu “မ81ကiu ပက%လက%
Yက81 မငiuန>O” ဆiuJပ81 ဆ0>ထ@eနက9ပ'။ အရင%က မ81IE6eခ'င%1ပiတ%ရင% ပ'1စပ%န>O အသက%HlဆiuJပ81 သ@ပ' 
ပ'1စပ%ဟစiဟစiလuပ%Jပ81 အသက%လiuက%Hleနက9။ အခueတ64 eဖက မ81ပ'1စပ%ကiuပ' ပiတ%ထ61တ6ပ'
လ61။  

eနပ'ဦ1။ eဖကလiထiu1တ6က အရမ%1န6တ6ပ>။ “န6တယ% eဖeရ” လiu အ61ကuန%eအ6%ဖiu လuပ%eပမ>4
လည%1 ပiတ%ထ61တ>4 လက%eတ0e2က6င%4 ပ'1စပ%ဖ0င%4မရခ>4ဘ@1။ မ81ပက%လက%လE>Jပ81 ငiuမiလiuထင%ပ'ရ>\။ 
IE6eခ'င%1ပiတ%Jပ81 အသက%Hlက9ပ%လ6တယ%။ ပ'1စပ%န>O အသက%Hlဖiu Yကiu1စ61-ပန%eတ64လည%1 
အခ9ည%1IE81။ ခ'တiuင%1 သWရင%ခ0င%ထ> -ပန%ဆ0>သ0င%1eနက9 eမကလည%1 ဒ8eနOက9 ဘ6လiuဆ0>မသ0င%1တ6လ>။  

မ9က%ခ0Gတiu eလ1လGeနတ>4 2က61က ဖ0င%42ကည%4လiuက%တယ%။ န6လiuက%တ6။ ဟင%.. eမE6င%မ>eနတ6ပ>။ 
ပ'1စပ%ထ>ကငန%က9iက9iအရသ6ကeရ6 ဘ6လ>။ န6လiuက%တ6...။ မ>မ>အရiပ%Yက81ကeရ6 ဘယ%သ@လ>။ န6
လiuက%တ6….။ eမန>O eဖeရ မ81ရ>\ အခ9စ%eတ0ကiu လuယ@လEည%4ပ'ဦ1က0ယ%။  

eရzအiမ%စG  

အခ*စ'eတ6ကiu လuယEလ4ည';ပ@ဦ-  

အiစက%eနတ>4 eမ0mရ6Yက81eပN မ81ခIÇ6ကiuယ%eလ1 ဝuန%1ခန>က9သ061ခ9iန% နည%1နည%1န6သ061eပမ>4 အeပ96%
စiတ%e2က6င%4 တခစ%ခစ%ရယ%eနမiတယ%။ eဖက မ81ကiu -ပန%ခ98လiuက%Jပ81 eမ0mရ6Yက81eပN ဝuန%1ခန>ပစ%ခ9လiuက%
-ပန%တယ%။ ဒ8တစ%ခ'လည%1 နည%1နည%1န6eပမ>4 eဖ4ကiu ထပ%ခ98eပ1ဖiu လက%လEမ%1လiuက%-ပန%တယ%။  

သ61အဖIEစ%eယ6က%ရ>\ ခiu1ခiu1ခစ%ခစ%ရယ%သGeတ0e2က6င%4 eမeမတစ%eယ6က% တ8ဗ8eoမE6 2က62က6မ
eနIiuင%ဘ> အခန%1ထ>ဝင%လ6တ6eပ'4။  

“ဒ8သ61အဖIEစ%eယ6က%န>Oeတ64 eမ0mရ6သစ%Yက81 ပ9က%စ81eတ64မE6ပ>” 

 “ပ9က%စ81ရင% eန6က%တစ%ခuဝယ%eပ1မE6eပ'4။ င'4သမ81ပ@တ@1eလ1 စiတ%Yကiuက%ခuန%လiuရeအ6င% ဝယ%eပ1
ထ61တ6ပ>ကiu… စiတ%Yကiuက%ခuန%”  

“eမ.. လ6လ6 မ81န>O အတ@ခuန%ရeအ6င%”  

eမ0mရ6eပNမE6 ခuန%eပ'က%ရင%1 မ81က လက%ယက%eခNeတ64 eမeမက ပ8တieတ0န>O eခ'င%1ယမ%1လiuက%Jပ81 
eမ0mရ6eပNတက%ထiuင%လiuက%တယ%။ မ81က eမ4လက%ကiu eက6က%ကiuင%Jပ81 အတ@တ@ခuန%ဖiu eခNလiuက%eတ64 
eဖက မeက9မနပ%e-ပ6တယ%။ 

 “2ကည%4စမ%1 သWအeမeရ6က%လ6တ6န>O ဒ8က အeဖန>O မကစ61eတ64ဘ@1eပ'4 ဟမ%.. လ6စမ%1”  

eဖက မ81ကiuယ%eလ1ကiu ဆ0>ယ@လiuက%Jပ81 ကလiထiu1ပ'eတ64တယ%။ အရမ%1ယ61တတ%တ>4 မ81က ခiu1ခiu1ခစ%ခ
စ%ရယ%တ6eပ'4။ eဖ4လက%ထ>က Uuန%1Jပ81 eမ4ရင%ခ0င%ထ> ဝင%ပuန%1ဖiuYကiu1စ61eတ64လည%1 eဖက -ပန%ဆ0>eခN
ထ61-ပန%တယ%။  

“ဘယ%သ061မလ> မiခ9iuသ>… eဖeဖ4ခ9စ%တuG1eလ1… e-ပ6စမ%1.. eဖeဖန>O eမeမ ဘယ%သWပiuခ9စ%လ>”  

“ဟ81ဟ81..eမ.. ခစ%ခစ%ခစ%”  

“ဘ6eမeမလ>.. eမeမ4ကiu ခ9စ%တ>4အခ9စ%eတ0 eဖeဖ4ကiueပ1စမ%1” 

 မ81ကiuယ%eသ1eသ1eလ1ကiu eမက ဆ0>ဖက%လiuက% eဖက eဆ6င%4ဆ0>Jပ81 ကလiထiu1လiuက%န>O မ81ရယ%လiuက%
ရတ6 မ9က%ရည%eတ0ပ'က9ရတ>4အထiပ>။ 
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Oh! It’s dark. What a narrow space! Both my hands and legs feel as 

though they’re tied so tight, I have to bend my body like a bow. So hot 

and stuffy. I wriggle, making a slight move.

I try hard to stretch out my limbs and my little bald head. My body hits 

against the hard covering, it hurts. Bruises and cuts on my limbs. But I 

continue struggling because I can’t handle this asphyxia any more.

Oh! I could see a thin strip of pale light. I think I did it! I must keep on 

trying. By and by my limbs are able to move, my head’s now tilted up a 

little. The pale light also looks a bit brighter.

Hmm … I thought I heard a sound like ’Crack’. All of a sudden, the rays 

of dazzling light invade my space inside, like lances. I can’t open my eyes 

fully. The brightness is so powerful. I frown and screw my eyes tight.

What the heck! It’s so noisy. I think my ears have gone deaf. A shift from 

the dark, narrow space out into the wide, bright and noisy place, I can’t 

adjust very well to the new situation. Feels so scary. I cuddle myself in 

fear.

A few moments ago, I was choking inside, with my limbs tied so tight, 

and my head hidden between my hands, so I struggled to get out of this 

suffocating space. But now, the new environment scares me so much 
that I have to bend and hide my body in fear as though I am under threat 

of danger.

Time passes. I just stay where I am.  No one is hurting me. I blink and 

open my eyes, and out of curiosity, I look around. In the glaring light, I 

check myself. My upper and lower bodies are not the same. I have two 

feathery hands that I can flap, and my scaly legs and feet have little bony 
toes. As I stretch out my hands, I touch something accidentally. The white 

oval covering has cracked in half. A few moments ago, I got myself out. I 

am as free as air.

The place I have found myself inside has a little springy floor. A bit wide 
for me, of course. The surrounding wall, filled with dry bits, is circular in 
shape. I feel curious about the environment, outside of the wall, so I try 

very hard to stand up. But I can’t. I fall down again and again. 

Looking up from my vantage point, I can see shaking, swaying, 

whispering greens. Up above is a big, big blue space, boundless and 

bare. I try my best to look up but I can’t. It’s too bright. 

Ah! At that very moment, I hear a violent roar, and suddenly, the whole 

place is shaking terribly. I feel scared. I roll down to the opposite side of 

the wall. I try to clutch something on the wall, but my hands and feet are 

not strong enough. I am panic-stricken, and I bite something popping out 

of the wall. It hurts. I wait till the surroundings turn quiet, but I am still 

biting the thing in my mouth out of fear. 

I stay quiet, then feel hunger burning in my stomach. I am starving, and 

feeling so cold. My hungry eyes look around, and I find something. It’s 
a small insect. My mouth touches and feels it, but it doesn’t move. So 

hungry, I devour this unknown insect. Now my stomach is full. To protect 

myself from the cold, I cuddle myself close into a cozy nook, lost in 

thoughts.

Translated by 
Thinn Thiri TunDawn: 

A Life 

is Born
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Later, I can fly. I fall down again and again but I can handle it. If I get pain, 
I rest awhile and try to fly again. Eventually, I can fly well. I’ve decided to 
help my mom look for food, I fly joyfully, leaving my nest. 

The world is fresh, green and delightful. The sky is wonderful, blue, 

adorned with pure white clouds. I laugh and enjoy my flight, flapping 
my wings, gliding in the wind for ages. Then, I remember what my mom 

reminded me: ’Don’t go far away, don’t get too close to other animals’. 

At that moment, I try to return home, but I’ve lost my way back home. 

Everywhere I look, the surroundings seem the same. 

I alight on the branch of the nearest tree and look around. I miss my 

mom, feeling so sad. I wish my mom were looking for me. ’I’ve lost my 

way back home, Mom’. I regret I refused to follow my mom’s advice. 

At that moment, I hear a hissing sound. When I check where this sound 

has come, I see a long, round creature slithering along. He slips and 

slides very fast, trying to do harm to me. Scared, I fly away. I don’t know 
where I am. Later, I’m tired of flying and check my environment carefully, 
then, I alight on a tree where I see no sign of an animal.

On that tree, I cry regretfully for a long time until I hear mom’s voice. 

My mom says that the place I had flown to was far from our nest, so she 
looked for me, full of worries. She warns me about not doing that again, 

not going out all alone without knowing the route. She also stresses the 

landmarks of the flying route that I have to remember.

I promise that I will never do it again, I will listen to her advice. I am so 

scared, you know. The world is not as beautiful a place to live as I once 

imagined. I understand that it is not only blessed with natural beauty but 

also blighted with waylaying dangers. 

On the following days, I practice searching for food together with 

my mom. I try to memorise what my mom has taught me about the 

environment, other animals, especially the dangers wrought by Homo 

sapiens. I’ve learned that all things have good and bad sides. 

The world has amazing beauty but also unseen dangers. Kindness 

is precious so it is difficult to find. I must always take good care of 
everything so that I can survive. I’ve learned that I must try my best to 

keep myself alive. And so the days go by. 

’Who am I? Where am I?’

I am locked in rambling thoughts, I can’t understand the situation, then I 

fall asleep, tired.

When I wake up, I screw up my eyes to see what’s happening. The 

blue space above my head is dark. Oh! I feel so scared. Sometimes, a 

scream comes from nowhere, and disappears. What an insecure, terrible 

environment! 

 ’Tweet!… Tweet!’

Oh! Something is coming to me. My trembling little body is embraced 

by her warm arms, she makes me feel secure, and comfortable. This 

moment is the best, the warmest and the safest time since my birth. I 

am not alone, and having someone near me gives me really, really happy 

feelings. 

Relieved, I try to talk about the terrible noise that I heard, about how the 

whole place was shaking and how I tried to catch part of the wall with my 

mouth, and how hunger made me eat an unknown insect. I also want to 

ask her who am I and about the environment I am in. But no words come 

out of my throat.

She embraces and talks to me affectionately. I can’t understand what she 
is tweeting, but she continues. I feel safe hearing her gentle voice and I 

fall asleep again. 

When I wake up, I find her still with me. She tweets something, and puts a 
little insect into my open mouth. The surroundings aren’t dark like before. 

It is bright. My eyes are more open than before. I can see her clearly. In 

detail, she is bigger than me and similar to me, so I know we are the same 

species. And she knows who I am, and I hope she can help me with the 

problems I can’t solve.

When I try to stand up, she is watching me with her eyes full of hope and 

affection. My feet are so groggy I fall down again and again. She gazes at 
me with love and understanding. 

The time passes day by day. Now I can stand by myself. I can speak a 

little, and communicate with her in the language we share. Besides, I 

can understand my mom’s words of advice. Even my hands, equipped 

with thick feathers, are strong, almost ready to flap harder and harder. 
My mom says that I will be able to fly soon. As I look out into the world 
from this nest, a thought comes to my head that if I can fly, I can see 
everything that I want to see. My mom always tells me about other 

animals, humans and the environment. I am curious about all these. 

The day that I start flying is so scary because I fall out of the nest. As my 
mom catches me in time by the neck, I’m not injured. Otherwise, I would 

have fallen from the high tree. ’I don’t want to fly,’ I say. ’Mom, it’s awful! 
Scary thing!’. My mom embraces and explains, saying, ’This is the gift of 

Nature. You must accept it. Every little fledgling starts off like this and 
finds a way to fly in the vast sky. You made a mistake in your first step, 
maybe, but you don’t need to be shy, don’t be scared. You should learn 
the art of flying step by step.’
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မieတ64မE က[န%eတ64e-ခeထ6က%eတ0န>O လက%eတ0က ပuGစGမတ@ပ'လ61။ လက%IEစ%ဖက%န>O e-ခeထ6က%
IEစ%eခ96င%1Hiတယ%။ လက%က အeမz1eတ0န>OဖuG1eနJပ81 e-ခeထ6က%မE6က e-ခeခ96င%1eလ1eတ0ပ'တယ%။ 
လက%ကiuဆန%O2ကည%4လiuက%eတ64 တစ%ခuခuန>O တiuက%မiသ061တယ%။ အ-ဖleရ6င% ခပ%လuG1လuG1 အရ6တစ%ခuက 

ထက%-ခမ%1က0>eနeလရ>\။ ခuနက က[န%eတ6% အ>4ဒ8အရ6ထ>က တiu1Jပ81ထ0က%လ6တ6န>Oတ@ပ'တယ%။ 

က[န%eတ6% အခueရ6က%eနတ6က I@1ညG4တ>4 eနရ6တစ%ခuပ>။ က[န%eတ64တစ%ကiuယ%စ6အတ0က%eတ64 
နည%1နည%1က9ယ%တယ%။ eဘ1ဘက%နGရGeတ0က ခပ%ဝiuင%1ဝiuင%1ပuGစG eက01eနတယ%။ နGရGeတ0အလ0န%မE6 ဘ6
Hiမလ> စ@1စမ%1ခ9င%စiတ%န>O က[န%eတ6% မတ%မတ%ရပ%Iiuင%ဖiu Yကiu1စ612ကည%4တယ%။ မရပ'ဘ@1။ -ပန%-ပန%လ>က9
တ6ပ>။  

အ>4ဒ'န>O က[န%eတ6% အeပNကiu eမ642ကည%4မiတယ%။ eခ'င%1eပNတည%4တည%4မE6eတ64 အစiမ%1eရ6င%eတ0က 

တလSပ%လSပ%န>O။ သWအeပNမE6eတ64 အ-ပ6eရ6င%လ0င%-ပင%က9ယ%Yက81ကiu -မင%ရတယ%။ Yကiu1စ612ကည%4eန
eပမယ%4 လင%1လ0န%1လiu ဆက%မ2ကည%4Iiuင%eတ64ဘ@1။ 

အမeလ1eလ1…. အ>4ဒ8အခ9iန%မE6ပ> eဝ'! ဆiuတ>4 e2က6က%စရ6အသGYက81 2က61လiuက%ရJပ81 က[န%eတ6%Hi
eနတ>4eနရ6eလ1 ရမ%1ခ'သ061လiu e2က6က%လiuက%တ6 ဆiuတ6eလ။ က[န%eတ6%လည%1 eဘ1ဘက%နGရGဆ8
လiမ%4သ061eတ64တ6။ နGရGကiu အတင%1ကuတ%တ0ယ%ထ61ဖiu Yကiu1စ61eပမယ%4 က[န%eတ64လက%eတ0၊ 
e-ခeထ6က%eတ0က မသန%မ6eသ1ဘ@1။ နGရGက အစတစ%စကiu လuပ%မiလuပ%ရ6 ပ'1စပ%န>O အတင%1ကiuက%
ထ61မiတယ%။ န6လiuက%တ6။ e2က6က%စရ6အသGYက81 Jငiမ%သ061တ6eတ6င% က[န%eတ6% နGရGန61မE6ကပ%
Jပ81 ပ'1စပ%ထ>က အစကiu မလzတ%မieသ1ဘ@1။  

Jငiမ%Jငiမ%eလ1 eနeနရင%1န>O သတiမ-ပuမiဘ> မeနIiuင%eတ64တ6က ဝမ%1ဗiuက%ထ>က ဆ6eလ6င%လ6မS။ 
ဆ6လiuက%တ6။ ခ9မ%1လည%1ခ9မ%1တယ%။ က[န%eတ6% ပတ%ဝန%1က9င%ကiu လiuက%H62ကည%4eတ64 အeက6င%
eသ1eသ1eလ1 တစ%eက6င%ကiueတ0mတယ%။ က[န%eတ6%ပ'1စပ%န>O ထiu12ကည%4မiတယ%။ သ@မလSပ%ဘ@1။ ဗiuက%
ဆ6လ0န%1လiu မeနIiuင%eတ64တ>4အဆuG1 ဘ6မEန%1မသiတ>4 အeက6င%eလ1ကiu စ61လiuက%မiတယ%။ ဗiuက%-ပည%4
သ061Jပ8ဆiueတ64မE အခ9မ%1e-ပeအ6င% နGရGန61ကiuကပ%Jပ81 eက01eနမiရင%1 eတ01မiရ>\။  

“က[န%eတ6%က ဘ6လ>။ ဘယ%eနရ6ကiu eရ6က%eနတ6လ>။” 

အeတ01eတ0ထ>မE6 ပiတ%မieနရင%1 အe-ဖH6မရတ>4အဆuG1 က[န%eတ6% အiပ%eပ96%သ061eတ64တယ%။  

က[န%eတ6%-ပန%Iiu1လ6eတ64 eမE1eနတ>4မ9က%လuG1ကiu အ61စiuက%Jပ81ဖ0င%42ကည%4မiတယ%။ က[န%eတ64eခ'င%1
eပNက အ-ပ6eရ6င% လ0င%-ပင%က9ယ%Yက81က မည%1eမE6င%eနJပ8။ အiu1…. က[န%eတ6%e2က6က%လiuက%တ6။ 
တစ%ခ9က%တစ%ခ9က% စ@1ခန>eအ6%သGကiu2က61ရလiuက% ရပ%သ061လiuက%န>O ပတ%ဝန%1က9င%က e-ခ6က%-ခ61စရ6
eက6င%1eနတယ%။  

သင%1သ8ရiထ0န%1  

eရ1င'န3ဖ*iu-ဖ* ဆန'-သစ'စ 

အiu1…. eမE6င%မည%1eနတ6ပ>။ eနရတ6လည%1 က9a%1က9a%1က9ပ%က9ပ%န>O။ e-ခeထ6က%လည%1လSပ%မရ၊ 
လက%လည%1လSပ%မရလiu eက01ထ61ရတယ%။ မ0န%12ကပ%လiuက%တ6။ မရရeအ6င% လSပ%2ကည%4မယ%က06။  

လက%ကiuဆန%O၊ e-ခeထ6က%ကiuဆန%OJပ81 eခ'င%1ကiuမတ%ဖiuYကiu1စ61မiတယ%။ eဘ1က အက6န>Oတiuက%မieတ64 
န6လiuက%တ6။ က[န%eတ64လက%eတ0 e-ခeထ6က%eတ0 ပ0န%1ပ>4ကuန%Jပ8လ61မသi။ န6eနeပမယ%4လည%1 
မ0န%12ကပ%တ>4ဒဏ%ကiu မခGIiuင%လiu ဆက%Jပ81 တ0န%1ထiu1 Uuန%1ကန%eနမiတယ%။  

အယ%4…. အလင%1eရ6င%မEiန%-ပ-ပeလ1 လင%1လ6သလiuပ>။ က[န%eတ64Yကiu1စ61မS အရ6ထင%ပuGရတယ%။ 
ဆက%တ0န%1ဦ1မE။ တ0န%1ရင% ထiu1ရင%1 Uuန%1ကန%ရင%1န>O က[န%eတ64လက%eတ0၊ e-ခeထ6က%eတ0 လSပ%လiuရ
လ6သလiu eခ'င%1လည%1 နည%1နည%1 မတ%လ6Jပ8။ အလင%1eရ6င%ကလည%1 တ-ဖည%1-ဖည%1ခ9င%1 ပiuပiuလင%1
လ6တယ%။  

အင%…. စiတ%ထင%တ6လ61 မသi။ ဂ0ပ%! ဆiuတ>4 အသGတစ%သG 2က61လiuက%ရသလiuလiu။ eန6က%ဆuG1မE6eတ64 
က[န%eတ6% မ9က%စiစ@1eလ6က%တ>4အလင%1တန%1Yက81န>O ရင%ဆiuင%လiuက%ရတယ%။ မ9က%စiစ@1တယ%သ6e-ပ6
တ6ပ'။ က[န%eတ6%4မ9က%လuG1eတ0က အ-ပည%4အဝ ဖ0င%4မE မဖ0င%4Iiuင%eသ1တ6။ မ9က%ခ0Geတ0ကiu-ဖတ%လ6တ>4 
အလင%1တန%1Yက81က စ@1လ0န%1လiu မ9က%eမE6င%ကiu တတ%Iiuင%သeလ6က% 2ကuGလiuက%မieသ1။  

အခuမE -ပဿန6ပ>။ ဆ@ညGလiuက%တ6။ န61eတ0eတ6င%အ@တယ%။ တiတ%ဆiတ% မည%1eမE6င%eနတ>4 eနရ6
က9a%1က9a%1eလ1ကeန လင%1ထင%1Jပ81 ဆ@ညGeနတ>4ပတ%ဝန%1က9င%ကiu Uuတ%တရက%Yက81 eရ6က%လ6ရ
eတ64 က[န%eတ6% အသ61မက9။ e2က6က%လန%OမSe2က6င%4 တတ%Iiuင%သeလ6က%2ကuGJပ81 eက01eက01eလ1 
eနeနမiတယ%။  

ခuနကeတ64 eလE6င%ပiတ%eနတ>4 eနရ6တစ%ခuမE6 လက%eတ0 e-ခeထ6က%eတ0 eက01ထ61ရJပ81 eခ'င%1ပ'
က9iu1မတတ%ငuGထ61ရလiu လ0တ%e-မ6က%ခ9င%စiတ%န>O Uuန%1ကန%ခ>4eပမယ%4 ဆ@ညGeနတ>4ပတ%ဝန%1က9င%သစ%ကiu 
e2က6က%လ0န%1လiu က[န%eတ6% eက01 eက01eလ1 -ပန%eနeန မi-ပန%eရ6။  

အတန%2က6တ>4အထi ထiuအတiuင%1 eနeနမiJပ81 က[န%eတ6%4ကiu အI Zရ6ယ%-ပuမယ%4သ@ မHiမEန%1 သieတ64မE 
မ9က%လuG1ကiu eမE1eမE1eလ1ဖ0င%4၊ ပတ%ဝန%1က9င%ကiu eလ4လ62ကည%4-ဖစ%တယ%။ အလင%1eရ6င%ထ>မE6 2ကည%4
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တ>4။ ဒ8အသiuက%eလ1ထ>ကeန eလ6ကYက81ကiu eင1eမ62ကည%4eနရတ6မ9iu1 မဟuတ%eတ64ဘ> ပ9GIiuင%Jပ8ဆiu
ရင% က[န%eတ6% eလ4လ6ခ9င%တ6eတ0ကiu မ9က%စiန>Oတပ%အပ% -မင%ခ0င%4ရeတ64မယ%။ eမeမe-ပ6-ပတ>4 
တ-ခ61တiရiစ ~6န%eတ0ရ>\အe2က6င%1eတ0၊ လ@eတ0ရ>\ အe2က6င%1eတ0၊ ပတ%ဝန%1က9င%ရ>\ အe2က6င%1eတ0ကiu 
က[န%eတ6% eလ4လ62ကည%4ခ9င%တယ%။  

က[န%eတ6%စJပ81 ပ9G2ကည%4တ>4eနOက အသiuက%ထ>ကeန -ပuတ%က9တ6 eတ6%eတ6%eလ1 ထiတ%လန%Oဖiu 
eက6င%1တယ%။ eမeမက က[န%eတ64ကiu eပ0mJပ81ဖမ%1ထ61eပ1လiuသ6eပ'4။ မဟuတ%ရင% က[န%eတ6% 
သစ%ပင%အ-မင%4Yက81eပNက -ပuတ%က9eတ64မE6။ က[န%eတ6% မပ9G2ကည%4ခ9င%eတ64ဘ@1၊ e2က6က%တယ%လiu 
eမeမ4ကiue-ပ6eတ64 eမeမက Hင%1-ပတယ%။ ဒ'ဟ6 သဘ6ဝပ> ဆiuတ>4အe2က6င%1၊ က[န%eတ6%တiu 
ငEက%ကeလ1eတ0ကလည%1 ဒ8လiuန>OစJပ81 အပ9Gသင%ရတယ% ဆiuတ>4အe2က6င%1၊ ပထမဆuG1e-ခလEမ%1မE6 

လ>က9တ6ဟ6 Hက%စရ6 e2က6က%စရ6မဟuတ%ဘ> Yကiu1စ61Jပ81 ပ9Gသန%1ဖiu တ-ဖည%1-ဖည%1ခ9င%1 eလ4က9င%4
ရတ>4အe2က6င%1ကiueပ'4။  

eန6က%ပiuင%1မE6eတ64 က[န%eတ6%ပ9Gသန%1Iiuင%သ061ခ>4တယ%။ အYကiမ%Yကiမ% လ>က9လiuက% -ပန%ထလiuက%၊ 
ဒဏ%ရ6ဒဏ%ခ9က%eတ0ရတ>4အခ' န61လiuက%၊ တစ%eခ'က%ထပ%Jပ81 ပ9Gသန%1ဖiu Yကiu1စ61လiuက%န>O က[န%eတ6% 
eက6င%1eက6င%1ပ9GIiuင%သ061Jပ8။ eမeမ4ကiuက@Jပ81 အစ6H6 eပ1လiuရJပ8 ဆiuတ>4စiတ%န>O က[န%eတ6%eပ96%eပ96%
ရzင%ရzင% အသiuက%ထ>က ထ0က%လ6ခ>4တယ%။  

eလ6ကYက81တစ%ခuလuG1က စiမ%1စiuလiu အရမ%1လEeနတယ%။ -ပ6လ0င%လ0င% eက6င%1ကင%Yက81မE6 မiu1သ61
တiမ%တiuက%eတ0က အ-ဖleရ6င%-ခယ%လiu အလEဆင% eပ1ထ61eသ1တယ%။ eတ6င%ပGကiu-ဖန%Oလiu eလဟuန%
စ81 ပ9Gသန%1eနရင%1 က[န%eတ6% eပ96%ရzင%စ06 ရယ%eမ6eနမiတယ%။ အတန%2က6တ>4အထi ပ9Gသန%1eနရင%1မE 
အeဝ1Yက81မသ061ဖiuန>O တ-ခ61တiရiစ ~6န%eတ0အန61 မကပ%ဖiuအe2က6င%1 eမeမမE6လiuက%တ6ကiu 
က[န%eတ6% -ပန%သတiရတယ%။ eရ6က%တ>4eနရ6ကeန လEည%4-ပန%ဖiu 2ကည%4လiuက%eတ64 အသiuက%ကiu-ပန%
တ>4လမ%1ကiu က[န%eတ6% မမEတ%မieတ64ဘ@1။ ဘယ%ဘက%ကiuပ>2ကည%42ကည%4 ပတ%ဝန%1က9င%တစ%ခuလuG1က 

ဆင%တ@eနသလiuပ>။  

က[န%eတ6% အန81ကသစ%ပင%တစ%ပင%ရ>\ သစ%ကiuင%1eပNမE6ရပ%လiu ဝမ%1နည%1စ06န>O eမeမ4ကiuတမ%1တရင%1 
ဟiuဟiuဒ8ဒ8 2ကည%4eနမiတယ%။ eမeမ က[န%eတ64ကiu လ6H6ပ'eစ။ က[န%eတ6%လမ%1eပ96က%eနJပ8 eမeမ။ 
eမeမ4စက61ကiu န61မeထ6င%မiတ>4အတ0က%လည%1 eန6င%တရeနJပ8။  

အ>4ဒ8အခ9iန%မE62က61လiuက%ရတ>4 ‘Hl1’ ဆiuတ>4အသG။ ဘ6မ961လ>လiu2ကည%4လiuက%မieတ64 Hည%Hည%eမ96eမ96
န>O အeက6င%တစ%eက6င%။ သ@က က[န%eတ64ကiuရန%-ပuဖiu လ9င%-မန%စ06 တeရ0\eရ0\လ6eနတယ%။ 
က[န%eတ6% e2က6က%လ0န%1လiuပ9Ge-ပ1မieတ64တ6ပ>။ ဘယ%eနရ6eတ0 eရ6က%ကuန%မEန%1လည%1 မသieတ64

“က9လi…က9လi” 

အယ%4… တစ%ခuခu က[န%eတ64ဆ8လ6eနတယ%။ e2က6က%လ0န%1လiu တuန%eနတ>4 က[န%eတ64ကiu သWရ>\ eI01
eထ01တ>4ရင%ခ0င%က9ယ%Yက81ထ>မE6 eထ01eပ0mထ61eပ1Jပ81 IEစ%သiမ%4eပ1eနတယ%။ ဒ'ဟ6 က[န%eတ6% 
eလ6ကYက81ကiu စတင%သiHiတ>4အခ9iန%ကစJပ81 အလuGJခGuဆuG1 အeI01eထ01ဆuG1 အခiuက%အတန%Oပ'ပ>။ 
က[န%eတ6%တစ%eယ6က%တည%1မဟuတ%ဘ@1 ဆiuတ>4အသi တစ%eယ6က%eယ6က%က ကiuယ%4အတ0က%Hieန
eပ1တယ%ဆiuတ>4အသiက တကယ%ကiu eပ96%ရzင%ဖiu eက6င%1လ0န%1ပ'တယ%။  

က[န%eတ6%eပ96%ရzင%စ06န>O စက61e-ပ62ကည%4ဖiu Yကiu1စ61မiတယ%။ သ@မလ6ခင%က က[န%eတ6%YကGuခ>4ရတ>4 
ထiတ%လန%Oစရ6အသGYက81အe2က6င%1၊ က[န%eတ6%Hieနတ>4eနရ6eလ1 ရမ%1ခ'သ061လiu မနည%1ကuပ%တ0ယ%
ထ61ရတ>4အe2က6င%1၊ ဆ6eလ6င%လ0န%1လiu eတ0mတ>4အeက6င% eသ1eသ1eလ1ကiu စ61လiuက%မiတ>4
အe2က6င%1၊ က[န%eတ6%ကဘ6လ>ဆiuတ6ကiu အe-ဖH6မeတ0mတ>4အe2က6င%1၊ သWကiue-ပ6-ပခ9င%တယ%၊ 
က[န%eတ6% မသieသ1တ>4 ပတ%ဝန%1က9င%ရ>\အe2က6င%1eတ0ကiu eမ12ကည%4ခ9င%တယ%။ ဒ'eပမယ%4 
က[န%eတ6% အသGမထ0က% Iiuင%eသ1ဘ@1။  

သ@ကeတ64 ရင%ခ0င%ထ> ထည%4ဖက%ထ61ရင%1 စက61eတ0e-ပ6-ပeပ1eနတယ%။ က[န%eတ6%န61မလည%
eသ1eပမယ%4 သ@ကeတ64 ဆက%e-ပ6-ပeနဆ>ပ>။ က[န%eတ64ကiu IEစ%သiမ%4eပ1eနတယ%ထင%ပ'တယ%။ 
သ6ယ6န6eပ96%ဖ0ယ% သWစက61သGကiu န61ဆင%ရင%1 eI01eထ01လuGJခGuတ>4ရင%ခ0င%ထ>မE6 က[န%eတ6%စiတ%ခ9
လက%ခ9န>O -ပန%အiပ%eပ96%သ061ခ>4တယ%။  

က[န%eတ6% eန6က%တစ%eခ'က% -ပန%Iiu1လ6eတ64လည%1 သ@ကeထ01ဖက%eပ1ထ61ဆ>ပ>။ က[န%eတ64ကiu 
အeက6င%eသ1eသ1eလ1ကiu ခ0Gmeက[1eပ1တယ%။ eလ6ကYက81ကလည%1 က[န%eတ6% မအiပ%ခင%ကလiu 
မည%1eမE6င%မeနeတ64ဘ@1။ လင%1ထင%1eနJပ8။ က[န%eတ6% မ9က%လuG1နည%1နည%1 ပiuJပ81ပ0င%4လ6သလiuပ>။ သW
ကiuပiuJပ81 ထင%ထင%H61H61-မင%ရတယ%။ eသခ962ကည%4မieတ64မE သ@က က[န%eတ64ထက% အeက6င%Yက81
Jပ81 က[န%eတ6%န>O ပuGစGအလuG1စuG တ@eနတ6ပ>။ အ>4ဒ'ဆiu သ@န>Oက[န%eတ6%က မ9iu1တ@ပ>eပ'4။ က[န%eတ6%ဘ6
လ>ဆiuတ6 သ@သiမE6ပ>။ က[န%eတ6%အe-ဖH6မရတ>4အရ6eတ0အ61လuG1ကiu သ@သiမE6။  

က[န%eတ6%မတ%တပ%ရပ%ဖiu Yကiu1စ612ကည%4eတ64 သ@ကeဘ1မE6 ရပ%2ကည%4eပ1eနတယ%။ e-ခeထ6က%မ
ခiuင%ဘ> -ပန%-ပန%လ>က9eနတ>4 က[န%eတ64ကiu ခ9စ%စIiu1မ9က%ဝန%1န>O eင1လiueပ'4။  

ဒ8လiuန>O တစ%ရက%Jပ81တစ%ရက% ကuန%လ0န%လ6ခ>4တ6 က[န%eတ6%မတ%တပ%ခiuင%ခiuင%ရပ%Iiuင%တ>4 အရ0ယ%ကiu
eရ6က%လ6Jပ8။ က[န%eတ6% စက61လည%1 တစ%စ0န%1တစ%စ e-ပ6တတ%eနJပ8။ eမeမe-ပ6တ6eတ0ကiu
လည%1 က[န%eတ6% န61လည%eနJပ8။ က[န%eတ64အeတ6င%eတ0လည%1 အရင%လiu က9iu1တiu1က9>တ> မဟuတ%
eတ64ဘ> eတ6%eတ6%eလ1စuGလ6Jပ8။ eမeမကe-ပ6တယ%။ မ2က6ခင%မE6 က[န%eတ6% စJပ81ပ9GIiuင%eတ64မE6
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My troubles began when I became fixated on owning a satellite dish. I am 
the patriarch of a family of ten. I used to own a much larger paddy but 

recently lost nine and a half acres of my ancestral land, here, in Hinthada, 

in the Irrawaddy delta. How this happened to me I still find perplexing. 

The junta had banned foreign media outlets, such as the BBC and the 

VOA. Satellite dishes were a luxury, way beyond the means of most 

people; like luxury cars, they were a symbol of status and power, 

associated with the generals and their cronies. 

But I had wanted to stay abreast of the news from independent media 

outlets. So, without thinking much about it I decided to install a huge 

dish in front of my hut on my land on the outskirts of Hinthada, next to a 

motorway. My dish was fashioned from what was available to me, which 

was mostly bamboo and paper. But a large satellite dish looks grotesque 

and incongruous in front of a rustic bamboo hut and soon it became a 

kind of tourist attraction. People would stop by just to admire my dish. 

So, I put a scarecrow beside it. 

Then one year, in the name of productivity, the junta ordered us to 

cultivate a summer paddy. It’s next to impossible to cultivate a summer 

paddy on land like mine. A good portion of my rice paddies were on a 

plateau, and we relied on the rain to cultivate them during the monsoon.  

Nevertheless, I applied for a permit for an irrigation canal so I might 

comply. My application was rejected. The military motto, ’We don’t want 

to hear about the hole in the bucket. Only the water you might bring us.’, 

indeed. 

I found their decision unreasonable. Even if they allowed me to pump 

water for my paddy, I wouldn’t be able to get enough to flow without 
an irrigation system.  I had submitted my application to the Irrigation 

Department under the Ministry of Agriculture correctly, legally.  But the 

Irrigation Department didn’t have the gumption to request the higher-

ups to build a canal for my farm. They suggested I convert a diesel pump 

and that was that. They couldn’t stand the sight of me. It was all because I 

owned a satellite dish, I am sure.  

I am not someone who would let injustice pass without putting up a fight. 
So, I tried to find a solution. One morning it struck me, while looking at 
my satellite dish; I should send my story to a foreign media outlet, the 

BBC or VOA perhaps. But I didn’t have a video camera. Nor did I know a 

videographer. Indeed, none of the households in Hinthada at that time 

had a camera, a cell phone, or even a CD /DVD player, for that matter.  But 

I persisted and eventually I found someone in nearby Pathein, the capital 

of the Irrawaddy Delta. We recorded my presentation on VHS. I explained 

what I knew, which paddies lacked water for summer rice, which areas 

were on a plateau and which lands would be at risk if the authorities 

insisted. Many farmers already felt aggrieved at the thought of losing 

their land and livelihoods. I explained it all in detail. Then I went around 

to other farms and invited others to do similar. They all supported me. We 

agreed that I should take the video to Yangon and pass it on to someone 
well known to the international media. 

By Olivia Ma

Farmer
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’Oh.o.o….O..o..o….Ooh..o..o…O…o…o….oooohhhhh….’

The ’Mangai ta’ songs from the speakers of the local church spread 

through the neighbourhood on this cold winter morning. Brang Dut 

remains in bed, listening to the songs, in the warmth of thick blankets. He 

opens his eyes and looks outside the window near his bed and sees that 

it’s the blue hour. After chilling out in bed for another fifteen minutes, he 
gets up and gets ready for the day. It’s Saturday and he has a plan to go 

and volunteer at the church in preparation for the thanksgiving ceremony 

on Sunday. He carefully picks a shirt, a hoodie, and a pair of trousers 

for this cold winter morning. He needs to stay warm, as well as stylish. 

There will be girls doing volunteer work at church. He looks at the mirror 

countless times, trying to fix his hairstyle. He hears his granny calling 
him.

’Brang Dut, wake up now. You said you are going to the church to 
volunteer.’

’Ae ae…. I am ready.’

Brang Dut is a third-year university student majoring in English. He was 

appointed as the Block (3) leader this February during Youth Retreat, 
which is why he is actively participating in local church activities. His 

house is just two blocks away from the church and he can usually hear 

church music in the mornings. 

Our Kachin community celebrates thanksgiving on the last Sunday of 

November in every church, and they call it ’Chyeju Dum Poi’ or ’Nlung 

n-nan sha poi’. In Kachin State, November and early December are the 

times for harvesting. The season is known as ’Mangai Ta’, ’the season of 

growth.’ During this time, everyone feels blessed as they have so much 

food from their farms. Everyone is very eager to try the first harvest rice 
that they get from their farms. The aroma and the taste of first harvest 
rice is very different from other rice. Thanksgiving celebration is all about 
being thankful and counting the blessings that we have all throughout 

the years with our families, friends and communities. 

As soon as I had left, a military intelligence (MI) agent visited my hut. He 

had learned what I was up to and when he couldn’t find me alerted the 
MI in Pathein to hold me for questioning. But I was faster and smarter 

than he gave me credit for and had by this stage already arrived, having 

headed straight to Yangon, though I had told my family and neighbours 
that I’d go via Pathein. 

On arrival, I went straight to the house of opposition leader Daw Aung 

San Suu Kyi and tried to meet with her. I didn’t get to see her in person 

but one of her aides, U Win Htein, received me warmly. I passed the 

interview tape to him. That very night, while I was staying at Kyimyindaing 

monastery, the MI officers caught up with me and arrested me. I was 
taken straight back to Hinthada the following day. They searched my 

whole house and interrogated my family but eventually had to release us 

as they couldn’t find any evidence ultimately for sedition. 

Then a few days later, my interview video was broadcast by an Australian 

network. It must then have gone viral because the Myanmar authorities 

saw it too. I was taken into custody again.  This time, they had hard 

evidence. They made me read Section 124A of the Penal Code several 
times; ’Whoever by words, either spoken or written, or by signs, or by 

visible representation, or otherwise, brings or attempts to bring into 

hatred or contempt, or excites or attempts to excite disaffection towards 
[the Government established by law for the Union or for the constituent 

units thereof,] shall be punished with imprisonment for life or a shorter 

term, to which a fine may be added, or with imprisonment which may 
extend to three years, to which a fine may be added, or with a fine.’

I didn’t know how to defend myself in court and I couldn’t afford a 
criminal lawyer. My family sold three cows so they might hire one and 

though she tried her best we both knew I was doomed from the moment 

my face appeared on Western TV. The judge sentenced me to seven years 

imprisonment. This was back in 1996. 

As a result, my children and relatives, who all relied on me, couldn’t 

manage to keep up the farm. They borrowed money from neighbours 

without my permission. Loans which they were unable to pay off. After 
my release, I had to settle these with proceeds from selling my nine and a 

half acres. It still aches my heart. It was good land.

So all I have now is a paddy on a plateau. And according to the weather 

forecast, there will be a drought this season. I have found it increasingly 

difficult to grow things in the traditional way, ploughing with a pair of 
oxen. I would die for a drop of rain. I am just a humble farmer, whose 

ancestors were also farmers. I know no other way of living. Rain or not, I 

till the fields. 

Blissful  
Thanksgiving
By 
Nhkum Lu
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In the evening, Brang Dut helps the youth to practice group songs for the 

prayer. After that, the youth rehearse reciting their harvest poems that 

they will present at the mass worship. The poem Brang Dut has in mind is 

called ’Rice’. Excited by thoughts of having to perform the poems in front 

of an audience, most of them forget their lines during the rehearsal. The 

youth leader reminds them about the schedule for tomorrow and the 

traditional costumes they have to wear for the recital. 

When Brang Dut reaches home, he takes out the traditional costume and 

irons it. He is very excited for the poetry recital. He knows that he needs 

to look smashing as his crush will join the worship service. He keeps 

repeating his lines, looking at himself in the mirror. Then he remembers 

something and shouts, 

’Grandma, can you wake me up at 7:00 in the morning?’ Soon after that 

he is fast asleep. 

*

It’s Sunday morning. Brand Dut is very excited. He is dressed in an 

impeccably pressed traditional costume as he walks to church. The 

Wunpawng Band is already at the front gate, warming up for the 

welcoming songs. The church service will start at 10:00 a.m. But the 

church members come to the church at 9:00 a.m. as they are afraid 

that they will not get seats inside the church. During the church service 

for thanksgiving celebration, it can be very crowded, as most of the 

church members come back home to enjoy the festivities. Brang Dut 

and his friends stand beside the Wunpawng Band and dance along to 

the welcoming songs. They sway left and right, welcoming the church 

members who come early for the service. 

The worship starts with an opening prayer. After that, the youth sings 

group songs. The worship programme continues. Then there is the 

poetry recital. When the thanksgiving songs are played, the youths, who 

will recite poems, come to the front and dance to the music. When the 

music dies down, the whole church goes quiet. Brang Dut is the first 
to perform a poem. His palms are cold and sweaty. Even though he is 

very nervous, he nails the poem, ’Rice’. However, as soon as he finishes, 
he accidentally lets out a very loud sigh at the microphone. The whole 

church breaks out in laughter. 

After the poetry recital, Brang Dut changes into everyday wear, a 

white collared t-shirt and Kachin longyi. Every thanksgiving, the church 

provides lunch for everyone who comes to the service with the donations 

they received from church members. We Kachin believe that feasting at 

church for thanksgiving brings blessing and luck. Therefore, everyone 

eats the thanksgiving lunch to their heart’s content. 

For lunch, the aunties pack hot white rice in banana leaves, and put it on 

the table. This year, on the menu are pork and potato curry, chicken and 

potato curry, taro vegetable soup, assorted vegetables salad and spicy 

pounded banana flower. Around two hundred tables are laid out, eight 
seats per table. Once the service is finished, the church members come 
to the tables for lunch. Brang Dut’s church has around 2,500 church 
members. To be able to feed all the members of the community in time, 

the volunteers have to be very quick in clearing the tables and laying 

them out again when one table is finished eating. 

The nearer he gets to the church, the more clearly he can hear the songs 

from the church speakers. When Brang Dut arrives at the church, there 

are already many people: elders, adults, and youths. Everyone seems to 

be working to the rhythm of the songs. The thanksgiving songs make 

people more energetic. He can see an uncle from the church choir, busy 

with a long broom, collecting fallen leaves on the cement floor of the 
church compound. When the uncle sees him, ’Brang Dut, can you find me 
a dustpan? I need to pick up these leaves.’ Brang Dut quickly runs to the 

place where the church helpers usually put the brooms and dustpan, and 

then brings it to the uncle. He also helps him put the trash into a trash 

bin. 

Then his friend, Naw Lawn, calls him to help them find a long bamboo 
stick to remove the spider web from the church ceiling. When he goes 

inside the church, he sees some girls wiping the dusty glass windows 

with a piece of clothing. Everyone is very busy cleaning the interior and 

the furniture of the church, singing and dancing along to the songs. After 

cleaning for a while, they have breakfast prepared by the church aunties. 

Then they continue with their chores. 

Brang Dut helps the aunties set the long table in the reception hall to 

display the vegetables and fruits from donors. While they are setting the 

table, one church member brings fresh big yellow pumpkins from their 

back garden in a rattan basket on a motorcycle. 

The aunties said, ’Gai looo…. Gai looo….. We have church members 

coming in. Welcome. Welcome.’

The aunty on the motorcycle shouts, ’Brang Dut, can you please help me 

put this basket down from the motorcycle? It is so heavy, and I can’t do it 

alone.’ 

’Ae ae… yes, sure.’ 

One aunty commands him, ’Brang Dut, count the pumpkins and make 

notes in the notebook that is on the reception table. I will take this aunty 

to the praying areas to receive prayers.’ 

Brang Dut calls his friend and carries the pumpkin basket to the display 

table and puts them on the table beautifully. From then on, church 

members keep coming in and bringing the best vegetables and fruits 

from their farms and back gardens for donation to the church. By noon, 

the long table in the reception hall is topped with fresh and colourful 

vegetables: pumpkins, eggplants, long beans, chillies, ginger, garlic, 

onions, apple, orange, banana, papaya, eggs and so on. The aunties in 

the reception hall are busy organizing and displaying the vegetables, 

and aunties in the church kitchen are busy cooking lunch and dinner 

for the volunteers. Some elderly aunties are sitting together in a group, 

chatting and peeling garlic, onions and potatoes that will be used for 

the thanksgiving feast tomorrow. Brang Dut’s granny is also there. The 

uncles are busy chopping pork into small pieces. The church decorators 

are looking for the choicest fruits and vegetables for display on the altar 

tomorrow. Brang Dut helps them carry the vegetables that they choose 

inside the church and helps place them beautifully for decoration. 
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Everyone in our village counted the days until this moment. Today the 

first library ever, a small wooden building with a thatched roof, was 
opened through our blood, sweat and tears. Sixty used books were 

stacked on an old bookshelf in fresh blue paint in the left corner. Three 

pairs of long school desks and benches were arranged by the youth team 

near the windows on the right side. The interior mural paintings by Ko 

Moe with books and Myanmar proverbs about reading books, such as 

Wisdom is in the books, Books are friends, created a cosy atmosphere.  The 

children, reading comics on the solid hardwood floor, were fighting a war 
of words about the characters. The village elders also gathered in front of 

the library to mark the occasion, without reminding themselves of their 

inability to read. They all wore radiant smiles. 

*

After the opening of the library, evenings became the community’s hours 

for gathering near the library. Every evening the village elders usually 

had a long talk about random topics under the shady mango tree in front 

of the library. Children and young people enjoyed the evening reading 

roundups in the library. Parents waited for their children near the mango 

tree. 

*

Two months later, many library members requested that the library team 

add new books to the library. They also suggested regular activities. The 

library was run by a community fund, to which everyone contributed. 

Within a tight budget, the library team decided to buy ten new books 

every two months and to begin with low-cost activities. 

Of the four regular activities suggested by the majority of library 

members, the biweekly ’Read & Discuss’ sessions started that weekend. 

The teenage and adult sessions were facilitated by the librarian himself.  I 

was forced to take on the moderator role for children’s sessions.  

Brand Dut is in charge of carrying rice to the tables. He instructs his 

friends to bring rice packets and dishes when there are tables available. 

The volunteers are very busy serving the people. People are enjoying 

lunch. Friends greet each other at the lunch table. The children are 

running around and playing. Some people are waiting for their turn 

to enjoy lunch. Some people are taking photos with the vegetable 

decorations inside the church. When the feast is over, the youth help 

clean up the dining areas. 

At the end of the day, the volunteers take a group photo inside the 

church, with the thanksgiving decoration in the background. At the group 

photo call, Brang Dut gets a chance to stand next to his crush. Of course, 

Brang Dut is smiling widely. 

The Library

By 
Nu Htet 
Htet Lwin
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*

Fire! Fire! A warning shout woke me up around midnight. When I looked 

from the balcony, I saw a big fire raging near the library, only a distance 
of ten minutes. I ran there with a portable fire extinguisher. When I got 
there, huge flames had engulfed the library. Auxiliary and volunteer 
firefighters tried to bring the huge blaze under control. The librarian, Ko 
Moe, other villagers and I also joined them. We succeeded in putting out 

the fire an hour later. No casualties, but five houses and the library were 
burnt down. No one knew exactly how the fire started. We eventually 
drew the conclusion that the strong wind that night must have carried 

embers from the remnants of bonfire onto the thatch roof of the library.

*

The following morning, many villagers gather near the burnt library in 

silence. All the books have turned to ashes. So have our hopes. The ashes 

are spread out by the breeze, little by little. We stare at the ashes floating 
in the air until they are out of our sight. 

’Whatever you say, Little Alien Kha Kwe is the most powerful. He can do 

everything. He helps everyone. He can even cure dying people. This is 

why he is more powerful than Superman,’ concluded Group A.

Group B argued ’Superman sacrifices himself, even his life, for other 
people. He is the best superhero ever.’  

The first children’s session ended with a heated debate 
over the superpower rivalry of Little Alien Kha Kwe v. Superman. 

*

Thanks to the photos of our lively debates regularly uploaded by Ko Moe, 

our coordinator, on the library’s social media page, two local civil society 

organisations donated a hundred books and a bunch of stationery to 

the library. The donations included sheets of drawing paper, colour 

pencils, watercolour paint sets, and palettes. 

The library proudly announced that it would launch drawing sessions 

soon. Ko Moe, a graduate from the National University of Arts and 

Culture, would be the instructor for the drawing sessions. 

As soon as the library members heard the news, children and teenagers 

came to the library and prepared for their gallery wall. They planned to 

start drawing sessions on the first anniversary of the library, which was 
only a month away. 

*

It was rice harvest time. This year’s high yields brought smiles to the 

farmers, who promised that a huge contribution would be made to the 

library’s first anniversary celebration. There was a tradition in our village: 
the harvest festival with bonfire. 

The village head vetoed the request of the library team to make the place 

for the bonfire further from the library. Local legend had it that since 
the settlement of the village, the bonfire had been lit in the open field 
located only three doors away from the library. The village elders also 

unanimously supported the village head’s decision. They firmly believed 
that something bad would happen if the festival was not held at the 

original spot. The library team had no option but to accept that decision. 

Everyone was occupied with their volunteer duties for the lavish feast in 

the open field. The delicious smell of traditional chicken curry wafted up 
from the cauldron. Raw mango soup, roasted and pounded chilli dip, and 

vegetable salad were all tasty. Nothing was better than a hot meal on a 

cool and windy night. Three plates of rice and yummy dishes made me 

full. 

The bonfire would be lit at 8:00 pm. I didn’t think I could dance on a full 
stomach around the bonfire, so I decided to rest early that night. The 
next morning, Ko Moe and I would go to town to run errands for the 

library. 
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The evening sky is flushed with colour, clouds move in the wind and small 
birds fly high, returning home. The brightness of the sun lightens the 
whole sky as though a beautiful horizon painted by angels.  It is hard to 

turn her eyes from the view. She walks alone on this quiet path to feel 

the coolness of the air that comes from the big pine trees. As she walks, 

it becomes darker and darker. She is thinking so hard she doesn’t notice 

the music in her headphones has stopped.

When she reaches home, she feels different, less satisfied, as all the 
chores she has to do weigh her down. In the dark kitchen, she feels 

gloomy and exhales a heavy sigh, and murmurs, ’I don’t want to live like 

this,’  she said, ’But there is nothing I can control.’

At one time, her mind was stable, but now, every emotion has become 

unpredictable. She doesn’t remember the last time she felt peace of 

mind.

’You hear me, May?’

’You say something to me?’

’Yeah, take out the things from the cart. We have to prep for tomorrow. 
Have you finished chopping the vegetables?’

’Not yet, Mom. Where is Linn?’

’He is at the shop, doing some cleaning.’

May takes out a knife and board, starts chopping all the vegetables for 

their restaurant in the market. 

She thinks about her life, the future, dull and uncertain, stressing her out, 

but she tries to be optimistic and mumbles: 

’I am fine; I am very happy with my life; better days are about to come.’

Then, she wonders, if her family were happier, would she still feel this 

emptiness? In a world full of darkness, it must be really terrible for mom 

to raise her children all alone. If that man, whom they should call ’father,’ 

was here, would mom be happy? 

A few minutes later, May pictures a sunset in a small port town by the sea. 

A teenage boy and girl sit on the sand, watching ships. The boy reaches 

out and takes the girl’s hand. They have made a thousand promises, both 

are determined to keep them. They believe they will be able to keep every 

promise they have made and love each other forever, even though they 

do not even understand what forever means.

She tries to imagine a girl waiting alone at the docks at the next sunset. 

And the next, walking alone even on rainy days. She waits for him every 

day with the twins in her womb. Maybe he never intended to keep 

the promises. The girl becomes a woman, the twins grow to be her 

companions. A heart wounded so young in youth can never be healed. 

She still wonders what happened to the sailor she once loved.

By Hsu Lei Nwe

Dreams
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Resurfacing through the fog, the school is beautifully decorated, with flowers 
on both sides and a red carpet. They are in their best clothes. May’s eyes are 

filled with ambition and confidence. Being a clever student, she goes up the 
stairs proudly to accept her prize. She knows she deserves it. After receiving 

the prize, she turns around.  She turns around to the stage, gradually 

collapsing. She falls into a pitch-black void, the cheers changing to screams 

as she wonders how she got there. There is no trophy, no goal, noone. The 

path that she has paved has disappeared. She is calling out for help, but no 

one hears her.

’Mom, Mom, Mom!!!!!’

She wakes up with tears continuously falling down her cheeks. She’s 

frightened; her heart is beating so fast it exhausts her. She knows she is 

trapped between good memories and nightmares.

She gets up from the bed and slowly moves to the dressing table. 

It breaks her heart to know that she is no longer at school. Life is 

terrible, two weeks off school to help her family became years.  She 
looks at herself in the mirror. She is not a kid anymore, and she has 

responsibilities. Everyone in this house is tired. But who will understand 

her feelings? Who cares about her dreams being destroyed? 

She tries to be optimistic by reciting ’I am fine; my life is enjoyable; I am 
happy’. She has heard that manifestation really works. She listens to 

piano tunes to relax her mind. It is past midnight before she falls asleep.

Dark woods. No people. The sharp-pointed leaves and vines on the trees. 

This place, almost remembered, but she’s lost. She sees something glowing. A 

brook with strange lights dancing across the surface leading her forward to 

somewhere brighter, calmer and more pleasant. The dazzling sun forces her 

to close her eyes, until she becomes used to it. In front of her is a gorgeous, 

dreamy, turquoise sea. The waves are crawling gently to the shore. She goes 

closer as the clear water attracts her. It seems familiar.

’Beep beep beep’

She wakes up to the sound of her alarm. Half-conscious, dizzy, she hits 

the snooze button. She feels great after this short dream. For the first 
time in her life, she feels peace and hope. The sea reminds her of her 

hometown, her father. Could he be waiting at the same place where they 

lived? He might be looking for them, she wants to find him. She decides 
to start a quest for her father. 

She runs out of the bedroom and heads to the kitchen.

’Mom Mom!’

May wants to ask permission but she doesn’t reply. 

She looks in the toilet, bedroom; finally, in the living room, she sees a tall 
man with broad shoulders who is standing, facing the wall. 

As he hears her footsteps, he turns around and smiles at May. That man 

gave her those thick eyebrows. She smiles back at him.

*

May wants to know about her father, eager to know if she or Linn looks 

most like him. When she has finished all her work, she prepares for bed. 
Neglecting every emotion, hoping to get a good night’s sleep. Then, she 

falls under, and May dreams, images influenced by an impression of her 
past. 

It begins with a warm morning where red peacock flowers are blooming 
beautifully, and the air is refreshing. Her hair is bouncing in the air as she 

walks. Heavy steps run up from behind her. She knows it’s Linn. ’Why didn’t 

you wake me up, May?’ he complains in his loud and exhausting voice. 

’I did, but you were in a deep sleep, sleeping like a dead person.'

’Ah, I missed breakfast, do you have something to eat?’ 

’No, I ate it all.’ 

’You’re so mean. I will just go to the school canteen.’

Then he runs to the canteen; he’ll be late for class and get scolded by the 

head teacher. Giggles and laughter of the students are spreading in the 

school compound.

As her dream progresses, she hears a tune which is pleasing to her ears. 

Suddenly, she is in class. As the teacher plays the guitar, the students sing 

along with him. She sees the English teacher telling stories, the students 

acting out dramas in front of the class, and how the science teacher tells 

jokes whenever they feel bored during lessons. It was such a blessing to be 

with grateful people. 

Now, she is at a different place. Some upbeat songs are playing.

The sound of the clapping hands and shouts of joy and excitement. 

Cheerleaders enter the stadium; the players close behind them. Linn waves at 

May in the stands. Linn scores a goal in the second half, winning the game.

That night, their family celebrates with a party at their house, and even Mom 

sings her favourite song. She loves classical music, but Linn interrupts and 

forces her to dance with him. Mom is smiling brightly, so brightly that they 

can see the dimples on her cheeks. May has missed her mom’s dimples. She 

doesn’t smile very often. May sings along with them clapping and swaying 

her body from side to side. Their hearts are filled with joy. 

Her mom enters her room to check on her. May seems to be smiling; 

maybe her dreams are good.  She leaves, slowly closing the door. May 

rolls her body towards the door, but doesn’t wake. 

In this moment, May sees herself at the beach. The sun is slowly diving into 

the crystal-blue water. There, a boy and a girl are building a sandcastle. A 

woman is taking pictures of them; she looks like Mom, but younger. She can 

hear the giggles and see a moment full of happiness. The little boy swims 

out to sea, the girl following him. Later, they start teasing each other by 

splashing water. A tall man comes closer, capturing the twins in his muscular 

arms. She can’t see his face, and everything swirls into smoke.
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The lift in Emmett’s apartment building requires a code. He mentioned 

this, but it slipped your mind. You scroll through his messages on your 
phone.

A young woman is standing next to you, a small dog at her feet. She 

keys in the digits and the doors open.

’Going up?’

’Thanks,’ you say.

She follows you into the lift. 

’We’ve had problems with drunks before.’

’Oh right,’ you say, and wonder whether she can smell the alcohol on 

your breath.

*

Emmett cuts three lines with his credit card. 

’One each,’ he says in his teacher voice. 

When it’s your turn you roll the ten-pound note into a tube, bring it to 

one nostril and close the other with your index finger. The line of powder 
disappears like a magic trick.

*

Along the main road, new apartment buildings give way to old 

warehouses and disintegrating brickwork. A discarded takeaway lies 

strewn across the pavement. Soon this too will be flats, you think; the 
clubs will move further out until there’s nowhere left for them to go. It is 

just like you to be nostalgic before they are gone. You look at the faces of 
your friends, laughing as you step over the remains of stir-fry.

*

The bass shakes the whitewashed walls of the garage-turned-club. The 

DJ surveys the crowd from behind the decks, her braids swaying. A new 

track sends a sea of hands into the air. That’s when you see him under 

the strobing lights, for a moment, then lost again to darkness, then 

reappearing in a different pose, over and over. His dance is different to 
the others. He unfurls his arms slowly, his hands carving shapes in the 

sticky air. He is younger, his cropped hair bleached blond, a faint fuzz on 

his grinning face. The track builds, the crowd convulses. When you look 

again, he is gone.

*

In the courtyard outside Emmett lights your cigarette. ’Why do you 

always go for straight guys?’

You take a drag, inhaling the smoke deep into your lungs.
’Yeah, what’s so wrong with gays?’ Luca adds, digging his elbow into 

your ribs.

You like to think your desires are independent from such influence, 
but deep down you are not so sure. ’Who says he’s straight?’

’Babe it’s obvious.’ Emmett says, wide-eyed. ’Did you see his friends? 

They literally fist-bumped each other.’
Luca raises his fist in parody. Emmett reciprocates and they fall about 

laughing. You exhale the smoke over your shoulder. You can’t help but 
smile.

The Boy  
at the

White

Hotel

by Mika Royd
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*

Outside it is light. The sun rises from behind the warehouses. It is 

February but you aren’t cold, even in your shorts. People are gathered 

by the road waiting for taxis to take them home. Emmett and Luca left an 

hour ago. They came to say goodbye, hookups in tow. George is leaning 

against a wall, chatting to his friends who wear sunglasses, impossibly 

fresh.

’Hey,’ you say but he doesn’t hear. You wait to catch his eye.
’Oh hey,’ he says, but something has changed.

’I just came to say bye.’

Reluctantly, he turns to face you but he cannot hide the look of 

disgust, so he stares at the ground instead. You get it. You’ve been here 
before.

’Get home safe,’ you say, as you walk on down the road towards the 

city.

*

The music comes in waves, each more powerful than the one before. You 
are dancing with the others when you see him. He looks over and smiles, 

and then he is beside you.

’Where did you learn to dance?’ you ask into his ear.

’Here,’ he says gesturing to the club.

He is beautiful, but not in a classical way. Your friends would pass 
him over. You can’t think of anything more to say, so you dance and 
he dances, close so that you are touching and really you want to kiss 

him right there and maybe it’s the drugs, but your hand moves to his 

shoulder and when you notice this you say.

’Is this OK?’

’Is what OK?’ he says smiling.

You squeeze his shoulder. ’My hand, here.’
’Oh right,’ he says, glancing at his friends. ’Not my thing,’ a note of 

apology in his voice. You take your hand away.
’Sorry.’

He smiles. ’Fancy a bump?’

*

The queue for the toilets stretches along the corridor. People talk in loud 

voices to be heard above the music, punctuated by shrieks of laughter. 

Others walk past on their way to the urinals. ’GET MORE TOILETS!!!’ says 

the graffiti on the wall. George tells you about a project he is working on. 
The council want to demolish a skate park. He is making a documentary. 

He studied film. 
’What do you do?’ he asks.

Just then the door to a cubicle opens and three people spill out, 

sweaty and smiling. You follow George inside and lock the door. The 
sudden privacy is intoxicating, the stink of piss erotic. George produces a 

bag of white powder from the inside of his sock.

’You got a key?’ he asks.
You offer him your house key. He concentrates, carefully loading the 

powder before holding it out for you. You snort it back.
’Good job’ he says, smiling.

Then it’s his turn.

’Can you hold it,’ he says, handing you the key. He takes your hand 

and guides it to where he wants it. His touch is electric. When he is done, 

you put the key back in your pocket. He takes your face in his hands and 

you kiss, long and slow.

Someone bangs on the door. ’Hurry the FUCK up!’
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က9ယ%eလ6င%လ6သလiu လ@အuပ%Yက81ကလည%1 ပiuJပ81-မl1Äကကခuန%eန2ကတယ%။ eန6က%တခ' မင%1အ2က

ည%4 သWဆ8 -ပန%eရ6က%သ061ခ9iန%မE6 သWကiu မeတ0mရeတ64။  

# 

ကလပ%အ-ပင%ဖက% JခGဝင%1ထ>မE6 အန%1မက%က မင%1ကiu စ81ကရက%မ81ညxieပ1တယ%။ 

“မင%1အJမ>တမ%1 ဘ6လiu အe-ဖ6င%4eတ0ကiuပ> ခ9iန%eနတ6လ>” 

မင%1က စ81ကရက%အeင0meတ0ကiu အဆuတ%ထ>eရ6က%eအ6င% fiက%သ0င%1လiuက%တယ%။ 

Translated by Thinn Thiri Tun 

အ5ဖIeရ1င'အeင6Jအသက'eတ6 ရစ'$6ယ'ထ1-တ7; နယ'e5မတစ'eနရ1က eက1င'eလ- 

အန%1မက%ရ>\ တiuက%ခန%1က ဓ6တ%eလEခ'1ကiu စ81ဖiu ကuတ%နGပ'တ% လiuတယ%။ အန%1မက%က ဒ'ကiu e-ပ6လiuက%

eပမ>4 မင%1eမ4သ061တယ%။ အ>4ဒ'န>O မင%1ဖuန%1ထ>က သ@ပiuထ61တ>4 စ6eတ0ကiu -ပန%H62ကည%4လiuက%တယ%။  

မင%1eဘ1မE6 မiန%1မတစ%eယ6က% ရပ%eနတယ%၊ e-ခeထ6က%န61မE6 eခ01eသ1eသ1eလ1တစ%eက6င%

လည%1 ပ'တယ%။ သ@(မ)က ကuတ%နGပ'တ% Uiuက%လiuက%တ>4အခ' ဓ6တ%eလEခ'1တGခ'1 ပ0င%4သ061တယ%။  

“အeပNတက%မလiuလ61” 

“eက91ဇ@1ပ'” လiu မင%1က e-ပ6လiuက%တယ%။  

သ@(မ)က မင%1eန6က%ကeန ဓ6တ%eလEခ'1အတ0င%1 လiuက%ဝင%လ6တယ%။  

“င'တiuအရင%တuန%1က အရက%သမ61eတ0န>O -ပဿန6တက%ဖ@1တယ%” 

“အiu1 ဟuတ%လ61” လiu မင%1 e-ဖလiuက%ရင%1 ပ'1စပ%က အရက%နGOရeနလiuမ961လ61လiu မင%1 ကiuယ%4ကiuယ%ကiu 

သGသယဝင%မiတယ%။  

# 

အန%1မက%က သWရ>\ခရက%ဒစ%ကတ%န>O အမSန%Oeတ0ကiu အတန%1သuG1တန%1 -ဖစ%eအ6င% ပiuင%1လiuက%တယ%။ 

“တစ%eယ6က%တစ%တန%1ပ>” သ@က ဆရ6လuပ%တ>4eလသGန>O e-ပ6လiuက%eသ1တယ%။  

မင%1အလEည%4eရ6က%eတ64 eပ'င%တစ%ဆယ%တန% ပiuက%ဆGတစ%ရ0က%ကiu က9စ%eနeအ6င%လiပ%လiuက%Jပ81 

IE6eခ'င%1တစ%ဖက%မE6 eတ4လiuက%တယ%။ တ-ခ61IE6eခ'င%1 တစ%ဖက%ကiueတ64 မင%1ရ>\လက%ညxiu1န>O ပiတ%

ထ61လiuက%တယ%။ အ-ဖleရ6င%အမSန%Oတန%1eလ1ကeတ64 မ9က%လEည%4-ပလiuက%သလiu တခဏအတ0င%1 

eပ96က%က0ယ%သ061တယ%။  

# 
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“ဒ8လiuဆiu အဆင%e-ပလ61” 

 “ဘ6ကလ>” သ@က အJပGu1တစ%ပ0င%4န>O -ပန%e-ဖတယ%။  

မင%1က သWရ>\ပuခuG1ကiu ဖ9စ%ညxစ%လiuက%ရင%1 “င'4လက%eတ0 ဒ8မE6တင%ထ61တ6eလ” 

“အiu1 ဟuတ%သ61ပ>” သ@က သWသ@ငယ%ခ9င%1eတ0ဆ8 တစ%ခ9က%လEမ%12ကည%4လiuက%ရင%1 e-ပ6တယ%။ 

“အ6 … သiပ%eတ64 အဆင%မe-ပဘ@1” သWအသGမE6 eတ6င%1ပန%တ>4သeဘ6ပ'တယ%။ မင%1က လက%eတ0

ကiu သWပuခuG1ထက%ကeန ဖယ%eပ1လiuက%တယ%။  

 “eဆ6ရ81” 

သ@ကJပGu1ရင%1 “eဆ1သ061ခ92ကမလ61” တ>4eလ။ 

# 

သန%Oစင%ခန%1ဝင%ဖiu တန%1စ8eနတ>4လ@eတ0က eက6%ရစ%ဒ'မE6 -ပည%4eနတယ%။ က9ယ%eလ6င%တ>4 သ8ခ9င%1သG

ကiu eဖ6က%ထ0က%Jပ81 အခ9င%1ခ9င%12က61ရeအ6င% ခပ%က9ယ%က9ယ% e-ပ6eန2ကတ>4 လ@eတ0ရ>\ စက61e-ပ6

သGeတ02က61မE6 စ@1Hတ>4 ရယ%သGeတ0ကiuလည%1 တခ9က%တခ9က% 2က61ရတယ%။ တ-ခ61သ@eတ0ကeတ64 

ဆ81သ061ခ0က%eတ0ဆ8ကiu eလp6က%သ0612ကတယ%။ နGရGeပNမE6eတ64 “သန%Oစင%ခန%1eတ0 ထပ%eဆ6က%

eပ1” ဆiuတ>4 ဂရက%ဖတ8စ6သ61အYက81Yက81တစ%ခuက အခန%Oသ61။ eဂ964က သ@လuပ%eနတ>4 ပeရ64ဂ9က%

အe2က6င%1 မင%1ကiu e-ပ6-ပeနတယ%။ eက6င%စ8က စကiတ%က0င%1ပန%1JခGတစ%ခuကiu ဖ9က%ခ9င%eနတ6။ 

သ@က Uuပ%Hင%ပည6ကiu eလ4လ6ထ61eတ64 အ>4ဒ'ကiu မEတ%တမ%1Uuပ%Hင%တစ%ခu Uiuက%eနတ6တ>4။  

“မင%1eရ6 ဘ6အလuပ%လuပ%လ>” သ@ကeမ1တယ%။  

အ>4ဒ8အခ9iန%မE6ပ> ကန%Oထ61တ>4သန%Oစင%ခန%1eတ0ဘက%က တGခ'1တစ%ခ9ပ%ပ0င%4သ061က6 eခ[1တလuG1လuG1န>O လ@

သuG1eယ6က%က JပGu1ရzင%Jပ81 ထ0က%လ62ကတယ%။ မင%1က eဂ964ရ>\eန6က%ကeန လiuက%ဝင%Jပ81 တGခ'1ကiu 

eလ64ခ9လiuက%တယ%။ eအ6%ဂလ8ဆန%စရ6 သန%Oစင%ခန%1ရ>\ eသ1eခ91နGOeတ02က61 Uuတ%တရက% စကÑန%Oမ

ဆiuင%1ရလiuက%တ>4 IEစ%eယ6က%တည%1 သ81သန%Oလ0တ%လပ%မSရနGOက ယစ%မ@1ဖ0ယ%ရ6။ eဂ964က အ-ဖleရ6င%

အမSန%Oထuတ%eလ1ကiu သWe-ခအiတ%ထ>က ထuတ%လiuက%တယ%။ 

“မင%1မE6 eသ64ပ'လ61” သ@ကeမ1တယ%။  

“eအ1eလ မင%1တiueဂ1eတ0က ဘ6လiu အ>4လiueက6င%eတ0ကiuပ> Yကiuက%2ကတ6လ>”  

လuက6က မင%1ရင%ဘတ%ကiu တGeတ6င%ဆစ%န>Oထiu1ရင%1 အeမ1Hiတယ%။ 

ပတ%ဝန%1က9င%ရ>\ ဒ8လiuထင%-မင%ယ@ဆခ9က%eတ0က မင%1 စiတ%အလiuဆIáကiu လzမ%1မiu1မထ61Iiuင%ဘ@1လiu မင%1 

ထင%ထ61ခ9င%eပမယ%4 မင%1 အတ0င%1စiတ%ထ>မE6eတ64 သiပ%မeသခ96ဘ@1။  

“သ@က အe-ဖ6င%4လiu မင%1တiuကiu ဘယ%သ@e-ပ6လ>” 

“eဘဘ8ရ6 အ>4ဒ'က သiသ6eနတ6Yက81ကiu” မ9က%လuG1-ပl1လ9က% အG4အ61သင%4eနပuGရတ>4 အန%1မက%က 

e-ပ6လ6တယ%။ “မင%1 သWသ@ငယ%ခ9င%1eတ0ကiu မeတ0mဘ@1လ61၊ သ@တiuက တစ%eယ6က%န>O တစ%eယ6က% 

လက%သ81ခ9င%1တiuက%Jပ81 ISတ%ဆက%2ကတ6eလ” 

လuက6က eလE6င%သလiu e-ပ6င%သလiuန>O သWရ>\လက%သ81ကiu ထuတ%လiuက%တယ%။ eန6က% အန%1မက%က

လည%1 လက%သ81ခ9င%1တiuက%-ပလiuက%တ>4အခ' သ@တiu ဟ61တiuက%ရယ%မi2ကတယ%။ မင%1ကeတ64 eဆ1လiပ%

eင0meတ0ကiu ပuခuG1အထက%ကeန မSတ%ထuတ%ရင%1 သ@တiuကiu2ကည%4Jပ81 မeနIiuင%ဘ> လiuက%JပGu1လiuက%မiတယ%။ 

# 

Uuတ%ခ9ည%1 သGစa%eတ0က -ပင%1Hလ6Jပ81 တစ%ပuဒ%Jပ81တစ%ပuဒ% ပiuမiu-မl1Äကလ6တယ%။ တ-ခ61သ@eတ0န>O က

eနရင%1 မင%1သWကiueတ0mလiuက%တယ%။ သ@က မင%1ကiu လEမ%12ကည%4ရင%1 JပGu1လiuက%Jပ81 တခဏအ2က6မE6ပ> 

မင%1eဘ1ကiu သ@ eရ6က%eနJပ8။  

“ဘယ%eနရ6မE6 အကသင%လ6တ6လ>” မင%1က သWန61န61ကပ%Jပ81 eမ1လiuက%တယ%။  

“ဒ8မE6eလ” သ@က လက%ဟန%န>O ကလပ%ကiu yzန%-ပရင%1 e-ဖတယ%။  

သ@ကeခ96တယ% ဒ'eပမယ%4 eတ6%ဝင%ဆန%တ>4 eခ96ပuGမ9iu1eတ64မဟuတ%ဘ@1။ မင%1သ@ငယ%ခ9င%1eတ0န>O မiတ%

ဆက%eပ1ရင%လည%1 e2က6င%eတ6င%eတ6င%Iiuင%Jပ81 မသiက9iu1က[G -ပu2ကမယ%ထင%တယ%။ အ>4ဒ'န>O ဘ6

ဆက%e-ပ6ရမယ%မEန%1မသi-ဖစ%Jပ81 မင%1 ဆက%ကeနလiuက%တယ%။ သ@ကလည%1 ဆက%ကeနတယ%။ 

အတ@တ@ကရင%1န>O တ-ဖည%1-ဖည%1ခ9င%1 တစ%eယ6က%န>O တစ%eယ6က% ထiမiတ>4အထi န81ကပ%သ061တယ%။ 

တကယ%ပ> သWကiu အ>4ဒ8eနရ6မE6 နမ%1လiuက%ခ9င%တ6။ eဆ1သuG1ထ61တ>4အHiန%e2က6င%4လည%1 -ဖစ%ခ9င%-ဖစ%

မE6eပ'4eလ။ ဒ'eပမယ%4 မင%1ရ>\လက%eတ0က သWရ>\ ပuခuG1ထက%ဆ8 eရ6က%eနတ6ကiu မင%1သတiထ61မiခ9iန%

မE6 သWကiu eမ1လiuက%တယ%။  
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“င' ISတ%ဆက%ဖiuသက%သက% eစ6င%4eနတ6” 

တuGဆiuင%1eနရင%1 မင%1ကiu မ9က%IE6ခ9င%1ဆiuင%ဖiu လEည%4လiuက%ခ9iန%မE6 သWရ>\စiတ%ထ>က မIEစ%JမiuမSကiu မဖuG1က0ယ%

ထ61Iiuင%လiuက%။ သ@က မင%1န>O မ9က%လuG1ခ9င%1မဆuGဘ> e-မ-ပင%ကiuသ6စiuက%2ကည%4eနတယ%။ မင%1 သiလiuက%Jပ8

eလ။ အရင%လ@eတ0လည%1 ဒ8လiuပ>။  

“အiမ%ကiu eခ96eခ96eမ0meမ0m-ပန%eရ6က%ပ'eစ” အ>4ဒ8စက61ကiuဆiuJပ81 Jမiuထ>သ061တ>4 လမ%1eပN မင%1 ဦ1တည%

လiuက%eတ64တယ%။  

မင%1အiမ%eသ64ကiu ထuတ%eပ1လiuက%တယ%။ မင%1အတ0က% လEမ%1မeပ1ခင% သ@က ဂUuတစiuက%န>O အမSန%Oeတ0

ကiu အထuပ%ထ>ကeန ထuတ%eပ1eနတယ%။  

မင%1က IE6eခ'င%1ဝမE6eတ4Jပ81 fiက%သ0င%1လiuက%တယ%။ 

“eက6င%1တယ%” သ@က JပGu1ရင%1e-ပ6တယ%။  

Jပ81eတ64 သWအလEည%4။  

“ကiuင%ထ61လiuရမလ61” လiue-ပ6Jပ81 မင%1eသ64ကiu သ@လEမ%1eပ1တယ%။  

eန6က%eတ64 သ@က မင%1လက%ကiuကiuင%Jပ81 သ@လiuခ9င%တ>4eနရ6မE6 ထ61ဖiu -ပတယ%။ သWလက%

အထiအeတ0mက ဓ6တ%လiuက%သ061သလiu မင%1ကiu ရင%ခuန%ISန%1-မန%သ061eစတယ%။ သ@H@လiuJပ81သ061တ>4အခ' 

မင%1က eသ64ကiu အiတ%ကပ%ထ> -ပန%ထည%4လiuက%တယ%။ သ@က မင%1 မ9က%IE6ကiu လက%IEစ%ဖက%န>Oဆ0>ယ@

လiuက%Jပ81 မင%1က 2က6Hည%တ>4 အနမ%1တစ%ပ0င%4ကiu တ-ဖည%1-ဖည%1 ဖန%တ81လiuက%eတ64တယ%။  

တစ%စuGတစ%eယ6က%က တGခ'1ကiu တဘuG1ဘuG1 ထuUiuက%ရင%1 eအ6%တယ%။  

“eသ6က%eရ1ထ>မE Jပ81ရင% -မန%-မန%ထ0က%2က” 

# 

အ-ပင%ဘက%မE6eတ64 အလင%1eရ6င%-ဖ6က9eနJပ8။ စက%UuGအeဆ6က%အဦeတ0ရ>\ အeန6က%ဘက%ကeန 

eနeရ6င%-ခည% -ဖ6ထ0က%eနတယ%။ eဖeဖ6%ဝ'ရ8လထ> eရ6က%eနeပမယ%4 eဘ6င%1ဘ8တiuဝတ%ထ61တ6

eတ6င% မင%1အeအ1ဓ6တ%ကiu မခGစ61ရဘ@1။ လ@eတ0ကeတ64 အiမ%-ပန%ဖiu တကÑဆ8eတ0ကiu eစ6င%4eန2က

တယ%။ အန%1မက%န>O လuက6က အတ0>ကiuယ%စ8န>O မင%1ကiu “ဂ0တ%ဘiuင%” လiuISတ%ဆက%Jပ81 လ0န%ခ>4တ>4တစ%န6ရ8

eလ6က%က -ပန%သ0612ကJပ8။  

eဂ964ကeတ64 နGရGကiuမE8ရင%1 eနက6မ9က%မEန%တပ%ထ61တ>4 သWသ@ငယ%ခ9င%1eတ0န>O မထင%မEတ%ထ61

eလ6က%eအ6င% ရzင%လန%1Jပ81 စက61eတ0e-ပ6eနတယ%။  

“eဟ1” မင%1အသGeပ1လiuက%eပမယ%4 သ@မ2က61ဘ@1။ သWရ>\အ2ကည%4တစ%ခ9က% မင%1ဆ8 eရ6က%လ6တ>4

အထi မင%1eစ6င%4eနလiuက%တယ%။  

“အiu1 eဟ1” သ@ -ပန%ISတ%ဆက%eပမယ%4 တစ%ခuခuကeတ64 e-ပ6င%1လ>သ061ခ>4Jပ8။ 
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By Mariyam 
Karolia 

He trips on the mat at the entrance of the café, his search for inspiration, 

a muse to focus his garbage thoughts, forgotten as he tumbles into 

wakefulness. Sleeping has not been in darkness for some time, nor 

without a knife stashed between ink-stained pillows that refuse to come 

out in the wash.

Commandeering a booth at the rear, where he can observe anyone who 

walks in, he one-eighties the room, the chess floor, dotted with tables 
black and metallic, decorated with soft cream silk and centred with a bowl 

of tainted sugar cubes. 

A floor-to-ceiling window acts as focal point, pale, clouded sunlight 
filtering through to discover Highland canvases trying to add green 
landscapes to dull brown walls. Outside plastic bags and spent nitrous 

oxide canisters dance to the music of a stiff breeze.

Behind the counter, a waitress replaces a display of baked goods, single 

item for single item. 

’You’re quiet today?’ He asks, her bored approach with stylus and pad, 
the chewing of nude pink lips, the look of reproach in harsh brown eyes, 

almost making the question rhetorical.

In two minds, debate flickers across her features, settling on truth 
and the shrug of a caught-out teenager. ’Dog got loose yesterday, had 

an accident on a bell-end MP’s shoes.’ Her voice lowers to that of co-

conspirator, ’a number two kind of accident.’

Writers 
Block
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The bones of a smallish hand rose out of the earth in the mountains 

above Inverness, uncovered when unprecedented rain washed away 

swaths of soil from unreachable peaks.  A group of teenagers on a 

weekend hike celebrating the end of the makeshift monsoon came across 

the pungent smell of drying rotting meat still permeating the air and then 

the hand and the skeleton still hanging onto pieces of flesh. Two returned 
to civilisation to contact the Polis while the others waited, thankful for 

their futures.

A day later a coroner determined female, suffocation caused by 
non-biodegradable plastic bag filling her oesophagus. Teeth, DNA, 
fingerprints didn’t match with anyone on national databases. The autopsy 
was logged as unable to determine identity or connection to any missing 

person report filed. 

’Why?’ asks the waitress. ’Why would no one report her?’

’Maybe she was a frequent runaway, or maybe her family just didn’t care?’ 

’If it was my sister, I’d say something.’ She brushes her hair out of her 

face, twisting it back, grabbing the pen to pierce through the jumble. Her 

hair falls back to her shoulders, the pen to the floor. ’What happens next?’

Facial reconstruction, disseminated in national papers, on television and 

social media, brought no fresh leads which left the diamond nose ring 

that had slipped through her deteriorating flesh and settled into the soil 
like the seed of a beanstalk ready to destroy worlds.

’How can everyone see the reconstructed face?’ the waitress interrupts, 

her hunt for a rubber band so successful she treats herself to a cup 

of black coffee. The plate of unwanted pastries settles exactly halfway 
between them before she adds an almond croissant to her prize tally, 

biting into the dry buttery flavour until the custard centre oozes from the 
side of her mouth. She swipes it away with the back of her hand.

’Let’s just assume everyone who matters saw it.’ He picks up her pen and 

doodles a quick sketch of his victim’s face on the pad. ’But no one admits 

to knowing her. No school. No friend. No family. No one.’

There was nothing special about the nose ring except the 2-karat blue 

diamond and rhodium pressed in gold. Engraved in the back was the 

letter G with no room for anything else. A search through jewellery 

brands was unfruitful, until the morgue assistant suggested a one-off 
conceit. Photos were sent to major jewellery houses, Bvlgari, Cartier, 

Graff, Winston. Not one of ours. Someone at Graff mentioned an 
apprentice that had walked out a few months previous with no notice. He 

hadn’t returned but nose rings had been his specialty.

A last known address, a knock on the door, revealed a tango in full flow, a 
figure emerging from the room beyond, a young man with drowning eyes 
that had forgotten how to breathe.

He told a tale about a forbidden dance, a family who felt the only solution 

to saving their honour was to disappear a daughter into a marriage in a 

far-off land, a sister who had promised to aid an escape and had pivoted 
to betray, and a promise, a promise that no matter how long it took she 

would find him again. 

Casing the exterior before approaching the building, there is no evidence 

of a dog, of any animal, save for a kitchen hand throwing out the slop of 

unprepared, rancid meat.

He anticipates more, letting the silence of the room connect the dots for 

her.

’Half of ’em sided with the mutt, wanted him left unchained… half 

questioned whether we were patriots. They all walked out.’ The waitress 

returns his expectation, her nib poised, itching to scribe.

’Peppermint tea’ he requests ’With a spoonful of honey on the side. No 

food.’ No ink is used. 

Filling the kettle with bottled water, she digs beneath the counter for the 

unopened box of mint chai.  Someone dances in the kitchen, the hand, 

the chef, maybe both, the strum of a Strauss Waltz and a mechanical 

voice calling out the next movement, beckoning through the barely 

closed fire door.

’One side together, back side together, one two three, one two three…’ on 

endless repeat.

With his foot, he nudges the chair opposite out of place when the girl 

returns with his beverage.  ’Sit, please?’

She eases her stick-thin frame into the seat with caution as if the slightest 

knock may break her. 

’I read your book.’ Her softly spoken voice punctuates with the occasional 

pen tap on the table.  

’What did you think?’

She perfectly places the pad so it lines up with the nib in front of her. 

’Were you high when you wrote it?’

He laughs, a small unnerving laugh, which jolts her back to her regular 

state of caution. ’Something like that.’

’The poetry made me cry.’ Living in the pregnant silence that follows her 

words, becomes too much, too quickly.  ’Tell me a story.’

The plea of a lonely child.

’What about?’ he answers.

Unconsciously, she pushes the pad towards him. ’Snow white… I dunno… 

make something up?’ 

The poet considers. ’Once upon a time…’ he begins.

’No’ she interrupts. ’Scary… a murder.’

’Not my forte,’ he reminds her.

’You watch telly, I’m sure you’ll manage.’

*
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Sadness ends the tale floating away like a child’s dream in the sun, like a 
sister’s nursery rhyme fading from sleepy ears, like plastic bags crinkling 

on the wind. 

The waitress draws in a breath. ’Why didn’t he admit to knowing her when 

the picture was released?’

The poet sips his now cold tea, the honey hiding the over-infused 

bitterness of green leaves. He takes his time placing the cup neatly back 

on the saucer.  ’Because the day he makes the call, she’s gone - and he 

wasn’t ready.’ 

The waitress clears her pen and pad back into her pocket, empties the 

crumbs into the bin and hurries the china into the bowl of kettle-hot 

water. She returns for his empty cup. ’What happens to the family?’

Unmitigated grief returns with the lifting of the veil around his own 

testimony - parents escorted to life sentences, adored sister lost for 

playing cricket. His book had been a declaration of brotherly affection 
and a mandate for men to speak out, demand change, everywhere.  ’I 

don’t know yet.’

Outside flashing blue lights blur in the raindrops on the glass. The music 
in the kitchen gone, unnoticed. 

’Did my sister suffer?’ her voice breaks, her eyes welling with tears that 
will never be truthfully shed. 

’Unimaginably,’ answers the poet taking out his warrant card to read her 

rights. 

Translated by Mozart Brang 
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သ@သည% eက6%ဖ8ဆiuင%အဝင%ဝHi e-ခသuတ%ခuGကiu သတiမထ61မiဘ> ခလuတ%တiuက%Jပ81 လ>မလiu-ဖစ%သ061
သည%။ အသuG1မဝင%သည%4 အeတ01မ961ကiu စuစည%1Jပ81 ဈ6န%ဝင%စ61စရ6 စiတ%က@1စiတ%သန%1တစ%ခuကiu 
H6eဖ0လ9က%Hiရ6 လ>က9မလiu-ဖစ%သ061eတ64မE အiပ%eပ96%eန-ခင%1မဟuတ%e2က6င%1 သတiဝင%လ6သည%။ 
အeမE6င%ထ>တ0င% အiပ%မeပ96%eတ64သည%မE6 အeတ6%2က6Jပ8။ ထiu-ပင% eလp6%၍မeပ96က%eတ64သည%4 မEင%
စက%မ961စ0န%1eနeသ6 eခ'င%1အuG1မ9612က61တ0င% ဓ61တစ%eခ96င%1ကiu မဝEက%ထ61ဘ>IEင%4လည%1 အiပ%၍ မရ
Iiuင%ခ>4eပ။ 

ဆiuင%တ0င%1သiuဝင%လ6eသ6 လ@မ961ကiu eစ6င%42ကည%4ရန% ဆiuင%၏ အတ0င%1က9က9 စ61ပ0>တစ%ခuတ0င% သ@ 
eနရ6ဦ1လiuက%သည%။ စစ%တuရင%ခuGIEင%4တ@eသ6 2ကမ%1ခင%1ကiu ၁၈၀ဒ8ဂရ8 eဝ4ဝiuက%က6 2ကည%4လiuက%၏။ 
အနက%eရ6င% သGစ61ပ0>မ961 ခ9ထ61သည%။ ထiuစ61ပ0>မ961ကiu IiuIEစ%eရ6င% ပiu1သ61အခင%1IuIu-ဖင%4 အလEဆင%
ထ61Jပ81 သ2က61ခ>မ961 ထည%4ထ61သည%4 ပန%1ကန%လuG1ကiu အလယ%တ0င% ခ9ထ61သည%။ 

2ကမ%1-ပင%မE မ9က%IE6က9က%အထiက9ယ%eသ6 -ပတင%1eပ'က%မE6 အလင%1ဆuGမEတ%တစ%ခuသဖ0ယ%Hieန၏။ 
-ပတင%1eပ'က%မEတဆင%4 ဝင%eရ6က%လ6eသ6 eနeရ6င%eဖ964eဖ964သည% ခပ%မEiန%မEiန% အညiueရ6င% နGရGeပN
Hi eတ6င%တန%1ပuG ဆ8eဆ1ပန%1ခ98က61Yက81မ961မE fခင%1မ961ကiu ပiuမiueပNလ0င%eအ6င% မ81ထiu1-ပeနသက>4သiu 
Hieလသည%။ အ-ပင%ဘက%တ0င%မ@ ပလက%စတစ%အiတ%ခ0Gမ961IEင%4 သuG1Jပ81သ61 Iiuက%ထUiuဂ9င%eအ6က%ဆiuဒ% 
ဂတ%စ%ဘ@1အခ0Geသ1eသ1eလ1မ961မE6 ခပ%2ကမ%12ကမ%1တiuက%ခတ%eနeသ6 eလအeဝEm၏စည%1ခ9က%
အတiuင%1 ယiမ%1I0>mလSပ%H61eနသည%။ 

eက6င%တ6၏ အeန6က%ဘက%တ0င% စ6ပ0>ထiu1မeလ1သည% မ81ဖuတ%ထ61eသ6 စ61ဖ0ယ%မ961 မuန%Oမ961ကiu 
ခင%1က9င%1-ပသရန% တစ%မ9iu1စ8 eနရ6ခ9လ9က%Hiသည%။ 

‘မင%1 ဒ8eနO တiတ%ဆiတ%eနပ'လ61’ သ@ eမ1လiuက%သည%။ စ61ပ0>ထiu1eက6င%မeလ1က eဘ6ပင%IEင%4 
မEတ%စuစ6အuပ%ကiu ကiuင%လ9က% ပ9င%1ရieလ1လGeသ6e-ခလEမ%1မ961 -ဖင%4 သWအန61eရ6က%လ6Jပ81 
သ@မ၏eဆ1မဆiu1ထ61eသ6 ပန%1Iueရ6င%ISတ%ခမ%1မ961ကiu ကiuက%ထ61သည%။ စiတ%ပ9က%ဟန%eပNeနသ
ည%4 သ@မ၏စ@1Heသ6 မ9က%လuG1ညiuညiuမ961က သWeမ1ခ0န%1အ61 အe-ဖeပ1ရန%မလiuဟu e-ပ6လiuက%သည%4
IEင%4 တ@သည%။ 

သ@မ၏ အမ@အရ6မE6 စiတ%ထ>တ0င% ဒ0iဟ-ဖစ%eနe2က6င%1 eပNလ0င%eနသည%။ အမEန%အတiuင%1e-ပ6ဖiu အခ9iန%
ယ@eနဟန%လuပ%Jပ81မE အမE61လuပ%ထ61သည%ကiu လ@မiသ061သည%4 ဆယ%eက96%သက%တစ%eယ6က%က>4သiu ပu
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စ61ပ0>eပNတ0င% မEတ%စuIEင%4eဘ6ပင%ကiu ည8ည8ည6ည6တင%ထ61လiuက%Jပ81 ‘Hင%အ>4စ6အuပ%ကiu eရ1တuန%1က 

မ@1ယစ%eဆ1သuG1ခ>4eသ1လ61'။ 

တဖက%သ61ကiu ကသiကeအ6က%-ဖစ%eစသည%4 ရယ%သGမ9iu1-ဖင%4 သ@ ရယ%လiuက%eသ6အခ' သ@မသည% 
ခပ%တန%1တန%1eနသည%4 သ@မ၏ နဂiuပuGစG -ပန%eနလiuက%သည%။ ‘အ>လiuမ9iu1 ခပ%ဆင%ဆင%ပ'ပ>’။ 

‘Hင%4စ6အuပ%ထ>က ကဗ96ကiu ဖတ%Jပ81 က9မ ငiuရeသ1တယ%’ သ@မ၏ စက61အဆuG1၌ ခ9က%ခ9င%1ပင% IEစ%
eယ6က%လuG1 တiတ%ဆiတ%သ0612ကသည%။ အခ9iန%အနည%1ငယ%2က6eတ64 သ@မကပင% ‘က[န%မကiu ပuG-ပင%
တစ%ပuဒ% e-ပ6-ပပ'’ ဟu ခပ%သ0က%သ0က% ဆiu၏။ 

အထ81က9န%eနeသ6 ကeလ1ငယ%တစ%eယ6က%၏ eတ6င%1ဆiu-ခင%1IEင%4တ@သည%။ 

‘ဘ6အe2က6င%1 e-ပ6ရမE6လ>’ သ@က e-ပ6သည%။ 

သ@မ၏မEတ%စuကတ%-ပ61ကiu သWဆ8 မသiမသ6တ0န%1eပ1လiuက%Jပ81 ‘စIiu1ဝiSက%အe2က6င%1-ဖစ%-ဖစ%၊ က[န%မလ> 
မe-ပ6တတ%ဘ@1၊ ပuG-ပင%တစ%ပuဒ% ဖန%တ81Jပ81 e-ပ6လiuလ>ရတ6ပ>’။ 

ကဗ96ဆရ6သည% စa%1စ61Jပ81eန6က% ‘eH1eH1တuန%1က’ အစခ98၍ e-ပ6၏။ 

‘မဟuတ%eသ1ဘ@1’ သ@မက -ဖတ%e-ပ6သည%။ ‘e2က6က%စရ6eက6င%1တ6မ9iu1၊ လ@သတ%မSအe2က6င%1 
-ဖစ%-ဖစ%’။ 

‘အ>ဒ' င' က[မ%1က9င%တ>4 အပiuင%1မဟuတ%ဘ@1eလ’ သ@ ကဗ96ဆရ6တစ%eယ6က%-ဖစ%e2က6င%1 သ@မကiu 
သတieပ1လiuက%ရeသ1သည%။ 

‘Hင% တ8ဗ82ကည%4တယ%မလ61၊ Hင%e-ပ6Iiuင%မE6ပ' က9မသiတယ%’။ 

# 

ပuGမEန%မဟuတ%သည%4မiu1 သည%1Yက81မည%1Yက81 ရ06ခ9လiuက%Jပ81eန6က% အင%ဗ6နက%စ%JမiuHi လ@သ@အeရ6က%
အeပ'က%နည%1eသ6 eတ6င%တန%1မ961ထiပ%တ0င% e-မYက81အeတ6%မ961မ961 eမ96ပ'သ061Jပ81 eသ1
ငယ%eသ6လက%တစ%ဖက%အUiu1စuမE6 e-မYက81ထ>မE eပNထ0က%လ6၏။ စ6eမ1ပ0>Jပ81သ-ဖင%4 မuတ%သuGရ6သ8
eIE6င%1ပiuင%1 eက96င%1ပiတ%ရက%တ0င% eတ6င%တက%လ62ကသည%4 ဆယ%eက96%သက% လ@ငယ%တစ%စuသည% 
eလထ>တ0င% ပ9G\eနeသ6 ပuပ%ပ0eနသည%4 ခပ%-ပင%1-ပင%1 အနGOမ961ထ0က%ရ6 ထiuအUiu1စuHiသည%4 eနရ6အန81မE 
-ဖတ%သ061မi2ကeလသည%။ အဖ0>mထ>မE IEစ%eယ6က%သည% ရ>ကiu အe2က6င%12က61ရန% Jမiuထ>သiu -ပန%သ061ခ>4
2ကသည%။ က9န%လ@ငယ%မ961မE6မ@ ထiueနရ6၌ပင% eစ6င%4eန2ကရင%1 မiမiတiu လuပ%လiuက%သည%4 လuပ%ရပ%
အeပN eက9နပ%eန2ကJပ81 မiမiတiu ကG eက6င%1သည%ဟu eတ01eနခ>42ကသည%။ 

ခuG1တ0န%O-ပလiuက%eသ1သည%။ ‘eခ01 မeနOက လ0တ%သ061Jပ8၊ အခ9iu1မe-ပတ>4 လzတ%eတ6%အမတ%ရ>\ ဖiနပ%ကiu 
မeတ6%တဆ သ061လuပ%တ6eလ’ သ@မသည% YကGရ6ပ'တစ%eယ6က%က>4သiu အသGကiuနiမ%4Jပ81e-ပ6၏။ 
‘မeတ6%တဆ နGပ'တ%IEစ% သ061စ0န%Oတ6။’ 

eက6%ဖ8ဆiuင%သiuလ6စa%က မ81ဖiueခ96င%အလuပ%သမ61 စ0န%Oပစ%ထ61eသ6 အနGOထ0က%eနသည%4 အသ61
အစအနမ961 မEလ0> ၍ အန81တဝiuက%တ0 င%  eခ01 မဆiuထ61 IE င%4  တiရစ ~6 န%တစ%eက6င%တeလမp 
အရiပ%အeယ6င% မeတ0mခ>4eပ။   

သ@ ဘ6မEဝင%မe-ပ6eတ64ဘ> သ@မ ဆက%e-ပ6မည%4အe2က6င%1အရ6ကiuသ6 န61စ0င%4eနလiuက%သည%။ 
အခန%1မE6 တiတ%ဆiတ%eနသည%4အတ0က%e2က6င%4 သ@မအeနIEင%4 ထiuအ-ဖစ%အပ9က%တစ%ခuခ9င%1စ8ကiu 
ဆက%စပ%Jပ81 e-ပ6-ပIiuင%လiမ%4မည%ဟu သ@eတ01လiuက%သည%။ 

‘လ@တစ%ဝက%eလ6က%က eခ01ဘက%ကeန ရပ%တည%Jပ81 eခ01ကiu လzတ%eပ1eစခ9င%2ကတ6၊ က9န%တ>4လ@
eတ0eတ64 ခင%ဗ961တiu မ9iu1ခ9စ%eတ0eရ6ဟuတ%ရ>\လ61ဆiuJပ81 eမ1ခ0န%1ထuတ%eန2ကတယ%၊ eန6က%ဆuG1က9
eတ64လည%1 သ@တiuအ61လuG1 လက%eလ964သ0612ကတ6ပ'ပ>’ စ61ပ0>ထiu1မeလ1က သWeမ1ခ0န%1ကiu e-ဖJပ81Jပ8
ဟ@eသ6 ပuGစG-ဖင%4 အမE6ကiu eရ1ရန% eဘ6ပင%IEင%4မEတ%စuစ6အuပ%ကiu အသင%4-ပင%လiuက%၏။ 

‘ပက%ပ'မင%4ထ% တ81တစ%ခ0က%၊ ပ961ရည%ဇ0န%1အ-ပည%4တစ%ဇ0န%1 ယ@မယ%၊ စ61စရ6 မမE6eတ64ဘ@1'။ eရ1မEတ%
ရန% မEင%သuG1စရ6 မလiuလiuက%eပ။  

eရသန%Oဗ@1တစ%ဗ@1ကiu ဖ0င%4Jပ81 ကရ61အiu1တ0င% ထည%4လiuက%Jပ81eန6က% eက6င%တ6၏eအ6က%ဘက%Hi မဖ0င%4
ရeသ1eသ6 မင%4ထ%တ81ဘ@1ကiu IiSက%ယ@လiuက%သည%။ မ81ဖiuခန%1ထ>တ0င% တeယ6က%eယ6က% ကeနသည%4 
အသG2က61ရသည%။ စ61ဖiuမEl1လ61၊ အက@လ61၊ IEစ%eယ6က%လuG1 -ဖစ%Iiuင%သည%။ စည%1ခ9က%က9eသ6 ‘စ
ထရပ%စ% eဝ'4ဇ%’ ဂ8တသGIEင%4အတ@ ကက0က%မ961ကiu eရရ0တ%eနeသ6 ထiuသ@၏ အသGသည% eစ4UuGသ6eစ4
ထ61eသ6 မ81ဖiuတGခ'12က61မE တသiမ%4သiမ%4 တJငiမ%4Jငiမ%4 ထ0က%eပNလ6သည%။ 

‘တစ%ဘက% Jပiuင%တ@၊ eန6က%တစ%ဘက%Jပiuင%တ@၊ တစ%IEစ%သuG1၊ တစ%IEစ%သuG1’ တeက964-ပန% တeက964-ပန%IEင%4 
မရပ%န61ဘ> ကeနသည%။ 

သ@သည% eoမE6Hiသည%4 ကuလ61ထiuင%တစ%လuG1ကiu e-ခeထ6က%-ဖင%4 အသ6အယ6တ0န%1eပ1လ9က% 
eသ6က%စရ6 လ6eပ1eသ6 စ61ပ0>ထiu1မeလ1အ61 ‘ခဏeလ6က% ထiuင%ပ'ဦ1’ ဟue-ပ6လiuက%၏။ 

သ@မသည% သ@တ0န%1eပ1eသ6ခuGတ0င% အသ6ကeလ1ဝင%ထiuင%လiuက%၏။ သ@မ၏ခIÇ6ကiuယ%မE6 သစ%ကiuင%1
e-ခ6က%သ6သ6 မpHiရ6 အသ6eလ1ဝင%တiuက%မiလpင%ပင% လ>က9သ061eတ64မည%4ပuGeပNသည%။  

‘က[န%မ Hင%4စ6အuပ%ကiu ဖတ%ဖ@1တယ%’ စ61ပ0>ခuGကiu eဘ6ပင%IEင%4 တeတ6က%eတ6က% လuပ%ရင%1 e-ပ6သည%။ 
သ@မ၏ အသGတiu1တiu1eလ1မE6 တစ%ခ9က%တစ%ခ9က%ထ0က% eပNလ6eသ6 eဘ6ပင%အသGIEင%4 eရ6eထ01
eနသည%။ 

‘Hင% အ>4လiu အeတ01မ9iu1 ဘယ%လiuရခ>4တ6လ>’။ 
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eရ1ဆ0>လiuက%၏။ ‘ဒ'eပမယ%4 ဘယ%သ@မE သ@မကiu သiတယ%လiu ထ0က%ဆiu2ကတ6မHiဘ@1၊ ဘယ%eက96င%1၊ 
ဘယ%သ@ငယ%ခ9င%1၊ ဘယ%မiသ61စu၊ ဘယ%သ@မE မHiဘ@1’။ 

ထiuIE6eခ'င%1က0င%1အe2က6င%1IEင%4ပတ%သက%Jပ81 ၂ က6ရက%Hiသည%4 အ-ပ6eရ6င%စiန%IEင%4 eရzရည%စiမ% Uiuဒ8
ယမ%ပ'ဝင%-ခင%1မEတပ'1 အ-ခ61ထ@1-ခ61မS မeတ0mရeပ။ IE6eခ'င%1က0င%1 အeန6က%ဘက%တ0င% အက}ရ6 

'G'ဟu ထ0င%1ထ61သည%။ စက61လuG1 ထပ%၍ထ0င%1စရ6 eနရ6မHieပ။ ရတန6ပစCည%1တGဆiပ%မ961ကiu 
လiuက%စuGစမ%1သည%4အခ'တ0င%လည%1 ပuGစGတ@သည%4တGဆiပ%ကiu မeတ0mရeခ9။ ရင%ခ0>UuG အက@အလuပ%သမ61၏ 

လမ%1yzန%ခ9က%e2က6င%4 IE6eခ'င%1က0င%1ဓ6တ%ပuGမ961ကiu ဘ@ဂ'ရ8၊ ကတ%တ8ယ6၊ ဂရက%ဖ%၊ ဝင%စတန% စeသ6 

eက96က%မ9က%ရတန6 လuပ%ငန%1Yက81မ961ထGသiu ပiu-ဖစ%ခ>4သည%။ ရတန6တiuက%မ961က ၎င%1တiuလက%ရ6
မဟuတ%ဟu ဆiu2ကသည%။ သiueသ6% လ0န%ခ>4သည%4လအနည%1ငယ%eလ6က%က အe2က6င%1မ2က61ဘ> 
အလuပ%ထ0က%သ061eသ6 အလuပ%သင%တစ%eယ6က% Hie2က6င%1 ဂရက%ဖ% ရတန6တiuက%မE အလuပ%သမ61
တစ%eယ6က%က e-ပ6-ပသည%။ ထiuသ@ငယ%မE6 အလuပ%မလ6eတ64eသ6%လည%1 IE6eခ'င%1က0င%1မ961ကiu 
က[မ%1က[မ%1က9င%က9င%လuပ%တတ%e2က6င%1 သiရeလသည%။  

eန6က%ဆuG1ရHiထ61သည%4 လiပ%စ6အတiuင%1 လiuက%သ061Jပ81 တGခ'1eခ'က%လiuက%ခ9iန%တ0င% အiမ%ထ>မE တန%ဂiu
သGစa%eတ1သ061 ထ0က%eပNလ6၏။ သGစa%အဆuG1၌ အခန%1ထ>မE လ@တစ%eယ6က% ထ0က%လ6သည%။ ထiu
သ@မE6 အသက%Hlရမည%ကiuပင% eမ4eနဟန%တ@eသ6 ပ@eဆ01eသ6ကeရ6က%eနသ@တစ%eယ6က%၏ 

မ9က%လuG1မ961IEင%4 လ@ငယ%တစ%eယ6က%-ဖစ%eလသည%။ 

ထiuသ@ငယ%မE ဇ6တ%လမ%1တစ%ပuဒ% e-ပ6-ပသည%။ သ@န>Oတ0>ကeဖ6% မiန%1ကeလ1၏eH1Uiu1စ0>မiသ61စuမE 
တ61-မစ%ထ61သည%4 အကအe2က6င%1၊ မiမiတiuဂuဏ%သiက}6ကiu အဖယ%ဆယ%ရန%အတ0က% ထiuမiသ61စuမE 
သမ81-ဖစ%သ@အ61 အeဝ1တစ%eနရ6တ0င% အiမ%eထ6င%ခ9ထ61eပ1ရန% အတင%1အ2ကပ%စ8စa%2ကသည%4
အe2က6င%1၊ ည8မ-ဖစ%သ@သည% သ@မအ61 ထ0က%e-ပ1ရန%က@ည8မည%ဟu ကတieပ1ထ61ခ>4eသ6%လည%1 
eန6က%ဆuG1တ0င% သစC6eဖ6က%ခ>4သည%4အe2က6င%1၊ eန6က% အခ9iန%က6လမည%မpပင%2က6eည6င%1eစက6
မ@ သ@မသည% သWအ61 eတ0meအ6င%H6မည%ဟu သWကiu ကတieပ1ခ>4သည%4အe2က6င%1။ 

# 

ထiuဝမ%1နည%1ဖ0ယ%ဇ6တ%လမ%1သည% အiပ%eပ96%eနသည%4ကeလ1ငယ%တစ%eယ6က%၏ အiပ%မက%မE6 

eနeရ6င%IEင%4ထieတ0mလiuက%ခ9iန%တ0င% လ0င%4eမ96eပ96က%က0ယ%သ061သက>4သiu၊ စစ%စတ6 ဆiu-ပeနသည%4 
ကeလ1သ8ခ9င%1မE6 အiပ%ငiuက%eနသည%4 ကeလ1တစ%eယ6က%အတ0က% တ-ဖည%1-ဖည%1 eမE1မEiန%သ061
သက>4သiu၊ တ0န%Oလiမ%eနeသ6 Äကပ%Äကပ%အiတ%မ961 eလIEင%4အတ@ လ0င%4ပ'သ061သက>4သiu Jပ81ဆuG1သ061၏။  

eန6က%တစ%eနOတ0င% မSခင%1အရ6Hiက ထiuအeလ6င%1သည% မiန%1ကeလ1တစ%eယ6က%၏ အeလ6င%1-ဖစ%
Jပ81 အသက%Hl2ကပ%၍ eသသည%ဟu အတည%-ပuခ>4သည%။ မeဆ01e-မ4လ0ယ%သည%4 ပလက%စတစ%အiတ%မE6 

သ@မ၏အစ6လမ%1e2က6င%1တ0င% ပiတ%eနeသ6e2က6င%4 အသက%Hl2ကပ%က6eသဆuG1ရ-ခင%1 -ဖစ%e2က6င%1
သi ရသည% ။ သ@မ၏ သ061 ၊ ဒ8အင%န%eအIE င%4  လက%eဗ0 မ961 မE6  Iiu င%ငG၏မEတ%တမ%1ထ> Hi  လ@
မ961၏အခ9က%အလက%မ961IEင%4 ကiuက%ည8မSမHieပ။ ရင%ခ0>စစ%eဆ1ခ9က%အe-ဖမE6လည%1 ထiuမiန%1ကeလ1
မည%သ@မည%ဝ'-ဖစ%e2က6င%1 သက%eသမ-ပIiuင%eပ။ အ-ခ61လ@eပ96က%e2ကည6ခ9က%မ961IEင%4လည%1 
ဆက%စပ%မSမHi။ 

‘ဘ6လiuလ>’ စ61ပ0>ထiu1မeလ1က eမ1၏။ ‘ဘ6လiu သ@မ eပ96က%eနတ6ကiu ဘယ%သ@မE သတင%1မeပ1 
အe2က6င%1မ2က61ရတ6လ>’။ 

‘အiမ%ကeန မ2က6ခဏ ထ0က%e-ပ1တတ%လiueနမE6eပ'4၊ ဒ'မEမဟuတ% သWမiသ61စuက သWကiu ဂUuမစiuက%တ6
လည%1 -ဖစ%ခ9င%-ဖစ%မယ%’။ 

‘က[န%မအစ%မသ6 eပ96က%eနရင%eတ64 က[န%မအeနန>O တစ%ခuခue-ပ6မE6ပ>’ သ@မသည% မ9က%IE6eoက9eန
eသ6 ဆGပင%မ961ကiu ယ@လiuက%Jပ81 ဆGပင%မ961အ61လuG1ကiu လiမ%က6 eန6က%တ0င% ဆGထuG1ပuGစG လuG1လiuက%
သည%၊ လuG1ထ61သည%4 ဆGပင%ကiu eဘ6ပင%IEင%4 ထiu1က6 ထiန%1ထ61လiuက%သည%။ ဆGပင%မ961 သ@မပခuG1eပN
သiu-ပန%က9လ6သည%၊ eဘ6ပင%လည%1 2ကမ%1-ပင%eပNသiu က9သ061သည%။ ‘eန6က%eတ64eရ6 ဘ6ဆက%
-ဖစ%လ>’။ 

အeလ6င%1၏မ9က%IE6ကiu -ပန%လည%ပuGeဖ6%Jပ81 Iiuင%ငGပiuင%သတင%1စ6၊ Uuပ%-မင%သG2က61IEင%4 ဆiuHယ%မ8ဒ8ယ6တiu
တ0င% eဖ6%-ပထ61eသ6%လည%1 သတင%1အစအန မရHieပ။ ယiuယ0င%1ပ9က%စ81eနသည%4မ9က%IE6မE က[တ%
က9က9န%ခ>4သည%4 စiန%IE6eခ'င%1က0င%1eလ1မE6 ပ>eစ4eလ1သဖ0ယ% e-မYက81ထ>တ0င% နစ%ဝင%eနသည%။ ထiuစiန%
IE6eခ'င%1က0င%1eလ1မE6 မ-မင%Iiuင%သည%4 အI Zရ6ယ% က9eရ6က%လ6eတ64မည%ကiu ကမ r6eပNက လ@မ961
အ61 သတieပ1eနသည%4IEယ%။ 

‘-ပန%Jပ81ပuGeဖ6%ထ61တ>4 မ9က%IE6ကiu -မင%ခ>4တ>4သ@eရ6Hiလ61’ စ61ပ0>ထiu1မeလ1က -ဖတ%e-ပ6လiuက%သည%။ 
ဤတစ%Yကiမ%တ0င%မ@ သ@မသည% ဆGပင%စည%1ရန% သ61eရက0င%1တစ%က0င%1 ရလ6သည%။ ထiueန6က% ဘ
လက%eက6%ဖ8တစ%ခ0က%ကiu eဖ96%eသ6က%eနသည%။ မeရ6င%1ရeသ6 အစ6သ0ပ%မuန%Oတစ%ပန%1ကန%မE6 သ@
တiuIEစ%eယ6က%၏ အလယ%တ0င% Hieနသည%။ စ61ပ0>ထiu1မeလ1သည% အယ%မ0န%သ81ခ06စ0န%မuန%Oကiu ပန%1ကန%
ထ> ထည%4လiuက%သည%။ eထ6ပတ%အရသ6 ခ06စ0န%မuန%Oကiu သ@မ တစ%ကiuက%ကiuက%လiuက%သည%၊ မuန%Oအလယ%
က 2ကက%ဥIiuအIEစ%မ961သည% ပ'1စပ%eထ6င%4စ0န%1မE ယiuစiမ%4က9လ6ရ6 သ@မ လက%ဖမiu1IEင%4 အ-မန%သuတ%
ပစ%လiuက%သည%။  

‘အ>4ဒ8ပuGကiu အeရ1ပ'တ>4သ@eတ0 eတ0mသ061တယ%ပ> ဆiu2ကပ'စiu’ ဟu e-ပ6၍ ကဗ96ဆရ6သည% သ@မ၏eဘ6
ပင%ကiu eက6က%ယ@လiuက%Jပ81 မEတ%စuစ6အuပ%eပNတ0င% အသတ%ခGရသ@၏ မ9က%IE6ပuG2ကမ%1ကiu အလ9င%အ-မန% 
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စ1Mကင'- - ဤဝတtuတiuမE6 မ@ရင%1eရ1သ61သ@၏ Hင%1-ပခ9က%အရ “Honour Killing” ဟu ဆiuအပ%eသ6 

“ဂuဏ%သiက}6အရ အသက%စeတ1-ခင%1” ကiuအe-ခခGက6 eရ1ဖ0>mထ61-ခင%1-ဖစ%သည%။ ကဗ96ဆရ6ဆiuသ@
မE6 အဂkလiပ%လ@မ9iu1စuGeထ6က%-ဖစ%Jပ81 စ61ပ0>ထiu1မeလ1မE6 eသဆuG1သ061eသ6 မiန%1မငယ%၏ ည8မeတ6%
သ@-ဖစ%eလသည%။ မiမiတiu၏ ဂuဏ%သiက}6အရ မiမiတiu၏ သမ81ကiu ရက%စက%စ06သတ%-ဖတ%က6 အeလ6င%1
eဖ96က%ထ61-ခင%1-ဖစ%Jပ81 ထiuက>4သiueသ6 အ-ဖစ%မ961စ06Hie2က6င%1 သiရသည%။ ဇ6တ%လမ%1ကiu -မxuပ%က0က%
မ961-ဖင%4 eရ1ဖ0>mထ61သည%။ စ61ပ0>ထiu1မeလ1သည% မiမi၏ အစ%မကiu သစC6eဖ6က%ခ>4-ခင%1အတ0က% 
eန6င%တရeသ6%လည%1 “အ>4ဒ8မiသ61စueရ6ဘယ%လiu -ဖစ%သ061လ>”ဟ@eသ6 အeမ1သည% မiမi၏အစ%မIEင%4 
အမiအဖတiuအ61 ယEa%လ6လpင% အမiအဖတiuဘက%၌သ6 အခ'ခပ%သiမ%1 ရပ%တည%မည%-ဖစ%e2က6င%1 
သက%eသ-ပလ9က%Hiသည%။ ကဗ96ဆရ6မE6မ@ သ@ငယ%မက>4သiuမဟuတ%ဘ> မiမi၏ အစ%မအ61 “ဂuဏ%သiက}6
အရ စeတ1ခ>4eသ6” (မiမi၏) အမiအဖတiuကiu UuG1eတ6%တ0င% တရ61စ0>ခ>4Jပ81 မiမiကiuယ%တiuင%မE6လည%1 ထiu
က>4သiueသ6 အမSမ961ကiuလiuက%eသ6 စuGeထ6က%တစ%eယ6က%-ဖစ%လ6ခ>4-ခင%1တည%1။ ညဘက%တ0င% အ
eမE6င%ထ>၌မ81ထ0န%1၍ အiပ%-ခင%1၊ ဓ61တစ%eခ96င%1ဝEက%ထ61ရ-ခင%1မE6 မiမi၏လuပ%ရပ%အတ0က% မiမi
အသiuင%1အဝiuင%1က မIEစ%Jမiuသ-ဖင%4 မiမiအeန-ဖင%4 (အသက% ရန%H6မည%ကiu စiu1ရiမ%) မလuGJခGueတ64သည%4
သeဘ6ကiueဖ6%-ပလ9က%Hieလသည%။ ကဗ96ဆရ6အeန-ဖင%4 မiမi၏အစ%မအတ0က%eရ1ခ>4eသ6 ထiu
စ6အuပ%မEတပ'1 အ-ခ61ထပ%eရ1ရန% မHieတ64-ခင%1ကiu န61လည%ရန% မ@ရင%1eခ'င%1စa% “Writers Block”ကiu 
“eရ1ဖ0ယ%နတt i အလ9င%1မHi” ဟu-ပန%ဆiuလiuက%ရပ'e2က6င%1၊ တစ%စuGတရ6လiuအပ%ခ9က%မ961 Hiပ'က 

ဘ6သ6-ပန%သ@၏ ခ9iuယ0င%1ခ9က%ဟu ယ@ဆeစလiue2က6င%1။       ။                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                               

eလ1စ61မS-ဖင%4 

                                                                                                                             ဘ6သ6-ပန%သ@ 

စ61ပ0>ထiu1မeလ1သည% ပင%4သက%ကiu fiက%ယ@လiuက%၏။ ‘အ>4ဒ8ပuGထ0က%လ6တuန%1က သ@မကiu သiတယ%လiu သ@ 
ဘ6လiuဝန%မခGရတ6လ>’။ 

ကဗ96ဆရ6သည% eအ1eနJပ8-ဖစ%eသ6 လက%ဖက%ရည%ကiu တစ%ငuGeသ6က%လiuက%သည%။ အIEပ%လ0န%သ061
Jပ8-ဖစ%eသ6 အရ0က%စiမ%1မ961၏ ခ'1သက%သက%အရသ6ထ>တ0င% ပ961ရည%အရသ6မE6 မe-ပ6ပeလ6က%
eတ64eပ။ ကဗ96ဆရ6သည% လက%ဖက%ရည%ပန%1ကန%-ပ61eပNတ0င% ခ0က%ကiu သပ%ရပ%စ06 -ပန%တင%ထ61
လiuက%၏။ ‘ဘ6လiuလ>ဆiueတ64 သ@ဖuန%1ဆက%e-ပ6မယ%4eနOမE6 သ@မက မHieတ64ဘ@1၊ သWအeနန>O သ@မကiu
ဆuG1fG1လiuက%ရတ>4အမEန%တရ61ကiu လက%ခGဖiu အဆင%သင%4မ-ဖစ%ခ>4eသ1ဘ@1’။ 

စ6ပ0>ထiu1မeလ1သည% eဘ6ပင%IEင%4မEတ%စuကiu ယ@Jပ81 အiတ%ကပ%ထ>သiu ထည%4လiuက%သည%။ မuန%Oအစအန
မ961ကiu အမiSက%ပuG1ထ>သiu Hင%1ထည%4လiuက%Jပ81 eÄကပန%1ကန%-ပ61ကiu eရပ@ထည%4ထ61သည%4 ဇလuGထ>သiu ပစ%
ထည%4လiuက%သည%။ ကဗ96ဆရ6eသ6က%၍ ကuန%Jပ8-ဖစ%eသ6 လက%ဖက%ရည%ခ0က%ကiuသiမ%1ရန% စ61ပ0>ဆ8 
-ပန%လ6သည%။ ‘အ>4ဒ8မiသ61စueရ6 ဘယ%လiu-ဖစ%သ061လ>’။ 

တရ61UuG1တ0င% မiမiကiuယ%တiuင% သက%eသထ0က%ဆiuခ>4ရသည%ကiu ကဗ96ဆရ6 -ပန%eတ01မiလiuက%ခ9iန%တ0င% 
eဖ6%-ပ-ခင%1ငE6 မစ0မ%1eသ6 eသ6ကeဝဒန6ကiu ခGစ61ရ-ပန%သည%။ eထ6င%ဒဏ%တစ%သက%တစ%က[န%1က9
သ061eသ6 မiဘမ961၊ ထiueန6က% ခရစ%ကဒ%ကစ61ရ6မE eပ96က%-ခင%1မလE eပ96က%ဆuG1သ061ခ>4eသ6 

ခ9စ%ခင%ရသည%4 ည8မ။ သ@ eရ1သ61ခ>4သည%4စ6အuပ%မE6 eမ6င%IEမခ9င%1ကiuယ%ခ9င%1စ6မSကiu eဖ6%yzန%1ထ61
သလiu (ဂuဏ%သiက}6အတ0က% အသက%စeတ1ရသည%4 အမ9iu1သမ81မ961အတ0က%) အမ9iu1သ61မ961အeန-ဖ
င%4 အခ9iန%အခ'မeရ01၊ eနရ6မeရ01 ရ>ရ>ဝG4ဝG4 ထuတ%eဖ6%e-ပ6ဆiu2ကဖiu၊ အe-ပ6င%1အလ>ကiu eတ6င%1ဆiu2ကဖiu 
တiuက%တ0န%1eရ1ဖ0>mထ61-ခင%1 -ဖစ%သည%။  

‘သ@တiuဘယ%လiu-ဖစ%သ061သလ>ဆiuတ6 အခuထieတ64 မသiရeသ1ဘ@1’။ 

အ-ပင%ဘက%တ0င%ထ0န%1ထ61သည%4 -ပ6လ>4လ>4မ81eရ6င%သည% -ပတင%1eပ'က%မEန%eပNတ0င% တင%eနသည%4
မiu1eရစက%မ9612က61တ0င% မSန%ဝ'1eနသည%။ မ81ဖiueခ96င%ထ>မE သ8ခ9င%1သGမE6လည%1 မည%သ@မpသတiမထ61
မiလiuက%ခင% Jပ81ဆuG1သ061eလJပ8။ 

‘က[န%မ အစ%မ eတ6%eတ6%eလ1 ခGစ61ခ>4ရသလ61’ သ@မ၏အသGမE6 အက%က0>eနသည%။ သ@မ၏ မ9က%လuG1
မ961ထ>တ0င% ဘယ%eသ6အခ'မE က9လ6မည% မဟuတ%eသ6 မ9က%ရည%မ961ဝ>eနသည%။ 

‘စiတ%မက@1ဝG4eလ6က%eအ6င%ပ'ပ>’ ကဗ96ဆရ6သည% e-ပ6ရင%1ဆiuရင%1IEင%4 ဖမ%1ဝရမ%1ကတ%ကiu ထuတ%
လiuက%Jပ81 သ@မ ရယ@Iiuင%သည%4 အခ0င%4အeရ1မ961 -ဖစ%eသ6 ထueခ9လz6IEင%4  eoeနငE61ရမ%1eလp6က%လ>
ခ0င%4မ961ကiu ဖတ%-ပeလeတ64၏။ 
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I.

The table was walnut, of Amish construction, unusual in this part of Texas. 

The salesman said he’d knock off fifty bucks for the black, circular scars 
that Jo found, stroking its varnished glow; but when Maggie crawled 

underneath and spotted the name Charlotte scratched in permanent 

marker, he remarked merely that he had smaller tables of lesser quality if 

this piece was too much for them. But a big table was necessary to their 

vision; and besides, Maggie could see that Jo was already in love.

II.

Just past Austin, a swarm of butterflies died against the hot glass. 

’It is fitting,’ Maggie said at last. ’Another woman’s name tucked away 
underneath.’

Jo pulled off the highway into a gas station. ’It would have been better if 
Vi had come with us.’ When Maggie sighed, she added, ’The burn marks 

ruin it.’ 

’I just mean it’s perfect.’

Jo got out the car and slammed the door. She set about cleaning the 

windshield. 

Back on the road, she leaned across to kiss Maggie. ’Come with us 

tonight.’ 

’I don’t dance.’ 

’Perhaps you’ll meet a Charlotte of your own.’

’It’s our table,’ Maggie said.

III.

Maggie, chopping mangoes in the kitchen, heard the tires first. The knife 
in her hand trembled.

She went to the door and opened it. The evening heat rolled in, wet and 

heavy and sweet with jasmine. Cicadas were everywhere, singing for 

mates. Viola crossed the lawn to where the table lay on its back beneath 

the mesquite trees. She knelt down, her legs bare on the chopped grass. 

’It’s beautiful.’

Maggie swayed in the doorway. ’Jo’s almost ready.’

You are beautiful.’ Jo was close enough for the thrum of her voice to 
dampen Maggie’s neck. She squeezed past and stepped onto the porch.

Maggie waited for Viola to notice Charlotte, but instead she rose and 

kissed Jo full on the mouth.

’It won’t fit into the house,’ Jo said. She zipped up her jacket.

The 
Kitchen

By Jessica Wright

Table
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Maggie leaned against the doorframe. ’I’ll take it apart while you’re out.’

’Dude.’ Jo smiled across the lawn. ’It’s not going anywhere.’

After they left, Maggie went into the bedroom and dug through Jo’s 

toolkit. She returned to the table with three screwdrivers of different 
diameters. Grass stubble furrowed her knees. Her fingers ached. The cry 
of cicadas gritted the night. 

Translated by Shwe Eain San  

ခ*စ'5ခင'-ကiu eဝမOမခ(စ1-လiu 

၁။ 

ဒ8သစ%က961သ61န>Oလuပ%ထ61တ>4စ61ပ0>က တကÑဆက%-ပည%နယ%တခ0င%မE6 ရeတ6င%4ရခ> စ61ပ0>မ9iu1။ အ61
မစ%လ@မ9iu1eတ0 သuG1eလ4Hiတ>4 eH1ဆန%တ>4 စ61ပ0>မ9iu1။ အမည%1eရ6င% စက%ဝiuင%1ပuGစGအန6အဆ6eလ1eတ0
ကiu ဂ9iuက eတ0mသ061တ>4အခ' အeရ6င%1စ6eရ1က eပ'လစ%eရ6င%e-ပ6င%လက%eနတ>4 စ61ပ0>ကiu 
အသ6အယ6ပuတ%ရင%1  eဒNလ6 ၅၀ eလp64eပ1မယ%လiu  e-ပ6လ6တယ%။ မက%ဂ8က စ61ပ0>eအ6က%ကiu 
ကuန%1ဝင%Jပ81 2ကည%4လiuက%eတ64 ဖ9က%လiuမပ9က%eတ64မယ%4မင%န>O “H61eလ64” ဆiuတ>4 န6မည%ကiu -ခစ%ထ61
တ6 eတ0mလiuက%တယ%။ အeရ6င%1စ6eရ1က အခu-ပတ>4စ61ပ0>က Yက81လ0န%1ရင% အရည%အeသ01ညG4Jပ81 ပiu
eသ1တ>4စ61ပ0>eလ1eတ0လည%1Hiတယ%လiu စက61eခNတယ%။ ဒ'eပမ>4 သ@တiuစiတ%က@1ထ61တ>4အတiuင%1 
စ61ပ0>Yက81Yက81တစ%လuG1 လiuအပ%eနတ6အမEန%ပ>။ ဒ8စ61ပ0>ကiu ဂ9iuတစ%eယ6က% အYကiuက%Yက81Yကiuက%eနတ6
ကiu မက%ဂ8ရiပ%မieနJပ8eလ။ 

၂။ 

eအ6%စတင%Jမiuကiu eက96%လ6တ6န>O လiပ%-ပ6အuပ%တစ%အuပ%က အပ@ဟပ%eနတ>4 က61eoမEန%ကiuတiuက%မiJပ81 
eသကuန%တယ%။ 
 eန6က%ဆuG1eတ64 မက%ဂ8က မeနIiuင%eတ64ဘ> “ဘယ%eလ6က%တiuက%ဆiuင%လiuက%လ>” လiu စက61စ
e-ပ6လiuက%တယ%။ “စ61ပ0>eအ6က%မE6 တ-ခ61အမ9iu1သမ81တစ%eယ6က%န6မည%ကiu ဖ0က%eရ1ထ61တယ%
eလ”။ 
 ဂ9iuက အeဝ1e-ပ1လမ%1မYက81eပNကeနဆင%1Jပ81 ဓ6တ%ဆ8ဆiuင%မE6 ထiu1ရပ%လiuက%တယ%။ “ဗ8သ6 

င'တiuန>Oအတ@လiuက%လ6ရင% သiပ%eက6င%1မE6ပ>”။ မက%ဂ8 သက%-ပင%1ခ9သGအဆuG1မE6 ဂ9iuက “မ81က[မ%1ထ61တ>4 
အမ6ရ0တ%eတ0က စ61ပ0>ကiu အလEဖ9က%eနတ6ပ>”။  
“စ61ပ0>က င'တiuလiuခ9င%တ>4အတiuင%1ပ'ပ>”။ 
 ဂ9iuက က61ထ>ကeနထ0က%Jပ81 က61တGခ'1ကiu eဆ6င%4ပiတ%လiuက%တယ%။ မက%ဂ8က က61eo
eလက6မEန%ကiu သန%OHင%1eရ1လuပ%ဖiu-ပင%eနJပ8။ အeဝ1e-ပ1လမ%1မeပN -ပန%eရ6က%လ6eတ64 ဂ9iuက မက%
ဂ8ဘက% တiu1လiuက%Jပ81 အ2ကင%န6eပ1ဖiu-ပင%ရင%1 “ဒ8ည င'တiuန>O အတ@လiuက%ခ>4eလ” လiue-ပ6တယ%။  
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“င'မE မကတတ%တ6”။  
“e-ပ6မရဘ@1eလ… နင%လည%1 နင%4 H61eလ64ကiu H6eတ0mခ9င%eတ0mမE6eပ'4”။  
“ဒ8စ61ပ0>က င'တiuအတ@ပiuင%တ6eန6%” လiu မက%ဂ8 -ပန%e-ပ6လiuက%တယ%။ 

၃။ 

မ81ဖiueခ96င%ထ>မE6 သရက%သ81စiတ%eနတuန%1 မက%ဂ8 အရင%ဆuG12က61လiuက%တ6က က61ဘ81သGပ'ပ>။ ဓ61
ကiuင%ထ61တ>4 သWလက%က ဆတ%ခန> တuန%သ061တယ%။ 
 အiမ%eoတGခ'1ကiu သ@သ061ဖ0င%4eပ1လiuက%eတ64 အiမ%ထ>ကiu eဝ'ခန> ဝင%လ6တ>4 ညeနခင%1အပ@eင0m
က စ0တ%စiuထiuင%1မiSင%1eနJပ81 စGပယ%ပန%1ရနGO eမz1Yကiuင%eနတယ%။ ဗ8အiuလ6က -မက%ခင%1-ပင%eပN -ဖတ%Jပ81 
ကI Z6ရပင%eတ0eအ6က%မE6 ပက%လက%ခ9ထ61တ>4 စ61ပ0>ဆ8ကiu eလp6က%သ061တယ%။ ရiတ%ထ61Jပ81စ 

2ကမ%1HH-မက%ခင%1ကiu မမSဘ> စ61ပ0>န61မE6 ဒ@1eထ6က%ထiuင%ခ9လiuက%ရင%1 “စ61ပ0>က လEလiuက%တ6” လiu 
e-ပ6တယ%။ 
 မက%ဂ8က တGခ'1ကiuမE8ရပ%လiuက%ရင%1 “ဂ9iuအသင%4-ပင%eနတ6 Jပ81eတ64မယ%” လiu e-ပ6လiuက%တယ%။ 
 ဂ9iuက မက%ဂ8ရ>\ လည%တiuင%ကiu အ6eင0mဟပ%သ061တ>4ထi အန61တiu1ကပ%Jပ81 “နင%လEeနတယ%eန6%” 

လiu e-ပ6လiuက%တယ%။ Jပ81eတ64 မထiတထieH6င%သ061Jပ81 ဆင%ဝင%eပNတက%သ061တယ%eလ။ 
 စ61ပ0>eအ6က%ဖက%မE6 eရ1ထ61တ>4 H61eလ64န6မည%ကiu ဗ8အiuလ6သတiထ61မiမလ61လiu မက%ဂ8
eစ6င%4eနခ9iန% ဗ8အiuလ6ကeတ64 စ61ပ0>န61ကထလiuက%Jပ81 ဂ9iuရ>\ ISတ%ခမ%1ကiu အနမ%1ပန%1eãခလiuက%ပ'
eတ64တယ%။ 
 eန6က% ဂ9iuက ဂ9က%ကတ%အက9Öကiu ရင%အeစ4ဇစ%ဆ0>တပ%ရင%1 “စ61ပ0>က အiမ%ထ> မဆG4eလ6က%
ဘ@1eန6%” လiuစက61စတယ%။ 
 အဝင%တGခ'1ဝမE6 မE8ရပ%eနတ>4 မက%ဂ8က “နင%တiuအ-ပင%သ061တuန%1 င'က တစ%စစ8-ဖuတ%ထ61လiuက%
မယ%eလ။” 

 -မက%ခင%1ရ>\ ဟiuဘက%ကiueရ6က%eနတ>4 ဂ9iuက JပGu1Jပ81 “ကiuယ%4လ@၊ စ61ပ0>က e-ခeထ6က%ပ'လည%1 
ဘယ%မEထ0က%မe-ပ1ပ'ဘ@1။” 

 ဂ9iuန>O ဗ8အiuလ6တiuIEစ%eယ6က% ထ0က%သ061တ6န>O မက%ဂ8က အiပ%ခန%1ထ>ဝင%Jပ81 ဂ9iuရ>\ ကiရiယ6
တန%ဆ6ပလ6eတ0 ထည%4ထ61တ>4ဘ@1ကiu eမzeIE6က%H6ပ'eတ64တယ%။ အရ0ယ%အစ61မတ@တ>4 
ဝက%အ@လEည%4 ၃ eခ96င%1ကiuယ@Jပ81 စ61ပ0>ဆ8 -ပန%လ6တယ%။ ရiတ%ထ61ခ'စ -မက%ပင%တiueလ1eတ0e2က6င%4 
သWဒ@1IEစ%ဖက%မE6 အခ9iuင%4အရ6eလ1eတ0 -ဖစ%ကuန%တယ%။ စ61ပ0>ကiu ဝက%အ@လEည%4န>O လEည%4-ဖuတ%ရင%1 သW
လက%eခ96င%1eတ0လည%1 ကiuက%ခ>လ6တယ%။ ညဟ6 ပuစa%1ရင%က0>eတ0ရ>\ eအ6%ညည%1သGတiuန>O ပ>4တင%ထပ%
လiueနပ'eတ64တယ%။ 
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A man, clearly of no fixed abode, started talking to the birch tree on a 
Tuesday morning. It was, or is, somewhere in one of the larger public 

parks. Maybe it was something in a particular arrangement of trees 

that called out, found its voice somewhere in this man’s mind, got him 

to sit down and start talking. In any case, this is what he did. As of this 

moment, he still is.

Some people have lingered longer than others, fascinated, even 

entranced by the sight, others have only passed by, glancing, having 

somewhere else to be. His age is hard to determine. His lifestyle appears 

to have kept him lean – in some respects. He has a long beard, which 

fits his profile well. No one can remember his face – from before, that is, 
before this incident, this defining moment in the life of this man. 

He has managed to touch a great many people. But something about him 

seems forbidding. It’s not anything he says, for he talks only to the tree, 

always, never even glances up at people who might be on a lunchtime or 

evening stroll, or who hover and watch him with curiosity, amusement, 

a certain intensity.  It’s more that it seems indecent to get close enough 

to take a clear picture. He is so clearly rapt and in such personal 

communication with the tree. Doubtless the police will get involved, but 

no-one has wanted to tell them yet. 

What they have done is turn him into a social star – content is circulating 

widely. They didn’t ask permission to film him, back turned, or facing 
them from a distance away, because they assumed, correctly, that he 

wouldn’t respond if they were to. So, they filmed him from a distance, 
variously enhancing or editing the photos to make them more interesting 

or amusing. One of the better-known memes has text imposed over 

both man and tree, text explicating, apparently, traits peculiar to 

two very specific types of young people one might encounter in this 
neighbourhood. 

It was Tuesday morning when he sat down in front of the tree. He has 

not moved since, only shifting his position a little when getting stiff. He 
has not been seen to touch it. He keeps what onlookers call ’a respectful 

distance.’ What is he saying? What is the substance of their conversation? 

It is impossible for anyone to discern, due again to the distance people 

seem impelled to maintain. Moreover, he talks in fairly low tones, and the 

tree of course says nothing.  All the same, certain things, certain words, 

phrases, certain rhythms, tones, themes, even, have been mentioned 

enough that they might be judged significant. A minor discourse is 
emerging on the internet exchanging ideas over these interpretations. (If 

sufficient interest is shown from readers, more details will be shared.)
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By Gus Mitchell
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And the tree? The tree, as we have said, is a birch. It is not large. Nobody 

has paid it much attention before. It is hard to say much more about the 

tree, since the continuing proximity of the man has prevented anyone 

wanting to approach since Tuesday. It’s a nice tree, as far as it goes, 

people agree, but nothing special. 

As time passes, more and more speculate about the trajectory of this 

meeting of minds. Nobody has seen this man sleep; he shows no fatigue. 

If anything, his stature, and energy, have grown, the longer he has 

conversed, which accounts perhaps for the growing throngs that now 

choke the converging routes in the park in which this strange site is 

found. Word is starting to spread abroad; so considerable is the pull for 

interviews that some more inconsiderate journalists can now be heard, 

timidly, yelling requests and questions at him most days. He ignores 

them; his silence (aside from what is reserved for the tree) remains total. 

People now report a peculiar rapture at being in the presence of this 

conversation. It is something which the pre-circulated images seem 

unable to dim. When actually in the presence of the gaunt figure by the 
tree, which is by all appearances an equal interlocutor, they are compelled 

by the luminosity of focus, the humour and directness emanating from 

their communion. To everyone present, it belies the otherwise likely 

conclusion that this man is purely mentally unwell. They stress the 

humility that is to be gained from this witnessing, one difficult to explain. 
What will become of this man, of his situation, is still uncertain.

Translated by Thu Ta 

ဥဒRစSအလ6န' 

အဂk'eနO နGနက%ခင%1တစ%ခuမE6 အiမ%ယ6အတည%တက9HiပuGမရတ>4 အမ9iu1သ61တစ%ဦ1က ဘuဇပတ%ပင%တစ%

ပင%ကiu စက61e-ပ6eနခ>4တယ%။ ဒ8အ-ဖစ%အပ9က%က -ပည%သWပန%1JခGYက81eတ0ထ>က ပန%1JခGတစ%ခuရ>\ eနရ6

တစ%eနရ6မE6 စတင%ခ>4တ6 -ဖစ%ပ'တယ%။ အ>ဒ8eနရ6မE6 တည%Hieနတ>4 သစ%ပင%eတ0ထ>က အသGတစ%သG

က သWအန61လ6ထiuင%Jပ81 စက61e-ပ6ဖiu ဒ8လ@ရ>\စiတ%ကiu ညxiuငင%လiuက%တ>4ပuGပ'ပ>၊ ဘယ%လiuပ>-ဖစ%-ဖစ% ဒ8လ@

က သစ%ပင%ကiu စက61e-ပ6eနခ>4တယ%။ အခuလက%Hiအခ9iန%ထiလည%1 သစ%ပင%ကiu စက61e-ပ6eနတuန%1ပ'

ပ>ဗ9။ 

ဒ8-မင%က0င%1e2က6င%4 အG4အ61သင%4သ@၊ စiတ%ဝင%စ61သ@ တခ9iuကသ6 ခပ%2က62က6 eစ6င%42ကည%42ကပ'တယ%။ 

တခ9iu -ဖတ%သ061-ဖတ%လ6eတ0ကeတ64 ဖ9တ%ခန> လEမ%12ကည%4Jပ81 တ-ခ61eနရ6ကiu ဆက%ထ0က%သ0612က

တ6ပ'ပ>။  အ>ဒ8လ@ရ>\အသက%ကiueတ64 ခန%OမEန%1ဖiu ခက%တယ%ဗ9။  သ@ -ဖတ%သန%1ခ>4ရတ>4 eနထiuင%မSပuGစGe2က6

င%4 သWခIÇ6ကiuယ%က  ဒ8လiuပiန%ပiန%သ0ယ%သ0ယ%eလ1 -ဖစ%eနပuGရပ'တယ%။ ခပ%Hည%Hည%မuတ%ဆiတ%eမ01eတ0

က ဒ8လ@ရ>\ကiuယ%ပiuင%ဟန%န>O eတ6%eတ6%eလ1ကiu လiuက%ဖက%eန-ပန%ပ'တယ%။  ဒ8အ-ဖစ%အပ9က%မ-ဖစ%ခင%၊ ဒ8

လ@ရ>\ဘဝမE6 ဒ8လiuအမEတ%ရစရ6အခiuက%အတန%O မ-ဖစ%ခင% အရင%က သWမ9က%IE6ကiu ဘယ%သ@ကမE မမEတ%မi

2ကဘ@1။ 

လ@အeတ6%မ961မ961ရ>\စiတ%ကiu သ@ ဖမ%1စ61Iiuင%ခ>4တယ%။ ဒ8လ@န>O ပတ%သက%Jပ81 တစ%ခuခuက လ@အမ961

အ -မ င%မE6  သWကiu  လန%O စ ရ6 eက6 င%1 တ>4 လ@ တ စ%eယ6က%ပuG eပ' က%eန eစတယ% ။ ဒ8 လ@ က 

တစ%eယ6က%eယ6က%ကiu တစ%ခuခue-ပ6လiuက%တ6e2က6င%4လည%1 မဟuတ%ဘ@1၊ သ@က တခ9iန%လuG1 သစ%ပင%

န>Oပ> စက61e-ပ6eနတ6ပ'။ eနOလည%စ6 စ61ဖiuထ0က%လ6တ>4သ@eတ0၊ ညeနခင%1လမ%1eလp6က%ထ0က%လ6

တ>4 သ@eတ0၊ သWကiu စiတ%ဝင%တစ61 ဝiuင%1အuG2ကည%4eနတ>4သ@eတ0၊ ဟ6သတစ%ခuလiu 2ကည%4သ0612ကတ>4 သ@

eတ0၊ eလ1eလ1နက%နက% eစ6င%42ကည%4eနတ>4သ@eတ0ကiu ဒ8လ@က မ9က%လuG1eတ6င% -ပန%ဝင%4မ2ကည%4ဘ@1။ 

သWအန81အန61ကiu ကပ%သ061Jပ81 Hင%1Hင%1လင%1လင%1 ဓ6တ%ပuGUiuက%ဖiuကလည%1 သiပ%မသင%4eတ6%ဘ@1။ 
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သစ%ပင%လ61။ သစ%ပင%ကeတ64 က[န%eတ6%တiu e-ပ6ခ>4သလiuပ> ဘuဇပတ%ပင%ပ'။  အရမ%1မYက81ဘ@1။ ဒ8

အပင%ကiu အရင%က ဘယ%သ@ကမE အ6UuGမစiuက%မi2ကဘ@1။  အပင%အe2က6င%1 ဒ84ထက% ပiuJပ81တiတiက9က9 

သiရဖiuကလ> ခက%တယ%။ အဂk'eနOကတည%1က သစ%ပင%န61မE6 သ@ eတ6က%eလp6က%Hieနတ6မiu လ@eတ0 

အ>ဒ8အပင%န61သ061ဖiu တ61ဆ81ထ61သလiu-ဖစ%eနတယ%။ အ>ဒ8အပင%က လ@eတ0e-ပ6သလiuပ> အပင%

eက6င%1တစ%ပင%ပ'၊ ဘ6မEမထ@1-ခ61တ>4 ပuGမEန% အပင%တစ%ပင%ပ'ပ>ဗ9။ 

အခ9i န%2က6လ6တ6န>Oအမp  ဒ8လ@န>Oသစ%ပင%ရ>\  စiတ%စ0 မ%1အင%IE စ%ခuဆက%သ0ယ%မS န>O ပတ%သက%Jပ81 

ထင%e2က1eပ1မSeတ0လည%1 မ961-ပ61လ6တယ%။ ဒ8လ@ အiပ%တ6ကiu ဘယ%သ@ကမE မeတ0mဖ@1ဘ@1၊ သW2ကည%4

ရတ6 I0မ%1လ9eနတ>4ပuGလည%1 မeပNဘ@1။ သစ%ပင%န>O စက61e-ပ6တ6 2က6လ6eလeလ သWပuGစGန>O သW

အ61အင%eတ0က ပiuJပ81 တiu1လ6eလeလပ>။ ဒ8လ@ထ@1ဆန%1န>Oသစ%ပင%Hieနတ>4 ပန%1JခGYက81ထ>က လမ%1ဆuG

လမ%1ခ0eတ0မE6 လ@အuပ%Yက81က တ-ဖည%1-ဖည%1 မ961လ6Jပ81 တiu1လiuမeပ'က%eအ6င%ကiu -ပည%4သ061တယ%

ဗ9။ ဒ8သတင%1က ဟiu1eလ1တeက96%-ဖစ%သ061Jပ81 တ-ခ61Iiuင%ငGeတ0အထiပ' ပ9G\IEGmသ061တယ%။ တဖက%သ61

အတ0က% မeတ01eပ1တတ%တ>4 သတင%1သမ61တခ9iuက အင%တ6ဗ9l1ဖiu ဒ8လ@2က61eအ6င% ခပ%ရ0G\ရ0G\ လEမ%1

eအ6%ခ0င%4eတ6င%1တ6eတ0၊ eမ1ခ0န%1eတ0 eအ6%ဟစ%eမ1-မန%1တ6eတ0 eနOစa%ရက%ဆက% လuပ%လ62က

တယ%။  သ@ကeတ64 အ>ဒ8လ@eတ0ကiu လ9စ%လ9lfထ61တ>4ပuGပ>။ (အပင%န>Oစက61e-ပ6eနတ6က လ0>လiu) သW

ရ>\တည%Jငiမ%မSကeတ64 တစက%ကeလ1မE eလ964မသ061ဘ@1။ 

လ@eတ0ကeတ64 သ@တiuစက61အ-ပန%အလEန%e-ပ6eနတ6ကiu မ9က%-မင%eတ0mရတ>4အတ0က% သeဘ6က9

IEစ%Jခiuက%တ>4 အe2က6င%1eတ0 eရ12ကတယ%။ ဒ8စက61ဝiuင%1အစက ပ9G\IEGmခ>4တ>4 အeစ6ပiuင%1ဓ6တ%ပuGeတ0Hiခ>4

eပမ>4လည%1 အ>ဒ8ဓ6တ%ပuGeတ0e2က6င%4 ဒ8လiuလ@အမ961ရ>\အ61eပ1မSက eလ964သ061မ>4ပuGမeပNဘ@1။ သစ%ပင%

အန81က အ>ဒ8လ@ရ>\ပiန%သ0ယ%သ0ယ%ပuGသÅ6န%က သစ%ပင%ရ>\ ပiန%Hည%Hည%ပuGစGန>Oတ@eနတယ%။ သ@တiuကiu

ယEa%တ0>Jပ81 eတ0mလiuက%ရတ>4အခ' ဒ8လ@ရ>\ ပ9G\လ0င%4မSမHiတ>4အ6UuGစ@1စiuက%မS၊ ဟ6သအ-မင%-ဖစ%eစမS၊ သ@တiu

2က61က တiuက%Uiuက%-ဖစ%eနတ>4 အ-ပန%အလEန%ဆက%သ0ယ%မSeတ0e2က6င%4 လ@eတ0က ပiuJပ81စiတ%ဝင%စ61လ6

2ကတ6-ဖစ%မယ%။ သစ%ပင%တစ%ပင%န>O အ-ပန%အလEန% စက61e-ပ6eနတ>4 အ>ဒ8လ@ရ>\အမ@အယ6eတ0ကiu -မင%

Jပ81eတ64 ပန%1JခGမE6 eစ6င%42ကည%4eနတ>4သ@တiuင%1က ဒ8လ@ဟ6 စiတ%eရ6ဂ'ခGစ61eနရတ6ပ'လiu တထစ%ခ9 

eက6က%ခ9က%ခ9ဖiu အခက%eတ0mကuန%2ကတယ%။ ဒ8လ@ရ>\ -ပuမ@e-ပ6ဆiuဟန%ကiu -မင%Jပ81 လ@တiuင%1မE6 IEiမ%4ခ9လiu

စiတ% -ဖစ%လ62ကတယ%၊ ဘ64e2က6င%4လ>ဆiuတ6eတ64 စက61လuG1န>O Hင%1-ပဖiu မလ0ယ%ဘ@1ဗ9။  

သ@က သစ%ပင%န>O သ81သန%Oစက61e-ပ6ရင%1 eလ6ကYက81ကiueမ4eလ964eနတယ%ဆiuတ6 သiသ6တယ%။ ဒ8

အe-ခအeနမE6 ရ>eတ0 ပ'လ6Iiuင%တ6eတ64 eသခ96ပ'တယ%။ ဒ'eပမယ%4လည%1 ဘယ%သ@ကမE ရ>ကiu

အe2က6င%12က61မယ%4ပuGမeပNဘ@1။   

လ@eတ0က ဒ8လWအe2က6င%1ကiu လ@မSက0န%ယက%စ6မ9က%IE6eတ0မE6 -ဖန%OJပ81 သWကiu  န6မည%Yက81တစ%

eယ6က% -ဖစ%eအ6င% လuပ%eပ1လiuက%2ကတယ%။ ဒ8လ@ eက96eပ1ထ61တ>4ပuGeတ0၊ ခပ%လEမ%1လEမ%1ကeန သW

မ9က%IE6ကiu လEမ%1Uiuက%ထ61တ>4 ဗ8ဒ8ယiueတ0ကiu သWရ>\ ခ0င%4-ပuခ9က%မeတ6င%1ဘ> Uiuက%2ကတယ%။ သ061Jပ81ခ0င%4

eတ6င%1လ> သ@က တuG-ပန%မE6မဟuတ%ဘ@1လiuပ> သ@တiu ယ@ဆလiuက%2ကတယ%၊ သ@တiuထင%တ6 မEန%eတ64မEန%

ပ'တယ%။ သWကiu အeဝ1ကeန ဗ8ဒ8ယiuUiuက%၊ ပiueက6င%1eအ6င% တည%1-ဖတ%Jပ81 သWဓ6တ%ပuGeတ0ကiuလည%1 ပiu

Jပ81ဟ6သe-မ6က%eအ6င%၊ စiတ%ဝင%စ61eက6င%1eအ6င% -ပန%-ပင%2ကတယ%။ အခ9င%1ခ9င%1အ-ပန%အလEန%

စက61e-ပ6eနတ>4ပuGeပNလ0င%eအ6င% အ>ဒ8လ@eပNမE6eရ6 သစ%ပင%eပNမE6ပ' စ6သ61ထည%4ထ61တ>4 မ81မ%

တစ%ခuကeတ64 ပiuJပ81လ@သiမ961တယ%။ အ>ဒ8စ6သ61eတ0ကiu ဖတ%2ကည%4လiuက%ရင% ဒ8ရပ%က0က%မE6 eတ0m

ရတတ%တ>4 သ81-ခ61လ@ငယ%အuပ%စuIEစ%စuရ>\ ထ@1ဆန%1တ>4 အက9င%4စUiuက%eတ0ကiu သiရမယ%။ 

အဂk'eနOမနက%ကတည%1က အပင%eoမE6 ဒ8လ@ မလSပ%မယEက% ထiuင%eနတ6။ eည6င%1တ>4အခ'မEသ6 

အနည%1ငယ% ပuGစGe-ပ6င%1ထiuင%တ6ကလ0>လiu။  အပင%ကiu ထiတ6 ကiuင%တ6eတ64 မeတ0mရဘ@1။  eစ6င%4

2ကည%42ကတ>4သ@eတ0 e-ပ6သလiu ‘အပင%eတ0ကiu eလ1စ61မSအရ အက06အeဝ1တစ%ခu’ မE6 သ@ eနeန

တ6။  ရပ%2ကည%4eနတ>4လ@eတ0ကလည%1 အက06အeဝ1တစ%ခuကeန 2ကည%4eန2ကတ>4အတ0က%e2က6င%4 

သ@ ဘ6eတ0e-ပ6eနလ>၊ သ@ e-ပ6တ>4ထ>မE6 ဘ6အe2က6င%1အရ6eတ0ပ'လ> ဆiuတ6 သ@တiu အeနန>O 

Hင%1Hင%1လင%1လင%1 သiရဖiu မလ0ယ%ဘ@1။ ဒ'4-ပင% အ>ဒ8လ@ရ>\အသGက eတ6%eတ6%eလ1 တiu1eနJပ81 သစ%ပင%

က ဘ6မE -ပန%မe-ပ6တ6eတ64 eသခ96တယ%။ တခ9iuအရ6eတ0၊ တခ9iuစက61လuG1eတ0၊ စက61စueတ0၊ 

စက61လuG1eတ0ရ>\ စည%1ခ9က%က9မSeတ0၊ အသGeနအသGထ61eတ0၊ အe2က6င%1အရ6eတ0ကiuပ> တသမတ%

တည%1  သuG1 eနတ6ကiu  2ကည%4 -ခ င%1အ61 -ဖင%4  အ>ဒ8 စက61လuG1 eတ0က အeရ1ပ'တယ%ဆiuတ6 

eက6က%ခ9က%ခ9လiuရတယ%။ ဒ8စက61လuG1eတ0ကiu အဓiပD6ယ%ဖ0င%4Jပ81 အeတ01ခ9င%1ဖလEယ%2ကတ>4 အ0န%လiuင%1

စက61ဝiuင%1တစ%ခuလည%1 eပNလ6တယ%။ (စ6ဖတ%သ@eတ0ထ>က စiတ%ဝင%စ61တ>4သ@eတ0 မ961မယ%ဆiuရင% ဒ8

အe2က6င%1ကiu အeသ1စiတ% eဝမpeပ1သ061ပ'မယ%ဗ9။) 
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About the  
contributors
Hsu Mon Thein is a researcher in humanitarian and development 

fields, for over three years in Post-conflict Areas Education and for 
six years in medical humanitarian aid. She has expertise in non-

experimental research, program management and teaching to young 

learners. Together with writing formal reports and paper, she is also 

learning to write short stories and novels while sharing non-fiction 
related to skin care, research and short stories. This short story is her 

very first short story published after formal learning about creative 
writing. With passion to support social justice, Hsu is excited to extend 

her skills and networks to share untold stories to build a just society 

together, where every child would reach full potential without poverty 

and conflict-induced barriers.

Po Po Phoenix is a writer from Myanmar. 

Thu Ta co-founded the Lashio University English Club and Book Clubs, 

and received an MA in English from Lashio University in 2018. During 

the COVID-19 pandemic, he initiated literature discussion shows at his 

alma mater, in the Lashio community, and on social media. Recently, he 

published his first e-book, ’Little Grains of Soul Rice,’ on his Soul Rice 
Facebook page. In 2023, he earned an MA In Education Methodology, 

Policy and Leadership from the University of Oregon. He currently 

resides in Eugene, Oregon, and works as an Education Assistant for 

students with special needs in Bethel School District.

Aung Naing Htoo (his pen name being Nyein Hlaing) was born in 

Ponnakyun, Rakhine State in August 1997. He contributed a few poems to 

the Annual Magazine of Sittwe University, local magazines and magazines 

issued in mainland Myanmar. He has written modern poems in collective 

poetry books written in Rakhine language. In 2019, he published his 

poetry in Rakhine language, entitled Wut-Sone. He has been engaged in 

the art movements, Kan Yoe Tan Art Platform, based in the Rakhine State, 
and took the lead in poetry recitation and paper readings. He was already 

writing poems when, in 2023, he started writing short stories in Sharing 

Stories, Connecting Lives in the NCW project supported by PEN Myanmar. 

Aye Aye Moe (her nickname, Aye Moe, her pen name Thanda Tun) 

was born in a village by the Lay Myo River in Mrauk Oo, Rakhine State 

on October 1, 1995. She has been interested in poetry since she was a 
Grade 9 student. Her first poem, ’Amin’ appeared in print in the Annual 
Magazine of Sittwe University. Some poems and an essay of hers also 

appeared in local magazines and the annual university magazins. Rakine 

Thu Myat Readers Club works with budding writers and publishes 

poetry books. In October 2018, six Rakhine women writers published 

a poetry book, ’Akyun Swa Ma Mar Tayauk’ in Rakhine language. In the 

story collection ’Yat Kyaw Ywa Kyaw Stories’, published under Third 
Story Project, she wrote a short story, ’Byein Saung’. In the present, she 

volunteers at the Sarpi Garu Mobile Library of Marauk Oo. She works for 

a nongovernment organization in Sittwe.      

ဒ8လ@ ဘယ%လiu-ဖစ%သ061မE6လ>၊ သW အe-ခအeနကeရ6 ဘ6ဆက%-ဖစ%မလ>ဆiuတ6eတ64 အခuခ9iန%ထi

eတ64 ဘယ%သ@မE eသခ96မe-ပ6Iiuင%ပ'ဘ@1ဗ9။ 
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Shwe Eain San is a writer and translator. Her passion for writing ignited 

at a young age, though she initially lacked the confidence to share her 
work. Encouragement from professors led her to contribute articles 

to the University Annual Magazine, exploring themes of womanhood. 

Recognition followed, inspiring her to pursue writing further. In 2022, her 

short story, ’It’s okay, you know,’ was published in an online magazine. 

The Link the Wor(l)ds literary translation workshop was a pivotal moment, 

motivating her to amplify her roles as a writer and translator. She hopes 

to provide readers with a window into the unknown worlds of diverse 

lives through her writing.

Thinn Thiri Tun was born in 1993 and her parents are Government 

employees. She graduated as a Bachelor in Civil Engineering from 

Taungoo Technological University in 2015. Since University student life, 
she has been passionate about creative writing and translating. After 

graduating, she worked as a senior assistant engineer in Department of 

Basic Education from January 2015 to February 2021. Then, she started 
to work as a translator. She has been translating English novels and 

Chinese novels as a freelancer. She participated in Link the Wor(l)d’s 

Literary Translation Festival held in July – October (2022) as a translator. 

In this workshop, she translated ’State of Emergency’ by Jeremy Tiang and 

’LIFEPLAN’ by Jeremy Tiang. Then, she also participated in Link the Wor(l)

d’s Sharing Stories, Connecting Lives held in February – July (2023) as 

a creative writer and translator. She works as an English teacher in an 

international school.

Olivia Ma is a writer and literary translator, based in Myanmar. In 2019, 

she enrolled as a trainee lawyer at the Supreme Court of the Union of 

Myanmar. Following the Myanmar military coup in February 2021, she left 

her courtroom apprenticeship, and began to chase her dream to become 

a writer and literary translator. In 2022, she completed an online course 

in literary translation studies at the National Centre for Writing, UK. She 

also gives free legal advice to people with social care needs. 

Nhkum Lu belongs to the Nhkum clan in Myitkyina in Kachin State in 

northern Myanmar. She is a Kachin peace educator and writer. Her essays 

and stories have appeared in Women’s Libber, and Portside Review 

magazines. She is currently working on a project called ’Kachin: Stories 

from an Uncivil War’ which reimagines the impact of the Myanmar civil 

war on the Kachin people through writings by Kachin writers.

Nu Htet Htet Lwin took her first step into the literary world by 
participating in the Link the Wor(l)ds Literary Translation Workshop in 

2022. As someone who loves to live in her own literary cocoon and would 

rather express her thoughts in writing, an essential medium for her. She 

is navigating her way in pursuit of storytelling expertise.

Hsu Lei Nwe read English literature at Mandalay University. She currently 

wears the hat of an English language teacher. In her leisure time, she 

finds joy in translating books and poems from English to Burmese or vice 
versa, and is immersed in imaginations for her own stories. 

Mika Royd is a writer and editor. Their fiction was recently commended 
for the University of East Anglia’s New Forms Award and longlisted for 

the Desperate Literature Prize. Mika is represented by David Higham and 

lives in Manchester, England.

Mariyam Karolia is an emerging writer and poet of Indian heritage. She 

believes in the power of storytelling to form human connections and as 

a catalyst for social change and is very proud of being part of Sharing 

Stories, Connecting Lives.

Jessica Wright is a historian and writer based in West Yorkshire. Her 
recent work has appeared or is forthcoming in Queerlings Magazine, 

Mslexia, Whiptail Journal, and streetcake magazine. She also writes about 

the history of the brain and mental disorder, and her first book, The Care 
of the Brain in Early Christian (2022), has been described as ’surpassingly 

researched and beautifully written’. She teaches in the Lifelong Learning 

Centre at the University of Leeds.

Gus Mitchell is a writer in London. He graduated with a BA in English at 

Trinity College, Cambridge. He writes about the performing arts, books, 

music, culture in general, and environmental issues. He also works on 

film and theatre projects, which are shown in London and elsewhere.

Zar Myo Thandar was born in Twinma Village, Myaing Township, in 

rural Magway region in the heartland of Myanmar. She earned an MA 

in English from Yadanabon University in Mandalay in 2007. She was a 
lecturer in English at Mandalay University of Foreign Languages, with 

over twelve years of professional expertise, when she resigned from her 

job in protest against the 2021 military coup. She continues to work as 

a private educator and literary translator in Mandalay. In Myanmar she 

publishes under the pen name Hsue Yanant. 

Mozart Brang is a writer and translator from one of the marginalised 

ethnic communities in Myanmar, left his studies in political science 

at Yangon University, in protest following the 2021 military coup. He 
is currently pursuing an undergraduate degree at Parami University, 

Yangon.
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